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SUMMARY

INCREMENTAL NONLINEAR CONTROL OF HYDRAULIC PARALLEL ROBOTS

AN APPLICATION TO THE SIMONA RESEARCH SIMULATOR

Yingzhi HUANG

In advanced robotic applications such as robotic locomotion, vehicle and flight simu-

lators, and material test devices, there are higher requirements on stiffness, robustness

and power ability for the mechanical structure and the actuator. Hence, it is common

for such applications to use parallel manipulators and hydraulic actuators, due to their

advantages in these aspects over their counterparts of serial manipulators and electrical

actuators. When high-precision motion control is required for such systems, advanced

model-based controllers, including feedback linearization and adaptive control, have

been proposed in state-of-the-art studies for both hydraulic and parallel mechanical

systems. However, the high complexity, nonlinearity and model uncertainty of these

systems raise significant challenges for their motion control accuracy.

Parallel robots are kinematically different from the more commonly applied serial

systems, as their end-effectors are connected to the base by multiple independent kine-

matic chains, which resemble the structure of a spider. Despite their advantages in stiff-

ness and robustness, the dynamic modeling of parallel robots is inherently much more

complicated due to their complex structure. For a general 6-DOF hexapod robot, a com-

plete dynamic model that is linear with respect to its dynamic parameters (i.e., inertial

and friction parameters) is difficult to obtain and almost no widely accepted systematic

solutions exist in literature. This means that a complete model parameter identifica-

tion for complex parallel robots is challenging. For this reason, in more practical parallel

robot control studies significant model simplifications are often necessary by neglecting

‘small’ inertial terms. This will, however, inherently introduce model uncertainties.

The use of hydraulic actuators introduces even more serious model uncertainty prob-

lems to the complete system. On the one hand, hydraulic actuator dynamics are highly

nonlinear, and subject to significant disturbances from nonlinear friction, oil leakage,

additional dynamics and time-varying parameters, such as the oil bulk modulus that

changes as the oil heats up. On the other hand, as hydraulic actuators are not force gen-

erators by nature, their usage in some advanced applications, such as force control, is

not possible without an additional hydraulic force tracking controller. As a result, the

hydraulic actuators not only complicate the overall control system, but also further de-

teriorate the model uncertainty problems of the complete system. As the precision of

the uncertain system model is difficult to improve in practice, the control performance

of advanced model-based controllers generally remains suboptimal.
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This dissertation develops a novel control approach for hydraulic parallel robots,

based on Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI), which is inherently insensi-

tive to model uncertainties, while achieving better control performance than achievable

with state-of-the-art model-based controllers, even with correct model information. A

large-scale 6-DOF hydraulic parallel robot, the SIMONA research simulator (SRS) at TU

Delft, will be used as an experimental testbed for control performance evaluation, as the

high fidelity flight simulation requires high performance motion cueing for the pilots.

The main research goal of this thesis can therefore be formulated as:

To develop high-precision, time-efficient motion control algorithms for parallel

hydraulic robots, in the presence of considerable model uncertainties in both the hy-

draulic and mechanical subsystems.

In order to make the developed control system versatile, a cascaded control structure

is adopted, which combines an inner-loop hydraulic force controller with an outer-loop

motion controller. In this way, both control loops can be designed independently and

more flexibly applied to more general applications. That is, the control system devel-

oped for the hydraulic actuator can also be used for serial manipulators or advanced

force control tasks. Because the discussed model uncertainty problem exists for both

the hydraulic and mechanical subsystems, the following research questions are raised:

1. How to achieve less model dependent nonlinear force/torque tracking control for

the hydraulic actuators with high performance, when subjected to large hydraulic

model uncertainties and disturbances?

2. How to achieve less model dependent and high precision motion control for gen-

eral parallel manipulators with large dynamic model offsets and disturbances?

Before directly answering the research questions, a detailed research survey on the

motion control of hydraulic parallel robots is given. The current state-of-the-art stud-

ies are still predominantly model-based control approaches, which rely on an accurate

model of the plant, and their performance improvement is limited by the uncertainties

of the studied systems. The more advanced adaptive approaches complicate the con-

troller design procedure because of significantly increased computational load. There-

fore, inspired by a less-model-dependent control approach emerging in flight control,

namely, Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI), a novel control framework

for both control loops is proposed in this thesis, to minimize the model dependency.

As a novel modification of traditional feedback linearization, INDI replaces the use of

full model information in the feedback linearization by state measurements of an incre-

mental model, which becomes insensitive to model uncertainties, while still achieving

an accurate linearization of the nonlinear plants. It is for this reason that INDI is also

considered as a sensor-based control technique.

In order to establish a simulation testbed for controller design, to test and evalu-

ate the effectiveness and performance improvement of the proposed controller over the

state-of-the-art ones, a fully nonlinear high-fidelity model for a 6-DOF hydraulic hexa-

pod robot is developed and implemented to match the SRS. The fully modelled non-

linear dynamics include the nonlinear hydraulic valve dynamics, actuator fluid dynam-
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ics, parallel manipulator rigid body dynamics, and even oil transmission line dynam-

ics, which are all modelled in full detail, based on physical principles. Those submod-

els are made modular, to be easily included or omitted from the complete model. The

model is validated by comparing the simulation results with experiment data collected

for the SRS. As a testbed for the proposed controller, the model provides important ref-

erences for controller assumption validation, identification of practical issues, perfor-

mance evaluations, and parameter tuning. The simulated performance indeed shows

great agreement with the measured experiment results on the SRS .

To address the first research question, a hydraulic force-tracking controller based

on INDI is developed theoretically and practically. In theory, the robustness of INDI is

based on several assumptions, including sufficiently high sampling rate and fast actuator

dynamics. In this thesis, the robustness of INDI to parameter uncertainties is rigorously

proven in theory with a necessary condition for stability, based on which the maximum

parameter mismatch level for stable performance can be determined. In practice, the

implementation issues caused by unmodeled dynamics (for the controller) which may

lead to serious stability problems, such as the valve dynamics, oil pipeline dynamics and

sensor dynamics, are identified through simulations on the developed nonlinear model.

Appropriate practical solutions with synchronized low-pass filters are proposed. The

developed hydraulic force controller is combined with a model-based computed torque

outer-loop motion controller to form the complete control system for the SRS.

To validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed inner-loop force track-

ing controller, motion tracking experiments under aggressive motion profiles are per-

formed on the SRS, under both nominal and hydraulic parameter offset conditions. For

the proposed inner-loop INDI controller, the hydraulic force tracking accuracy is im-

proved by over 10 times as compared to the baseline model-based controller under nom-

inal conditions. Under up to 50% hydraulic parameter mismatch, no visible perfor-

mance decrease (less than 5%) is observed with the INDI controller, while the same mis-

match quickly deteriorates performance by a factor of five for the baseline controller. As

a result, the developed overall position controller achieves sub-millimeter tracking ac-

curacy for a hydraulic parallel robot with an over 4000 kg cockpit under extreme levels

of parameter offset. A calculation of standard performance indicators shows that even

with a 50% model mismatch the control accuracy of the proposed control system is still

three times better than the best according to a recent state-of-the-art survey of hydraulic

robot control. This proves that the proposed controller is indeed not dependent on an

accurate hydraulic system model and achieves much better performance than state-of-

the-art model-based controllers.

To answer the second research question, an outer-loop parallel manipulator motion

controller based on the INDI technique is developed and implemented on the SRS. As

an extension of the INDI application from a single-input and single-output (SISO) sys-

tem to a multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) system, the INDI control theory is

also generalized. The robustness analysis for INDI control systems is extended to MIMO

cases, with a more general stability condition for the model mismatch level. The con-

troller is designed in the joint space, avoiding the cumbersome numerical forward kine-

matic calculation needed for controllers in the Cartesian space. The necessary actuator

force feedback is achieved by hydraulic pressure measurements. The required actuator
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acceleration measurements are obtained through numerical differentiation of the actu-

ator position measurements.

The developed outer-loop INDI motion controller is combined with the developed

inner-loop INDI force controller, completing the dual-INDI control system for hydraulic

parallel robots. The resulting controlled system is not only robust to hydraulic parameter

uncertainties, but also to parallel manipulator model mismatches, such as in its inertial

and friction parameters. Together with a theoretical proof, the robustness is further ver-

ified and validated by simulation and experiment results. In the motion tracking exper-

iments with nominal conditions, the dual-INDI controller shows slightly better position

tracking performance than the previously developed inner-loop INDI plus outer-loop

model-based controller, which already achieved a notable performance improvement

over the state-of-the-art. In the robustness tests, extreme levels of model uncertainties

are introduced, including up to 50% cockpit mass mismatches (around 2000 kg) and±0.5

meter center-of-gravity shifts along the longitudinal axis of the simulator body frame.

The performance of the dual-INDI controller remains intact at sub-millimeter precision,

while the performance of the reference model-based controller quickly degrades to over

5 mm, i.e., 10 times worse.

With the developed dual-INDI force/motion controller for hydraulic parallel robots,

the research goal is achieved. On the one hand, the controller achieves world-class per-

formance under extreme levels of model mismatches from both hydraulic and mechani-

cal subsystems with supporting theory, validating the robustness and high performance.

On the other hand, the controller design procedure is simple and computationally effi-

cient, with the avoidance of the full model calculation and any explicit adaptive or robust

control algorithms. The free combinations of the inner- and outer-loops also reflect the

versatility of the developed control system.

In conclusion, this thesis presents a high-precision and time-efficient control sys-

tem for hydraulic parallel robots, with inherent and proven robustness to typical model

uncertainties, based on a less model-dependent control technique INDI. The high per-

formance and robustness of the controller is proven in theory, verified with high-fidelity

computer simulation and validated with real-world experiments. Overall, superior con-

trol performance is achieved compared with state-of-the-art related studies with at least

three times better motion tracking accuracy.

In future work, the INDI control technique should be further refined. For instance,

one key feature of the developed INDI controller is that it depends on system state mea-

surements which may not be directly available, such as actuator accelerations. The cur-

rent solution with numerical differentiation introduces noise or filter dynamics which

may harm for the performance or stability. More advanced estimation methods are ex-

pected for future development. Besides, application wise, the proposed controllers for

both loops should be applied to more general applications, such as force control for ma-

nipulators that interact with the environment, instead of only the motion in free space

as is the case of the SRS.
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INCREMENTAL NONLINEAR CONTROL OF HYDRAULIC PARALLEL ROBOTS

AN APPLICATION TO THE SIMONA RESEARCH SIMULATOR

Yingzhi HUANG

Geavanceerde roboticatoepassingen zoals voortbeweging, voertuig- en vluchtsimula-

toren en materiaaltestapparatuur stellen hogere eisen aan de mechanische structuur en

de actuator in termen van stijfheid, robuustheid en vermogen. Parallelle manipulatoren

in combinatie met hydraulische actuatoren worden door hun superieure eigenschappen

op deze gebieden daarom vaak verkozen boven hun tegenhangers van seriële manipu-

latoren en elektrische actuatoren. Wanneer voor dergelijke systemen zeer nauwkeurige

bewegingsbesturing is vereist, zijn geavanceerde modelgebaseerde regelaars, inclusief

terugkoppelingslinearisatie en adaptieve regelaars, voorgesteld in geavanceerde stud-

ies voor zowel hydraulische als parallelle mechanische systemen. De hoge complex-

iteit, niet-lineariteit en modelonzekerheid van dit soort regelaars hebben echter een

negatieve invloed op de bereikbare nauwkeurigheid van de bewegingsbesturing.

Parallelle robots zijn kinematisch verschillend van de meer algemeen toegepaste ser-

iële systemen, omdat hun eindeffectoren zijn verbonden met het onderstel door meerdere

onafhankelijke kinematische ketens, die lijken op de structuur van een spin. Ondanks

hun voordelen in stijfheid en robuustheid, maakt de complexe structuur de dynamis-

che modellering van deze parallelle robots inherent veel gecompliceerder. Voor een al-

gemene robot met zes vrijheidsgraden (“hexapod”) is een volledig dynamisch model dat

lineair is met betrekking tot zijn dynamische parameters (d.w.z. traagheids- en wrijv-

ingsparameters) moeilijk te verkrijgen en zijn bijna geen algemeen aanvaarde systema-

tische oplossingen in de literatuur bekend. Dit betekent dat een complete modelparam-

eteridentificatie voor complexe parallelle robots een uitdaging is. Om deze reden zijn

in meer praktische parallelle robotbesturingsstudies aanzienlijke modelvereenvoudigin-

gen vaak nodig door het negeren van ’kleine’ traagheidsvoorwaarden. Dit zal echter in-

herent modelonzekerheden introduceren.

Het gebruik van hydraulische actuatoren introduceert nog meer serieuze onzeker-

heidsproblemen voor het complete systeem. Enerzijds zijn de hydraulische actuatordy-

namica hoogst niet-lineair en onderhevig aan significante verstoringen door niet-lineaire

wrijving, olielekkage, extra dynamica en in de tijd variërende parameters, zoals de com-

pressiemodulus van de olie die verandert als de olie opwarmt. Aan de andere kant,

omdat hydraulische actuatoren van nature geen krachtgeneratoren zijn, is het gebruik

ervan in sommige geavanceerde toepassingen, zoals krachtregeling, niet mogelijk zon-

der een aanvullende hydraulische krachtregelaar. Dientengevolge compliceren de hy-

draulische actuatoren niet alleen het algehele regelsysteem, maar verslechtert verder

xi
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ook de modelonzekerheidsproblemen van het complete systeem. Omdat de precisie

van het onzekere systeemmodel in de praktijk moeilijk te verbeteren is, blijven de bes-

turingsprestaties van geavanceerde modelgebaseerde regelaars in het algemeen subop-

timaal.

Dit proefschrift ontwikkelt een nieuwe besturingsaanpak voor hydraulische paral-

lelle robots, gebaseerd op incrementele niet-lineaire dynamische inversie (INDI), die

inherent ongevoelig is voor modelonzekerheden, terwijl betere regelprestaties worden

bereikt dan met geavanceerde modelgebaseerde regelaars mogelijk is, zelfs als zij beschikken

over de juiste modelinformatie. Een grootschalige hydraulische parallelle robot met zes

vrijheidsgraden, de SIMONA vluchtsimulator (SRS) van de TU Delft, zal worden gebruikt

voor de experimentele evaluatie van de regelprestaties. Deze vluchtsimulator stelt voor

een realistische vluchtnabootsing hoge eisen aan de bewegingsnauwkeurigheid. Het be-

langrijkste onderzoeksdoel van dit proefschrift kan daarom worden geformuleerd als:

Ontwikkeling van uiterst nauwkeurige, tijdbesparende algoritmen voor beweg-

ingsregeling voor parallelle hydraulische robots, in aanwezigheid van aanzienlijke mod-

elonzekerheden in zowel de hydraulische als de mechanische subsystemen.

Om het ontwikkelde besturingssysteem veelzijdig te maken, wordt een trapsgewi-

jze besturingsstructuur gebruikt, die een hydraulische krachtregelaar in de binnenste

regelkring combineert met een bewegingsregelaar in de buitenste regelkring. Op deze

manier kunnen beide regelkringen onafhankelijk worden ontworpen en makkelijker wor-

den aangepast voor algemenere toepassingen. Dat wil zeggen dat het besturingssys-

teem dat is ontwikkeld voor de hydraulische actuator ook kan worden gebruikt voor ser-

iële manipulators of geavanceerde krachtbesturingstaken. Omdat het besproken mode-

lonzekerheidsprobleem geldt voor zowel de hydraulische als de mechanische subsyste-

men, zijn de volgende onderzoeksvragen aan de orde:

1. Hoe kan een hoge regelnauwkeurigheid behaald worden door een niet-lineaire

kracht- of momentregelaar met een kleinere modelafhankelijkheid en werkend

op een hydraulische actuator in de aanwezigheid van grote hydraulische mode-

lonzekerheden en verstoringen?

2. Hoe kan een hoge bewegingsnauwkeurigheid behaald worden voor een algemene

parallelle manipulator door een positieregelaar met een kleinere modelafhankeli-

jkheid en in de aanwezigheid van grote veranderingen in dynamische eigenschap-

pen en grote verstoringen?

Voordat de onderzoeksvragen direct worden beantwoord, wordt een gedetailleerd

onderzoek naar de bewegingsregeling van hydraulische parallelle robots gegeven. De

meest recente studies gebruiken nog steeds overwegend op modellen gebaseerde rege-

laars, die gebaseerd zijn op een nauwkeurig model van het te regelen systeem, en hun

prestatieverbetering wordt beperkt door de onzekerheden van de betreffende systemen.

De meer geavanceerde adaptieve benaderingen bemoeilijken de ontwerpprocedure van

de regelaar vanwege aanzienlijk hogere rekenbelasting. Daarom, geïnspireerd door een

minder modelafhankelijke besturingsaanpak die is ontwikkeld voor vliegtuigbesturin-

gen, namelijk Incrementele niet-lineaire dynamische inversie (INDI), wordt in dit proef-
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schrift een nieuw regelsysteem voor beide regelkringen voorgesteld om de afhankeli-

jkheid van het model te minimaliseren. Als een nieuwe aanvulling op de traditionele

terugkoppelingslinearisatie vervangt INDI het gebruik van volledige modelinformatie in

de terugkoppelingslinearisatie door toestandsmetingen van een incrementeel model dat

ongevoelig wordt voor modelonzekerheden, terwijl toch een nauwkeurige linearisering

van de niet-lineaire systemen wordt bereikt. Het is om deze reden dat INDI ook wordt

beschouwd als een op sensoren gebaseerde besturingstechniek.

Ter ondersteuning van het ontwerp van de regelaar en om de effectiviteit en prestatie-

verbeteringen van de voorgestelde regelaar te testen ten opzichte van bestaande syste-

men, is een gesimuleerde proefopstelling gemaakt die een volledig niet-lineair en re-

alistisch model omvat van de hydraulische hexapod van de SRS. De volledig gemod-

elleerde niet-lineaire dynamica omvat de niet-lineaire hydraulische klepdynamica, actu-

atorvloeistofdynamica, starre lichaamsdynamica van de parallelle manipulator en zelfs

de dynamica van de olietransportlijnen. Deze zijn allemaal in detail zijn gemodelleerd,

gebaseerd op fysische principes. Deze submodellen zijn modulair gemaakt, zodat ze

eenvoudig kunnen worden toegevoegd aan of weggelaten uit het complete model. Het

model is gevalideerd door de simulatieresultaten te vergelijken met experimentgegevens

die met de SRS zijn verzameld. Als een proefopstelling voor de voorgestelde regelaar,

biedt het model belangrijke referentiewaardes voor de validatie van aannames voor het

ontwerp van de regelaar, identificatie van praktische problemen, evaluaties van de prestaties

en parameterafstemming. De gesimuleerde prestaties vertonen inderdaad grote overeen-

stemming met de gemeten experimentresultaten op de SRS.

Om de eerste onderzoeksvraag aan te pakken, is een hydraulische krachtvolgrege-

laar op basis van INDI theoretisch en praktisch ontwikkeld. In theorie is de robuus-

theid van INDI gebaseerd op verschillende aannames, waaronder een voldoende hoge

bemonsteringsfrequentie en een snelle actuatordynamiek. In dit proefschrift is de robu-

ustheid van INDI ten opzichte van parameteronzekerheden in theorie uitvoerig bewezen

met een noodzakelijke voorwaarde voor stabiliteit, op basis waarvan het maximale ver-

schilniveau in modelparameters voor stabiele prestaties kan worden bepaald. In de

praktijk worden de implementatieproblemen veroorzaakt door ongemodelleerde dynam-

ica (voor de regelaar) die kunnen leiden tot ernstige stabiliteitsproblemen, zoals de klep-

dynamiek, dynamiek van oliepijplijnen en sensordynamica. Deze problemen zijn geï-

dentificeerd door simulaties op het ontwikkelde niet-lineaire model. Passende prak-

tische oplossingen met gesynchroniseerde laagdoorlaatfilters worden voorgesteld. Om

het besturingssysteem van de SRS compleet te maken wordt de ontwikkelde hydraulis-

che krachtregelaar gecombineerd met een modelgebaseerde bewegingsregelaar die in

de buitenste regelkring de benodigde krachten genereert.

Om de effectiviteit en de robuustheid van de voorgestelde krachtregelaar te valid-

eren, worden experimenten onder agressieve bewegingsprofielen uitgevoerd op de SRS,

onder zowel nominale als condities waarin de hydraulische modelparameters afwijken

van de werkelijkheid. Voor de voorgestelde INDI-regelaar in de binnenste regelkring

wordt de nauwkeurigheid van de hydraulische krachtvolging met meer dan 10 keer ver-

beterd vergeleken met de modelgebaseerde referentieregelaar onder nominale omstandighe-

den. Bij afwijkingen in de hydraulische parameters van 50% wordt geen zichtbare prestatieaf-

name (minder dan 5%) waargenomen met de INDI-regelaar, terwijl de prestaties van
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de referentieregelaar met een factor vijf afnemen. Als gevolg hiervan behaalt de on-

twikkelde positieregelaar in de buitenste regelkring een nauwkeurigheid van minder dan

een millimeter voor een hydraulische parallelle robot met een cockpit van meer dan

4000 kg onder extreme niveaus van fouten in modelparameters. Een berekening van

standaardindicatoren voor regelprestaties toont aan dat zelfs met een 50% modelafwi-

jking de regelnauwkeurigheid van het voorgestelde besturingssysteem nog steeds drie

keer beter is dan het beste alternatief in een recent overzicht van hydraulische robotbes-

turingssystemen. Dit bewijst dat de voorgestelde regelaar inderdaad niet afhankelijk is

van een nauwkeurig hydraulisch systeemmodel en veel betere prestaties behaalt dan de

nieuwste modelgebaseerde regelaars.

Om de tweede onderzoeksvraag te beantwoorden is voor de buitenste regelkring

van de parallelle manipulator een bewegingsregelaar ontwikkeld en op de SRS geïm-

plementeerd die is gebaseerd op de INDI-techniek. Als een uitbreiding van de INDI-

applicatie van een SISO-systeem (Single-Input en Single-Output) naar een MIMO-systeem

(Multiple-Input en Multiple-Output), wordt de INDI-besturingstheorie ook gegeneraliseerd.

De robuustheidsanalyse voor INDI-regelsystemen wordt uitgebreid naar MIMO-gevallen,

met een meer algemene stabiliteitsvoorwaarde voor het niveau van modelfouten. De

regelaar is ontworpen in de ruimte van actuatorlengte en vermijdt daarmee de omslachtige

numerieke kinematische transformatie die nodig is voor regelaars in de cartesiaanse

ruimte. De benodigde krachtterugkoppeling van de actuator wordt verkregen door metin-

gen van de hydraulische druk. De vereiste versnellingsmetingen van de actuator worden

verkregen door numerieke differentiatie van de positiemetingen van de actuator.

De ontwikkelde INDI-bewegingsregelaar in de buitenste regelkring wordt gecombi-

neerd met de ontwikkelde INDI-krachtregelaar in de binnenste regelkring, waarmee het

dubbel-INDI-regelsysteem voor hydraulische parallelle robots wordt voltooid. Het resul-

terende geregelde systeem is niet alleen robuust voor hydraulische parameteronzeker-

heden, maar ook voor aanpassingen in het model van de parallelle manipulator, zoals in

zijn inertie- en wrijvingsparameters. Samen met een theoretisch bewijs wordt de robu-

ustheid verder geverifieerd en gevalideerd door simulatie- en experimentresultaten. In

de bewegingsexperimenten met nominale condities, vertoont de dubbel-INDI-regelaar

een iets betere positiebepalingsprestatie dan de eerder ontwikkelde INDI krachtrege-

laar plus modelgebaseerde positieregelaar, die al een opmerkelijke prestatieverbetering

behaalden ten opzichte van de laatste stand van de techniek. In de robuustheidstests

worden extreme niveaus van modelonzekerheden geïntroduceerd, waaronder tot 50%

fouten in de gemodelleerde cabinemassa(ongeveer 2000 kg) en ± 0,5 meter zwaartepuntsver-

schuivingen langs de lengteas van het frame van de simulator. De prestaties van de

dubbel-INDI-regelaar blijven intact met een nauwkeurigheid van minder dan een mil-

limeter, terwijl de prestaties van de op een referentiemodel gebaseerde regelaar snel

afnemen tot meer dan 5 mm, dat wil zeggen tien keer slechter.

Met de ontwikkelde dubbel-INDI kracht- en bewegingsregelaar voor hydraulische

parallelle robots wordt het onderzoeksdoel bereikt. Aan de ene kant bereikt de regelaar

prestaties van wereldklasse onder extreme niveaus van modelfouten van zowel de hy-

draulische als de mechanische subsystemen met ondersteunende theorie, waarbij de

robuustheid en hoge prestaties worden gevalideerd. Anderzijds is de ontwerpproce-

dure van de regelaar eenvoudig en efficiënt in rekenkracht, door het vermijden van de
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volledige modelberekening en eventuele expliciete adaptieve of robuuste besturingsal-

goritmen. De vrije combinaties van de binnen- en buitenregelkringen weerspiegelen

ook de veelzijdigheid van het ontwikkelde besturingssysteem.

Concluderend presenteert dit proefschrift een zeer nauwkeurig en tijdbesparend con-

trolesysteem voor hydraulische parallelle robots, met inherente en bewezen robuustheid

voor typische modelonzekerheden, gebaseerd op de minder modelafhankelijke bestur-

ingstechniek INDI. De hoge prestaties en robuustheid van de regelaar zijn in theorie

bewezen, geverifieerd met realistische computersimulatie en gevalideerd met experi-

menten in de praktijk. Over het algemeen worden superieure regelprestaties bereikt

waarbij de nauwkeurigheid van de beweging minstens een factor 3 beter is dan de nieuw-

ste gepubliceerde onderzoeken.

In toekomstig werk moet de INDI-regeltechniek verder worden verfijnd. Een belan-

grijk kenmerk van de ontwikkelde INDI-regelaar is bijvoorbeeld dat deze afhankelijk is

van signalen die mogelijk niet direct gemeten worden, zoals actuatorversnellingen. De

huidige oplossing met numerieke differentiatie introduceert ruis of filterdynamiek die

de prestaties of stabiliteit kan schaden. Voor toekomstige ontwikkeling worden meer

geavanceerde schattingsmethoden verwacht. Bovendien moeten de voorgestelde rege-

laars voor beide regelkringen worden getoetst in meer algemene toepassingen, zoals

krachtregeling voor manipulatoren die interactie hebben met de omgeving, in plaats van

alleen de beweging in de vrije ruimte zoals het geval is bij de SRS.
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. HYDRAULIC PARALLEL MANIPULATORS

The first programmable industrial robot, Unimate (Fig. 1.1 (a)), was invented by George

Devol in 1959, only 38 years after the word "robot" was introduced in Karel Capek’s play

Rossum’s Universal Robots [1]. Over half a century later, robotics technology has become

increasingly important in industry and also our daily life, and is believed to be more

important the coming decades with fast growing markets [2]. Despite the vast variety

that the robots may have in forms, from micro air vehicles [3] to autonomous quadruped

robots [4], the majority of robots can be characterized by a few technological aspects.

Among them, actuation methods, kinematic/dynamic features and control algorithms

are some of the most studied characteristics.

Acting as the drive of a system, the actuator is the basic element of robotic mo-

tion systems. Hydraulic and electric actuators are the most popular actuation tech-

niques. Although electric actuators are becoming more and more popular nowadays for

their advantages in size, energy efficiency and maintenance cost [5], hydraulic actuators

are still attractive in performance-oriented or large-scale applications, as they provide

significantly higher force and torque abilities and better robustness [6]. For instance,

the Boston Dynamics Spot [7], an advanced four-legged hydraulic robot, provides twice

higher payload capability than its electric driven little brother Spotmini with a barely

larger size (See Fig. 1.1 (b), (c)). Thus, hydraulic actuation still sees frequent use in ad-

vanced industrial and academic applications, such as rough terrain locomotion of legged

robots [8, 9], vehicle simulator motion systems [10] and offshore access systems [11].

The kinematic and dynamic features of a robot are largely defined by its mechanical

structure. Currently, the most commonly applied robots are often built as serial manip-

ulators with open kinematic chains, which strongly resemble human hands. The main

characteristic of serial manipulators is the successive connected sequence of rigid bod-

ies (links), each of which is connected to its predecessor by a one-degree-of-freedom

joint [12]. A typical example of such serial manipulators is shown in Fig. 1.1 (d). Despite

the advantages in straightforward kinematics and relatively simple dynamics, serial ma-

nipulators have inherent constraints in their accuracy, stiffness and payload capability.

1
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Thus for applications where a heavy payload and high accuracy are important require-

ments, another type of configuration, the parallel robot, is often considered [13].

Parallel robots, which contain closed kinematic chains, generally consist of a moving

end-effector and a fixed base, connected by multiple independent kinematic chains. The

most typical parallel manipulator is a six degree-of-freedom (DOF) construction with

six linear actuators which is known as the Stewart (or Gough-Stewart) platform [13], as

shown in Fig. 1.2. This is the reason why these 6-DOF parallel manipulators are also

often referred to as ’hexapods’. Even though this hexapod structure was first established

by Gough in 1947 as a system allowing the positioning and orientation of a platform for

tire wear and tear tests, it wasn’t until the 1960’s, when Stewart proposed a similar struc-

ture for flight simulator motion bases [14], that hexapods started to be widely used [12].

Compared with a serial structure, the advantages of parallel robots include much higher

stiffness and load mass ratio, better robustness and higher accuracy [15]. Parallel manip-

ulators are nowadays widely used in motion systems, machine tools, medical assistant

systems and numerous other applications [12].

The combination of the hydraulic actuator and a parallel structure shares the advan-

tages from both elements, and features significantly higher payload ability and robust-

ness compared with their electrical serial robot counterparts. Hydraulic parallel manip-

ulators are capable of handling heavy duty applications in rough environments, such

as multiaxial material test devices [16] and offshore access systems [11] (see Fig. 1.1 (e)

and (f)). Another typical application is the flight simulator motion system, for which the

motion accuracy is a main criterion for performance evaluations, stemming from the

requirement of high-fidelity motion cueing for the training of pilots. Despite the advan-

tages provided by both the actuator and the manipulator, the high motion accuracy of

such systems can not be guaranteed without a high performance control algorithm.

The high-precision motion control of hydraulic parallel robots, which often combine

complicated actuators and less straightforward mechanical structures, is also one of the

most challenging robotic control topics. As a hydraulic parallel flight simulator motion

system is a typical representation of a broader class of hydraulic parallel robots with

high accuracy control requirement, its performance provide validations for a variety of

advanced robotic control techniques for general hydraulic parallel robots. The novel

control of these parallel hydraulic robots forms the subject of this thesis.

1.2. HYDRAULIC HEXAPOD FLIGHT SIMULATOR

Hydraulic actuation has dominated the flight simulator industry for decades [18, 19].

Nowadays, however, the trend to use electrical drives is becoming more commonplace

with the development of the electrical servomotor [5, 20, 21]. Electrical actuators offer

several advantages over hydraulic ones, including higher energy efficiency, lower main-

tenance cost, and far less environment pollution possibility [18]. However, in applica-

tions where performance is the major requirement, such as in a research flight simulator,

hydraulic actuators are still attractive due to their high power-to-weight ratio, extremely

high power ability and less safety problems when facing a loss of power. Furthermore,

hydraulic fluids inherently act as a lubrication, which guarantees a smoother motion

while avoiding wear. Combined with a parallel robotic structure, the hexapod hydraulic

motion system can provide an extremely smooth 6-DOF motion for a flight simulator.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of robotic systems with different actuators and structures: (a) Unimate invented by

George Devol [1], (b) Boston Dynamics ’Spot’ [7], (c) Boston Dynamics ’SpotMini’ [7], (d) KUKA OccuBot [17],

(e) TU Delft ’Hexapod’ [16], (f) Ampelmann E8000 offshore motion compensation system [11]

Figure 1.2: The SIMONA Research Simulator at TU Delft with its hydraulic hexapod motion system
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The SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) is a typical full scale hydraulic hexapod flight

simulator developed by Delft University of Technology, and currently maintained by the

Control and Operations department in the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering [22, 23].

One of the main purposes of the SRS is to provide the maximum possible motion sim-

ulation realism with new techniques. Integrated design of the cockpit and the use of

light-weight materials helped minimizing the mass of the upper platform, an advanced

visual display system was developed for providing realistic visual cueing, and a unique

software architecture called the Delft University Environment for Communication and

Activation, (DUECA) was developed for real-time simulation and hardware control [22].

One of the most important contributors to the fidelity of the flight simulation is how well

the physical motions of the pilots resemble the reality of flight [22]. The ability to de-

liver high fidelity motion cueing is the main motivation for the high precision hydraulic

parallel motion control system development.

The SRS motion system consists of six linear hydraulic actuators, each of which is

controlled by a servo-valve. Currently, a nonlinear model-based motion control system

is implemented on the SRS [19]. With an accurate model of the complete system, good

motion tracking performance can be achieved. However, as will be discussed in more

detail in this thesis, hydraulic parallel robots face inherent model uncertainty problems.

As is well known, the performance of model-based nonlinear controllers degrades when

these are subject to model and parameter uncertainties [24]. For instance, the motion

tracking accuracy of the SRS is deteriorated 90% with only a 20% mismatch of the valve

maximum flow parameter, one of the most important parameters of the hydraulic actu-

ator model [25]. As the model accuracy of hydraulic systems is difficult to improve, as it

contains time-varying parameters due to temperature changes, system wear and even

system hardware modifications, the development of alternative motion control tech-

niques that are less dependent (or even independent) of an accurate model of the sys-

tems will enable even higher control performance.

1.3. MOTION CONTROL PROBLEMS FOR HYDRAULIC PARALLEL

ROBOTS

Motion control is a major topic for robotics. In order to achieve motion control, it is as-

sumed that a desired motion trajectory of the robot/manipulator has been generated, to

act as the ‘reference input’ for the control system to follow. The general task of motion

control systems can therefore be formulated as follows: to determine the required ac-

tuation forces/torques to be generated by the actuators, such that the planned motion

trajectory is executed by the manipulator, fulfilling the desired transient and steady-state

requirements [26].

Specifically, for a flight simulator, a real-time computer program typically calculates

the required motion of the simulated aircraft based on the aircraft model and the pilot

(or autopilot) input. Due to the limited stroke of the simulator actuators, the simulated

flight motion has to be transformed to a reference motion profile that the simulator mo-

tion system is capable of following. Once the resulting motion profile is generated, often

using advanced ’washout’ algorithms [27], the motion control problem of the hydraulic

hexapod flight simulator becomes a general control problem for hydraulic parallel ma-
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Figure 1.3: Cascaded control structure for hydraulic robots with inner- and outer-loop controllers

nipulators. In this regard, the developed control techniques developed in this thesis are

not restricted to the simulator motion system. Instead, they can be implemented in a

much broader class of hydraulic hexapod applications in free space.

Even though the motion control problem for general robots has been extensively

studied during the past decades with a variety of advanced control techniques [28–31],

fundamental problems still exist for hydraulic robots. As discussed, a typical motion

controller calculates the required force/torque reference of the actuators, based on the

assumption that the actuators are ’force generators’. In more advanced control schemes

such as impedance control and vibration isolation, this assumption is also often made

[32, 33]. However, different from their electrical counterparts, hydraulic actuators are

not force generators by nature. For hydraulic actuators, the control inputs are actually

regarded as ’velocity commands’ [10, 34]. This prevents the direct application of various

well-studied motion control schemes.

One practical solution to this problem is to design the controller with a cascaded

structure with multiple control loops [35–37]. Fig. 1.3 presents the basic structure of

the cascaded control strategy. The control system consists of an outer-loop (high-level)

controller, which is a typical robot motion controller that calculates the required ref-

erence actuation forces, and an inner-loop (lower-level) hydraulic force-tracking con-

troller, guiding the hydraulic actuators to execute the reference forces. With this control

structure, the control problem is decoupled into two sub-problems, i.e., the hydraulic

actuator force tracking problem and the parallel manipulator motion tracking problem.

However, as will be elaborated, both sub-problems have their own particular design and

implementation issues, yet also face similar challenges.

1.3.1. HYDRAULIC FORCE CONTROL

The use of fluid power is a very old discipline, which dates back to the beginning of the

last century, when hydraulic actuators were used in an open-loop manner [18]. From

the middle of the last century, as the servo-control techniques improved, more accurate

closed-loop control for hydraulic servo systems became possible. The hardware of a hy-

draulic servo-system generally consists of the following three subsystems: (1) The power

supply unit, which provides hydraulic power in the form of a constant supply pressure,

(2) the servo-valve, which controls the fluid flows into and out of the actuator chambers,
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and (3) the actuator which generates the actuation force by the fluid pressure difference

between its two chambers [38].

The hydraulic actuator dynamics are mainly determined by the pressure dynamics of

the hydraulic oil in the actuator chambers, caused by the hydraulic fluid compressibility

[19]. For the purpose of controller design, the pressure dynamics of the two chambers

are generally combined into a single dynamic equation [39]. This requires a great simpli-

fication of the model (for the controller) with some small terms neglected, which intro-

duces inherent model uncertainties. The dynamic equation itself turns out to be highly

nonlinear. In addition, other nonlinear features such as nonlinear frictions, oil leakage

and additional sensor and filter dynamics, all contribute to the nonlinearity and model

uncertainty of the dynamics, as will be explored in Chapter 3.

The strongly nonlinear and complex hydraulic system dynamics explains why the

hydraulic force/torque control is challenging. Traditional linear controllers designed

for a particular operating point cannot guarantee sufficient performance for whole joint

space [40], especially for long stroke actuators when used to simulate aggressive maneu-

vers. Thus, a variety of model-based nonlinear controllers have been proposed [39, 41–

43]. However, as discussed, hydraulic actuators generally suffer from multiple model and

parameter uncertainties, which come from model simplification, wear-out and dead-

zones of the servo-valve, nonlinear frictions and leakages, and even time-varying pa-

rameters such as the oil bulk modulus which varies as actuators heat up. These factors

all deteriorate the performance of traditional model-based nonlinear controllers. For

instance, one of the most effective nonlinear control approaches, referred to as feed-

back linearization [8, 41, 44], strongly depends on an accurate model of the control

plant. With an inaccurate model, the feedback linearization can be outperformed by

simple fixed-gain linear controllers [45]. The same problem exists for its variants, includ-

ing Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) based controllers [46], Cascade ∆P controllers

(CdP) [35] and flatness-based control [42]. Adaptive control approaches are proposed

for a few hydraulic robot control problems [10, 47–49] in which the hydraulic parameter

adaptation law is coupled to the payload dynamics. Despite the complex design proce-

dure, these do not provide direct hydraulic force actuators for a generalized outer-loop

control system. Very few publications can be found discussing the adaptive force con-

troller that are decoupled from the payload dynamics [39].

In conclusion, due to the inherent nonlinear and model-uncertain features of hy-

draulic actuators, a high performance, less model-dependent and time efficient nonlin-

ear force controller would benefit its robotic motion and force control applications.

1.3.2. MOTION CONTROL FOR PARALLEL MANIPULATORS

Even though the theoretical advantages of parallel manipulators over their serial coun-

terparts in terms of robustness and load mass ratio are well known, the precise motion

control of these systems faces unique challenges in practice [28]. Despite the difficult

feedforward kinematic problem for hexapod systems, which has no analytical solution,

the most challenging problem comes from the complex dynamic model, the accuracy of

which is essential for advanced motion control [50].

The dynamic model of a parallel robot is nonlinear and generally more complicated

than its serial counterparts. Specifically, the modelling of a typical 6-DOF hexapod ma-
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nipulator is generally discussed as a 13-body rigid body dynamic problem with closed

kinematic loops. As has been well studied in literature, the dynamic equations of par-

allel robots can be derived with different methods with their corresponding forms, such

as the Lagrangian formulation [51–53], Newton-Euler formulation [54, 55] or solutions

based on the virtual work principle [56, 57]. These models all allow for the calculation of

the robot inverse dynamics, with different levels of efficiency. However, none of them are

convenient for parameter identification, which poses a significant challenge to properly

tune these models.

Advanced model-based control strategies generally require the identified parameters

with a good match to their real values. For serial robots, this can be achieved by using

the well-studied form of the rigid body dynamics, with a linear form with respect to the

dynamic parameters characterizing the manipulator links. However, for parallel manip-

ulators, very few publications address a systematic solution in the linear form [58, 59],

and the resulting complete model dynamic equations are often ill-conditioned for iden-

tification, due to the parallel manipulator structure. As a result, simplified models are

used in a number of more practical investigations [50, 60, 61]. Particularly, it is shown

in [61] that even for a 3-DOF parallel manipulator, a simplified dynamic model provides

better control performance than that of a more complex model with a complete set of

parameters.

This means that for parallel manipulators, the intuitive effort to improve the com-

pleteness and details for the dynamic model might not contribute to an improved perfor-

mance. Thus, the most popular model-based motion control strategy for parallel robots

is still the feedforward computed torque control with PD feedback [8, 28, 62, 63], using

a practical (often simplified) inverse dynamic model. More model-dependent nonlinear

controllers, such as feedback linearization, are rarely applied in practice.

In addition, the dynamic model suffers from uncertainties and disturbances of the

load carried by the robot. For instance, for the SIMONA flight simulator, the weight of

two pilots could make a 5% mass difference for the moving platform (the cockpit) with a

weight of about 4000 kg. It indicates that the inertia parameters of parallel manipulators

with the load are actually time-varying. For more general applications, the contribution

of the load can be even more significant. For serial robots, parameter adaptation is a

feasible solution for this problem. However, for parallel manipulators, the aforemen-

tioned problems from ill-conditioned linear dynamic equations and heavy computation

prevent its practical application. As concluded in [28], its practical applications are re-

stricted to cases with simple mechanics or a strongly simplified model [64, 65].

As the studied case of this thesis, a full-size hexapod flight simulator, represents a

typical 6-DOF parallel mechanism, the developed control architecture should fit for a

general parallel manipulator. In this respect, a practical control strategy which is time

efficient and not sensitive to the model uncertainties, while still providing high perfor-

mance, is aimed to be developed for parallel robots.

1.4. RESEARCH GOAL AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

With the aforementioned opportunities and challenges, it can be concluded that the ef-

fort to improve the parallel hydraulic robot control performance with a more accurate

model may significantly complicate the problem, resulting in problems such as the ill-
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conditioned models and impractical computational load. Thus, in this dissertation an

opposite control philosophy is adopted, that is, to develop control algorithms that are

inherently model independent, or model-free, without compromising the control perfor-

mance. Currently, no systematic solution that relaxes the model dependency is directly

available for the research gaps identified for both control loops of a parallel hydraulic

robot motion control system. As the studied case, a 6-DOF hexapod hydraulic flight

simulator SRS, represents a typical example of a broader family of its kind, its precision

motion control requirement leads to the main research goal of this thesis.

Research Goal

To develop high-precision, time-efficient motion control algorithms for parallel

hydraulic robots, in the presence of considerable model uncertainties in both the

hydraulic and mechanical subsystems.

In this dissertation, the research goal is achieved in a cascaded formulation, i.e., two

control loops are designed individually for the low-level hydraulic force/torque control

problem and the high-level parallel manipulator motion control problem. These are

combined to form the complete control system (see Fig.1.3).

With the insights of the discussed system elaborated in the previous sections, it is

easy to explain the advantages of the cascaded control structure. By decoupling the com-

plete system, the dimension of the studied system dynamics is split and thus reduced,

which simplifies the controller design procedure. More importantly, the cascaded con-

trol structure has a great versatility. For instance, the controlled inner-loop hydraulic

actuator can be directly applied to other mechanical structures, such as serial manip-

ulators, and other control applications such as competence control for legged robots

[8]. Meanwhile, the individually developed motion controller for hydraulic manipula-

tors can be applied to systems with other drives, including the more popular electrical

ones. From this respect, the choice of cascaded control structure increases the generality

of the work discussed in this thesis.

The inner-loop (low-level) control task is to solve the hydraulic actuator force/torque

tracking problem. Given the required reference actuation force/torque, the time history

of the servo-valve input (generally a voltage) is calculated and given by the controller,

such that the reference force/torque is executed with designed transient and steady-state

requirements. When considering the inner-loop, its application is not restricted to the

parallel motion control in this dissertation, thus no assumption is made with regard to

the mechanical structure or high-level control mission for the outer-loop. As discussed

in the previous sections, the accurate hydraulic force/torque control faces serious chal-

lenges from system nonlinearity and model uncertainty problems. This leads to the first

research question of this thesis:

Research Question 1

How to achieve less model dependent nonlinear force/torque tracking control

for the hydraulic actuators with high performance, even when subjected to large

hydraulic model uncertainties and disturbances?
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The outer-loop (high-level) control task is a typical motion control problem for the

challenging parallel manipulator mechanics. Again for generality, when considering the

outer-loop motion control, the actuators are assumed to be general ‘force generators’

with stable dynamics, and no assumptions related to the hydraulic actuators themselves

are made. As elaborated in the previous section, the precision control of parallel ma-

nipulators faces challenges from the problems encountered when obtaining an accurate

dynamic model, which can be even time-varying due to changes in payload (e.g., iner-

tia). This brings us the second research question:

Research Question 2

How to achieve less model dependent and high precision motion control for gen-

eral parallel manipulators with large dynamic model offsets and disturbances?

These two research questions are formulated based on the research gaps identified

in the cascaded control system design for the hydraulic parallel robots. By answering

and solving the two research questions, a direct combination of both gives the solution

for the research goal in this dissertation.

1.5. RESEARCH APPROACH AND CONTRIBUTIONS

As elaborated in the previous sections, efforts to improve the accuracy of the system

model, e.g., with more advanced identification or adaptation methods, face practical

limitations for both research questions. A totally opposite approach would be to make

the control system inherently less model dependent. A recently-developed ‘model-free

control’ [66, 67] aimed at designing controllers based on an universal ’ultra-local model’

method for any system dynamics has shown significant theoretical merit, even though

the theory is still not mature (especially for MIMO systems) and the local model still

needs to be identified.

The more practical approaches, incremental control methods, are novel control tech-

niques developed for nonlinear systems with model uncertainty, without the identifi-

cation of a global model. By replacing the global system model by a locally linearized

system in an incremental form on every small sampling period, the dependency of the

controller on model accuracy can be significantly reduced. Based on this concept, sev-

eral nonlinear control strategies have been proposed, such as Incremental Nonlinear

Dynamic Inversion (INDI) [68], Incremental Backstepping (IBS) [69] and Incremental

Reinforcement Learning [70]. By applying the incremental control concept within the

traditional input-output feedback linearization approach, INDI significantly reduces the

feedback linearization’s sensitivity to model uncertainties. A number of theoretical and

practical applications of INDI have been reported recently on flight attitude control [3,

71, 72], showing great robustness against model uncertainties. This gives the motivation

to develop an INDI-based motion control system for hydraulic parallel manipulators, as

an approach to overcome the inevitable model uncertainty problems.

However, with the application of INDI to hydraulic parallel robot motion system con-

trol, several theoretical and practical problems are encountered. On the one hand, the

INDI technique is not yet mature in theory, as its stability, robustness and disturbance
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rejection features currently lack rigorous mathematical proofs. On the other hand, all

practical INDI implementations to date rely on a few major assumptions on the control

system dynamics, such as fast actuator dynamics, and accurate state derivative measure-

ments. As INDI has only been applied to flight control systems, it is not known whether

the required assumptions also hold for the hydraulic and parallel mechanical systems,

as they have totally different inherent and additional dynamics. As a result, before the

theoretical controller is implemented to the real system, a detailed high-fidelity non-

linear numerical model for the hydraulic hexapod system will be developed in this the-

sis, to serve as a test bed. Developing the motion control system with the INDI control

technique will help to identify all aforementioned problems, and come up with general

solutions.

The main contributions of this thesis are listed as follows:

• The novel Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) control technique is

applied to the hydraulic actuator force/torque control, and is implemented in prac-

tice on a real-life hydraulic system (the SRS) for the first time. Acting as the inner-

loop controller, it is tested with different outer-loop controllers to form the com-

plete motion control system, which shows the versatility of the INDI method.

• The INDI control technique is applied to the motion control for a parallel manip-

ulator and implemented on a typical 6-DOF hexapod motion system (the SRS) for

the first time. Connected with an inner-loop INDI hydraulic force control, this re-

sults in a complete motion control system that is based on INDI.

• The developed full-INDI control system is shown to have great robustness to model

uncertainties from both hydraulic and mechanic subsystems. The robustness is

experimentally validated through the introduction of an offset in important pa-

rameters, for both the hydraulic actuators and the hexapod system, including the

valve flow, the total mass and the mass distribution of the manipulator.

• The robustness of INDI against model uncertainties is properly proven in theory

for the first time, for both SISO and MIMO cases. As a result, a complete analysis

of the stability margin and disturbance rejection capability of INDI are performed

for the first time.

• High precision motion control performance is achieved by the developed control

system. For a 4000 kg hydraulic flight simulator with over one meter stroke, sub-

millimeter position tracking errors in fast maneuvers are achieved. Besides, com-

pared with the state-of-the-art related studies available in literature, significant

performance improvements are experimentally demonstrated for the developed

INDI control system, even at extreme levels of model uncertainty.

• Practical issues preventing the real-world application of INDI for the hydraulic

parallel manipulators are identified through simulation and experiments. Espe-

cially for long-stroke hydraulic actuators, the valve dynamics and additional oil

transmission line dynamics can cause stability problems. Effective practical solu-

tions are proposed and integrated into the basic framework for INDI.
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1.6. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

This thesis focuses on the most relevant problems stated for the research goal and re-

search questions. Despite that generality is ensured for the developed approach, its im-

plementation is achieved and tested on a single hardware system (i.e., the SRS at TU

Delft) with unique physical characteristics. This leads to several limitations of the work

performed:

• Symmetrical hydraulic actuators: Although there are no additional theoretical

difficulties for the proposed approach for asymmetric hydraulic actuators, the con-

trol systems are only designed and implemented for symmetrical actuators. Every

actuator is assumed to be controlled by a four-way servo-valve with a bandwidth

that is significantly higher than the natural frequency of the actuator. The friction

of the actuators is assumed to be negligible, because of good lubrication.

• Parallel manipulator: While the typical 6-DOF hexapod motion system of the SRS

is used as the case study, all development is done without loss of generality, as a

general dynamic model for a parallel manipulator (with uncertainties) is used for

the controller design. The inverse kinematic model is assumed to be known ac-

curately, which allows for the motion reference transformation from work space

to joint space. Besides, although not required by the proposed controller, the for-

ward kinematics are assumed to be solved in real-time by numerical iteration, for

the purpose of performance evaluation in the work space.

• Inner/outer-loop frequency separation: Theoretically, the stability of multiple

loop control systems is often difficult to prove. In this thesis, the dynamics of the

inner-loop (hydraulic actuator) are assumed to be significantly faster than that of

the outer-loop (parallel manipulator), such that the stability of both loops can be

analyzed independently.

• State measurements: The INDI approach followed in this thesis relies on sensor

data from both the hydraulic and mechanical systems. Followed by the symme-

try assumption for the actuators, only pressure difference transducers, instead of

absolute pressure transducers, are required to obtain load force feedback. Also,

the actuator piston displacements are measured by widely applied high resolution

position transducers. In addition, servo-valve spool displacements are assumed

to be accessible, as in the SRS. All sensor data are available at a sampling rate, that

is as fast (or faster) as the controller update rate.

1.7. OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS

The structure of this thesis follows the research approach of developing a hydraulic hexa-

pod motion control system, that depends less on an accurate model. In total two parts

and six chapters are included, as illustrated in Fig.1.4.

Part I provides the theoretical foundation for the hydraulic parallel robot control,

including a comprehensive literature survey of current hydraulic parallel manipulator

control systems in Chapter 2, and a detailed mathematical model of the discussed sys-

tem in Chapter 3, developed for the purpose of numerical simulations and control ef-
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Figure 1.4: Outline of this thesis

ficiency tests. Part II discusses solutions for the research questions, elaborating on the

INDI based control system development for the hydraulic subsystem in Chapter 4, and

for the mechanical subsystem in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2: Hydraulic Parallel Control Survey. This chapter gives a comprehensive

literature survey of control technologies that have been proposed or implemented for

hydraulic parallel manipulators. Benefits and disadvantages of current state-of-the-art

techniques are discussed, and theoretical and practical issues for the discussed control

system are identified for a better insight in the characteristics of the proposed INDI con-

trol technique.

Chapter 3: High-fidelity nonlinear model for hydraulic hexapod robots. This chap-

ter gives a comprehensive discussion on how the hydraulic system and parallel robotic

system are modeled based on physical laws. The detailed model will not only be used as

a test bed for high-fidelity numerical simulations, but will also help to identify and diag-

nose which parts of the system can form a potential problem for the proposed sensor-

based INDI controller.

Chapter 4: Hydraulic force controller based on INDI. The proposed sensor-based
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INDI control technique is introduced in detail with proofs of stability and robustness

to model uncertainties. Based on the insights of the studied system obtained through

the physical model discussed in Chapter 3, a practical controller design procedure for

the hydraulic force controller is developed and tested. Practical problems such as valve

dynamics and oil pipeline dynamics are discussed and solved. The effectiveness and

performance of the proposed controller is compared with the state-of-the-art model-

based controller reviewed in Chapter 2, based on numerical simulations of the model

developed in Chapter 3 and experiment data collected with the SRS.

Chapter 5: Parallel Robotic Motion Controller based on INDI. The novel sensor-

based INDI controller is applied to the outer-loop motion control problem for the par-

allel manipulator. Combined with the inner-loop force control system developed in the

previous chapter, the complete motion control system is developed based on sensor-

based INDI for the studied system. Simulation results on the model developed in Chap-

ter 3 and experiment results obtained with the SRS are presented for verification and

validation.

Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations. This chapter reviews the theoret-

ical and experiment results. Conclusions are drawn with respect to the opportunities

provided in this research, that is, the application of the sensor-based INDI controller for

hydraulic hexapod flight simulator motion control and other similar systems. Recom-

mendations for future work are provided.
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2
SURVEY OF HYDRAULIC PARALLEL

ROBOT CONTROL SYSTEMS

This chapter gives a literature review of proposed or implemented control systems for the

hydraulic parallel motion systems. As relatively few works directly discuss the integrated

hydraulic parallel robots, researches discussing both the hydraulic subsystem and the par-

allel mechanic subsystem are reviewed separately. Pros and cons of the reviewed control

methods for both subsystems are discussed. The analysis of the current control methods

gives us more insights on how the nonlinear dynamics of the hydraulic parallel robots

prevent the traditional control methods from achieving better performance. Based on the

drawbacks of the state-of-the-art researches and the remaining challenges, an innovative

control framework for the studied system is proposed. In this chapter, after a brief intro-

duction, a summary of the system model for hydraulic parallel robots for control purpose

is given in Section 2.2. literature review of hydraulic control systems and parallel robotic

control systems are given in Section 2.3. Motivated by the disadvantages of the current

control systems, an innovative Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) control

method is introduced in Section 2.4, as a potential technique for an improvement of per-

formance.

This chapter is based on the following chapter:

Y. Huang, D. M. Pool, O. Stroosma, Q. P. Chu, and M. Mulder, “A review of control schemes for hydraulic stew-

art platform flight simulator motion systems,” in AIAA Modeling and Simulation Technologies Conference,

January 2016. [1]
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This Chapter offers a brief review of hydraulic Stewart platform related control schemes,

for purpose of obtaining a guideline for high performance flight simulator motion sys-

tem control strategy design. The motion tracking control schemes for a pure Stewart

platform for a outer-loop are discussed first, then applicable inner-loop hydraulic ac-

tuator control strategies are introduced. Inverse dynamics control, force feedforward

control, adaptive and robust control schemes are discussed for the outer-loop mechan-

ical system, while feedback linearization control, cascade pressure difference control as

well as other simple and advanced control schemes are discussed for the inner-loop hy-

draulic system. Based on an analysis of system requirements of the control system after

the the review, an novel sensor based Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI)

controller is introduced to deal with the hydraulic actuator. The robustness of INDI is

verified and compared with model-based controller by simulation. Finally the possible

application of INDI to outer-loop Stewart platform control is discussed.

2.1. INTRODUCTION

For current high performance research and training flight simulator motion systems,

Stewart platforms, also refered to as hexapod systems, are almost invariably used due

to the advantages of high stiffness and accuracy, as well as their simplicity. The basic

structure of such a manipulator is shown in Figure 2.1 As relatively large forces are ap-

plied with actuators of flight simulators, hydraulic actuators dominated high payload

simulators for the past decades, owning to their rapid response, high loading capabil-

ities and smoothness[2]. A representation of such simulator is the SIMONA Research

Simulator (SRS) at TU Delft[3] (Figure 2.1). The control schemes on the motion system

largely decide the motion performance of the simulators.

During the past decades, a number of papers have discussed different approaches to

hexapod system control and hydraulic manipulator control, while fewer explicitly con-

sidered the combined hydraulic Stewart platform system[4, 5]. For most papers treating

control of parallel mechanical systems the dynamics of actuators are considered as par-

asitic influences and accounted for with simplified models[6, 7]. On the other hand, for

studies concerning hydraulic manipulator control, the actuator dynamics are often con-

sidered in detail while the driven mechanics are not considered in the kinematic frame-

work of a Stewart platform[8, 9]. Considering the heavy interaction of actuators dynam-

ics and kinematics, control strategies of both subsystems should be studied. However,

there has been little cohesive discussion and comparative evaluation of different inte-

grated control approaches.

The control of Stewart platform manipulators is a classic robot control problem,

since hexapods are representative for a broader class of parallel robots[10]. Out of a

growing demand of accuracy and performance of parallel robots, model-based control

schemes like inverse dynamic control and feedforward force control have been applied

to compensate for the highly nonlinear dynamics of such a robot. In order to over-

come the problem that the inevitable dynamic and parameter uncertainties and distur-

bances significantly deteriorate the model based control performance, advanced con-

trol schemes like adaptive[11, 12] and robust[6, 13] control have been introduced. How-

ever, those control methods are difficult to apply to hydraulic manipulators directly, as

hydraulic actuators resemble velocity sources rather than force/torque sources, as for
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Figure 2.1: Basic structure of a Stewart platform (left) and a hexapod motion system SRS at TU Delft (right)

instance present in electrical actuators.[14] Thus a cascaded control configuration is

generally designed to divide the whole system into an outer-loop manipulator motion

tracking system and an inner-loop hydraulic force tracking system. Hydraulic actuator

dynamics experience an even more severe problem of nonlinearity and model uncer-

tainties compared with just the mechanism, due to phenomena like nonlinear servo-

valve flow characteristics, valve opening overlaps, oil leakage and even time varying

oil modulus[15]. For better performance, model-based control schemes need a care-

ful identification of parameters. Meanwhile, control schemes which are more resistant

to uncertainties like adaptive control[16, 17] robust control[18] and sliding mode control

[19] approaches have been applied to hydraulic systems. However, most of the applica-

tions of these control techniques are restricted to single actuator situation, and are not

directly available for parallel manipulators. Besides, practical problems such as chatter-

ing and high computational burden exist.

This study will present a review of papers on motion control of hydraulic parallel ma-

nipulators, which is the foundation of hydraulic hexapod flight simulator motion system.

Papers on control schemes of both perspectives of discussed control object, parallel ma-

nipulators control and hydraulic driven manipulators control, will be summarized re-

spectively. First, parallel manipulators control schemes are discussed and categorized

as: Inverse dynamics scheme, feedforward force scheme, adaptive scheme and robust

scheme. Motivation and disadvantages of each scheme will be discussed. Then, consid-

ering the integrated system with actuators, control schemes for hydraulic actuators to be

integrated with outer-loop will be discussed. Feedback linearization controller, cascade

pressure difference (CdP) controller and other simple and advanced control schemes

will be discussed. At the end of the review, as this study aims to provide a guideline to

advanced control strategy design of hydraulic hexapod flight simulator motion systems,

a novel sensor based control strategy is introduced for hydraulic actuator force tracking,

based on the analysis of drawbacks of current hydraulic control schemes covered in this

review. Simulation results show much better performance of the introduced controller in
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robustness compared with a currently implemented model-based CdP Controller. This

literature review can also be of interest to other applications of hydraulic manipulator

and parallel manipulator-based machines and robots.

2.2. MODELING

2.2.1. MANIPULATOR DYNAMIC MODELING

An appropriate model of a system plays a crucial role in controller design and stability

analysis. As a representation of a bigger family of parallel manipulators, the well known

dynamic equation of Stewart platform is given in a Lagrange formulation as[14, 20]:

M (z) s̈ +C (z , ṡ) ṡ +G (z) =τ= J T (z) fa (2.1)

where M is the mass matrix, C is the coriolis and centripetal terms, G represents grav-

itation forces, J is the Jacobian matrix, z , ṡ and s̈ represent the position, velocity and

acceleration vectors of the moving platform, τ and fa are the generalized and actuation

forces.

Equation (2.1) is the most recognizable model for general robots. It is useful in a

lot of applications, from controller design, system analysis to numerical simulation [21].

However, the Lagrange formulation is hard to solve and require a heavy computational

effort for hexapods. Thus, a more computational efficient model is proposed in an New-

Euler formulation as

J T
q,s fa = M (z) s̈ +η(ṡ, z) , (2.2)

where the the coriolis terms, centripetal terms and gravitation forces are lumped in the

term η, without distinction. This formulation is particularly useful in numerical simula-

tion and inverse dynamic computation.

The dynamic equation can also be written in the form that the dynamic model is

linear with respect to dynamic parameters, written as[22]:

fa =Ψ(z , ṡ, s̈)π (2.3)

where π is a vector of constant dynamic parameters (mass, first moment and inertia ten-

sor) and Ψ is a matrix called regressor which is a function of platform position, velocity

and acceleration. The linear regressive form is almost invariably used for purposes of

parameter identification and adaptive controller design. For typical serial robots (which

strongly resemble human hands), this linear form is well-studied with various successful

applications. However, for parallel robots represented by the discussed Stewart platform,

very few publications give a systematic solution [23]. Due to the complex structure of the

Stewart platform, the resulting model is complicated and often ill-conditioned [24]. Its

real-life applications are often achieved by considering significant model simplification

based on the features of the studied mechanism [21, 24–26].

2.2.2. HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR DYNAMIC MODELING

The basic structure of a linear hydraulic actuator driven by a servo valve can be observed

on Figure 2.2. The dynamics of hydraulic actuators are the main obstacle of direct im-
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plementation of general robotic manipulator control schemes. The highly nonlinear dy-

namics of hydraulic actuators which interacts with the motion of mechanical subsystem

is mainly caused by the compressibility of the oil. With the signs defined in Figure 2.2,

the pressure dynamics of each chamber are described as:

Ṗp1 =
E

Ap1

(
qmax +q

)
(
Φp1 −Φl p −Φl1 − Ap1 q̇

)

Ṗp2 =
E

Ap2

(
qmax −q

)
(
−Φp2 +Φl p −Φl2 + Ap2 q̇

) (2.4)

where Φp1 and Φp2 are inlet and outlet oil flows from the valve, Φl1 , Φl2 and Φl p are

the respective leakage flows, Ap1 and Ap2 are the respective piston areas, E is the oil

modulus, q is the actuator displacement and qmax is the actuator stroke in the neutral

position.

The valve flows Φpi are considered as turbulent through the respective valve restric-

tion with constant discharge coefficient Cd [27, 28], written as:

Φ=Cd Am xm

√
2(Pin −Pout )/ρ (2.5)

where Am is the maximum area of the valve orifice, xm is the valve displacement, ρ is the

oil density, Pin and Pout are the oil pressures of the inlet and outlet side of the valve re-

striction. As the frequency in terms of the valve is much higher than that of the actuator,

the dynamics of valve spool is neglected in most studies on hydraulic control, thus the

spool displacement xm is regarded as system input, i.e.:

xm = u

The actuation force fa can now described by:

fa = Pp1 Ap1 −Pp2 Ap2 (2.6)

By differentiating the above equation and substituting for the appropriate terms from

equations (2.4-2.5), we get[29]:

ḟa =Q
(
Ppi , q

)
kq u−T

(
Api , q

)
q̇ −L

(
q
)

PL (2.7)

where

Q =






E

(p
Ps−Pp1

qmax+q
+
p

Pp2−Pt

qmax−q

)
xm Ê 0

E

(p
Pp1−Pr

qmax+q +
p

Ps−Pp2

qmax−q

)
xm < 0

(2.8)

T = E

(
Ap1

qmax +q
+

Ap2

qmax −q

)
(2.9)

and where PL = Pp1−Pp2 is the pressure difference between two chambers, kq =Cd Am

√
2/ρ

is the flow gain coefficient. It should be noted that the leakage related term L differs with

different configurations of actuators.
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Figure 2.2: A Hydraulic actuator with a valve spool

Specifically, for a double concentric symmetric actuator designed with identical pis-

ton areas Ap as in the SRS [2], the actuation force is directly linear with PL , and fa =
Ap PL , the above equation can be replaced by the pressure difference dynamic eqation[2]:

ṖL = 2Cm

(
q
)(
Φn

√
1±PL/Ps u−Llm PL − Ap q̇

)
(2.10)

where Cm is the position dependent oil stiffness, Llm is the main leakage parameter, and

Φn is the maximum valve flow defined by

Φn =Cd Am

√
Ps

ρ
. (2.11)

2.3. CONTROL SCHEMES

As mentioned, typical robot control schemes are hard to be directly implemented to hy-

draulic parallel manipulators due to the dynamics of the hydraulic actuators. Generally,

for a hydraulic parallel manipulators, the control structure is designed to be a multi-

stage configuration, with an outer-loop typical robot motion control problem for the

mechanical part, and an inner-loop hydraulic controller dealing with actuator dynam-

ics, generally a force controller. In this section, different outer-loop control schemes are

discussed, followed by control techniques for inner-loop hydraulic actuator which are

appropriate for the complete system.

2.3.1. STEWART PLATFORM CONTROL SCHEMES

INVERSE DYNAMICS CONTROL APPROACH

Considering the complex and highly nonlinear dynamics of Stewart platform manipula-

tors, traditional PID controller is hard to design and generally not able to provide high

performance [30]. Feedback linearization for general nonlinear control systems can be

applied to the rigid body robotic manipulators to completely linearize the nonlinear dy-

namics. Its application in the robotic field is often called computed torque control[31] or
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of inverse dynamics controller for Stewart platform motion tracking

inverse dynamics control[20, 32]. The controller design is summarized as follows. Recall

the dynamic model in Equation 2.1, the inverse dynamics control law is given by:

J T (z) fa = M (z)ν+C (z , ṡ) ṡ +G (z) (2.12)

Substituting Equation (2.12) into (2.1), exact linearization is achieved as s̈ = ν. By

choosing:

ν= s̈d +Kd ė +Kp e (2.13)

where e = sd − s, the error dynamics of the closed-loop system is:

ë +Kd ė +Kp e = 0 (2.14)

where asymptotic stability is ensured by choosing appropriate Kd and Kp . The structure

of inverse dynamics control is shown in Figure 2.3, the subscript d denotes the reference

values.

The main disadvantage of the inverse dynamics controller is a lack of robustness:

the exact linearization depends on the exact knowledge of the model. However, models

never identically present the real physical systems. When the modeling is not accurate

enough, the performance is generally significantly degraded. To this end, for parallel

robots, inverse dynamics control is more often discussed in theoretical papers[33]. For

the few practical-oriented studies on inverse dynamic control for parallel robots[30, 32],

an accurate model parameter identification is often emphasized. As will be elaborated

later, parameter identification for parallel robots, especially the 6-DOF Stewart platform,

faces more challenges than their serial counterparts. Model simplification is often nec-

essary for computational efficiency that often provide better control accuracy [32, 34].

From this respect, a more complicated model does not necessarily lead to better perfor-

mance for parallel robots.

Figure 2.3 presents the inverse dynamic control in the Cartesian space instead of the

joint space, which is more common in serial robot control studies. This is due to the fact

that the dynamic equation for parallel manipulators is difficult to be fully expressed in

joint space. In theory, the Cartesian space controller for parallel robots provides several

advantages over the other one, including a more direct error feedback and the avoid-

ance of kinematic model identification and singularity [30]. However, in practice, it is
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less straight-forward because their forward kinematic problem does not have an ana-

lytic solution. A practical solution requires numerical iteration which is time consum-

ing. Flavien [30] proposed a Cartesian space inverse dynamic control with direct mea-

surements of the system end-effector pose, using exteroceptive sensors such as laser

trackers and computer vision solutions. However, their applications are not given in the

experiments. From this point of view, in terms of inverse dynamic control, parallel robots

face more problems in both joint space and Cartesian space, compared with their serial

counterparts.

In order to relax the robustness problem of the inverse dynamic control, a passivity-

based control designed in joint space was proposed for a 3-DOF parallel robot in [34].

Since it does not relay on the exact cancellation of the system nonlinearity, it is in the-

ory more robust than the typical inverse dynamic control. However, for performance in

practical application, accurate parameter identification is still suggested in the study.

FEEDFORWARD FORCE WITH PD FEEDBACK

To further relax the accurate model dependency and computational load, a feedback

controller plus a feedforward force compensation was used in a number of applications[21,

22, 35, 36], which is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the most popular control strat-

egy applied to parallel manipulators. When the feedback loop is designed as a simple PD

controller, the structure is similar in form to computed torque control discussed above,

and in a number of literature it’s called computed-force controller[37]. The basic struc-

ture of feedforward force control with PD feedback controller is shown in Figure 2.4, and

the general control law is given by

fa = Mq

(
Kd ėq +Kd eq

)
+F f f , (2.15)

where eq = qd − q and F f f is the feedforward force computed by the system inverse

dynamics and the reference motion profile. Compared with a single PD feedback con-

troller, the performance is significantly improved with the introduction of model based

feedforward. Compared with the inverse dynamics control approach, this technique is

more robust since the uncertainties in the inverse dynamics model will not significantly

affect the performance since they are corrected by the PD feedback loop. This makes it

possible to use simplified dynamic model which will largely reduce the computational

burden. In real-world applications, model parameters should be identified for better

performance[2, 21, 34], by using dynamic equation (2.3). Indeed, the errors in the feed-

forward force have to be compensated by the feedback force, which is by definition linear

to the tracking errors.

This control structure is particularly attractive for parallel manipulators also because

of the avoidance of the forward kinematics. The feedforward force can be designed in

Cartesian space and the feedback force directly designed in the joint space. The cum-

bersome numerical iteration for forward kinematic calculation is no longer required for

the controller.

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

For model based inverse dynamics control, when the model and parameter uncertain-

ties are significant, the application may lead to performance that is inferior to a much
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Figure 2.5: Adaptive controller for Stewart platform motion tracking

simpler fixed gain controller[38]. A certain degree of uncertainty always exist in a model

due to imperfect knowledge of the system[20], meanwhile the computational burden

asks for a simplified model with a certain degree of approximation. Thus from a practi-

cal application point of view, perfect linearization does not exist. An intuitive technique

to deal with the imperfect compensation is to use an adaptive control scheme to ensure

the limited tracking errors. To the best of the author’s knowledge, all the current adaptive

control studies for parallel robots use the linear regression form of the system dynamic

model in joint space, which is identical in form to that of the serial manipulators, given

as

M
(
q

)
q̈ +C

(
q , q̇

)
q̇ +G

(
q

)
=Ψ

(
q , q̇ , q̈

)
π (2.16)

where π is a set of constant minimal dynamic parameter, Ψ
(
q , q̇ , q̈

)
is called the regres-

sor, which is a function of joint positions, velocities and accelerations.

Taking advantage of the linear form of the manipulator dynamics model (2.16) in

joint space, typical adaptive control algorithm developed for serial manipulators[20] can

be directly used, with control low:

u = fa =M̂q

(
q

)
q̈r + Ĉq

(
q , q̇

)
q̇r +Ĝq

(
q

)
+KD

(
ėq +Λeq

)

=Ψ
(
q , q̇ , q̇r , q̈r

)
π̂+KD

(
ėq +Λeq

) (2.17)

Where Ψ
(
z , ṡ, q̇r , q̈r

)
π̂ is the regression matrix, q̇r = q̇d +Λeq and the circumflex super-

script denotes the estimated terms in the dynamic model, KD and Λ are positive definite

matrix which provide a PD action of the last term. Using the adaptive law:
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˙̂π= K −1
π Ψ

T
(
q , q̇ , q̇r , q̈r

)(
ėq +Λeq

)
(2.18)

where Kπ is a symmetric positive definite, the system globally asymptotically converges

to eq = 0 and ėq = 0, and the boundedness of π̂ is ensured[20]. The basic structure of

such typical adaptive controller is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Despite there being a number of different adaptive control algorithms for parallel

manipulators, a common feature of them [8, 12, 14, 31, 39, 40] is that the control laws

and adaptive law are proposed based on the linear dynamic equation fa =Ψ
(
q , q̇ , q̈

)
π.

For serial manipulators, dynamic equation in this linear regression form is well stud-

ied and elaborated concluded in standard books [20]. However, for parallel robots, they

are all derived with strongly simplified model or structure, and very few publications

give a systematic solution [41]. For a general 6-DOF parallel manipulator without ma-

jor model simplification, the resulting linear model can be very complicated and often

ill-conditioned [24]. It is concluded in [41] that 88 base inertial parameters need to be

identified for a typical 6-DOF parallel manipulator, even with necessary parameter num-

ber reduction. Thus in practice the model simplification is achieved by neglecting small

inertial terms based on the characteristic of the studied system, such the mass of the

legs [23] or the end-effector [21]. However, for a typical Stewart platform that both legs

and upper-platform contribute significantly to the nonlinear dynamics, those simplifi-

cations are not technologically sound.

Another disadvantage of an adaptive controller is that the computational burden is

even heavier than inverse dynamics controller, as the system dynamic model is calcu-

lated on-line in both the control law and the adaptive procedure. Their real-time appli-

cation is limited to either simple mechanisms or special cases of geometry with high-end

hardware[21].

ROBUST CONTROL

Apart from adaptive control, robust control is another way to deal with model uncertain-

ties. However, for a parallel manipulators, few papers discussing the application of ro-

bust control can be found and many on them give computed-torque-like strategies. For

instance, Lee [32] proposed an inverse dynamic controller based on significantly simpli-

fied dynamic model, the modeling errors introduced by which are compensated by an

outer-loop H∞ controller. However, it is assumed that the manipulator work in a small

working space, such that the dynamic matrices are simplified as constants. This does

not necessarily hold for parallel manipulators designed to exploit a large working space,

such as a flight simulator. Mauricio[13] introduced a robust control strategy for Stew-

art platforms that counteracts the uncertainties by computing the inverse dynamics in

working space, inspired by a joint space approach proposed in Ref. [20]. The basic idea is

that the boundary of uncertainty which is introduced by inaccurate dynamics inversion

could be approximated and counteracted with the proper design of the controller, while

the stability could be guaranteed. Recall Equation (2.1), the model can be written in the

form:

M (z) s̈ +N (z , ṡ) =τ (2.19)
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Considering uncertainties in the model, following an inverse dynamics controller

leads to:

τ= M̂ (z)ν+ N̂ (z , ṡ) (2.20)

Then the closed-system dynamic is written as:

s̈ =ν+
(
M−1M̂ − I

)
ν+M−1

(
N − N̂

)
=ν−n (2.21)

Now choose the virtual control input as:

ν= s̈d +Kd ė +Kp e +u (2.22)

where u is a term introduced to overcome the uncertainty term n. Now the error dynam-

ics is given by:

ë +Kd ė +Kp e = n −u (2.23)

By defining ξ=
[
eT , ėT

]T
, the above equation is described in state-space form:

ξ̇= Aξ+B (n −u) (2.24)

Based on the above nonlinear time-varying error system, the robust control law is

designed as:

u =
ρ

‖B T Ps‖
B T Ps (2.25)

where P is the unique solution of Lyapunov equation AT P+P A =−T with T a symmetric

positive definite matrix, and ρ is chosen based on the boundary of n. With the above

control law, the system described in Equation (2.24) converges to zero, which is proven

by Lyapunov second method[20].

Similar robust control laws for Stewart platform are derived by other researchers[6,

42]. The common disadvantage of these techniques is that the control law leads to a

chattering problem. A boundary layer containing the sliding surface B T Ps = 0 can be

designed to release the problem, however, the control accuracy will be affected.

2.3.2. HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR CONTROL SCHEMES FOR INTEGRATED STEW-

ART PLATFORM

SIMPLE CONTROLLERS

The control inputs of the aforementioned outer-loop manipulators are the forces act-

ing on every actuators, thus the basic function of an inner-loop hydraulic actuator con-

troller is to generate the required forces. PID controller are still used in most industrial

hydraulic robots[16], and a typical PID controller for actuation force tracking is given

by[8]:

xm =
(
kp +

ki

s
+kd s

)
·
(

ω0

s +ω0

)3

·
(

fdes − fact

)
(2.26)
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which is described in frequency domain with a 3rd order low-pass filter.

The gain tuning of these linear controllers generally requires a local model lineariza-

tion of the hydraulic actuator dynamics about an operating point [43]. However, as the

actuator dynamics are highly nonlinear, the control performance can not be guaranteed

when the system states are far away from the nominal operating point. In order to solve

this problem, Thiago etc. [43] proposed a gain scheduling control structure, making the

PID controller gains adaptive according to the actuator position. However, only three

gain scheduling workspaces are designed in the study due to the relatively small actua-

tor stroke. For long-stroke hydraulic actuators exploiting a large working space, the gain

scheduling algorithm may be complicated. Besides, the control performance can still

not be guaranteed in presence of model uncertainties.

In some cases, the dynamic equation of a hydraulic actuator can be given in a sim-

plified form compared with a general one described in Equation (2.7), such that the con-

troller can be designed directly. For instance, by neglecting the leakage term[8, 14], the

valve opening (input) can be explicitly described by actuation force derivative and ve-

locity:

xm = h · ḟa + g · q̇ (2.27)

where h and g are nonlinear functions of the system states.

When oil compressibility is neglected[4, 33, 44], the spool displacement can be ex-

plicitly described by actuation force and velocity:

xm = h1 · fa + g1 · q̇ (2.28)

In both cases, the spool position xm could be directed calculated by feedforward

force and feedback velocity, or by feedforward force with PID controller. Obviously,

for such a highly nonlinear system, those controllers without or with an over-simplified

model are hardly competent of high performance trajectory tracking.

FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION

With a good knowledge of the hydraulic actuator model, model-based feedback lin-

earization can once again be designed to cope with the nonlinearity[9, 29, 45–47]. If

we consider the general pressure dynamics model (2.7), the control law is given by:

u =
ν+T

(
Api , q

)
q̇ +L

(
q
)

PL

Q
(
Ppi , q

)
kq

(2.29)

which leads to first a order integrator ḟa = ν which is easily controlled by a linear con-

troller.

A direct theoretical advantage of the feedback linearization approach is that the force

control loop is totally decoupled from the outer-loop load dynamics, with an accurate

velocity feedback. However, the hydraulic actuator system suffers from even more se-

rious model uncertainty than outer-loop Stewart platform. The dynamics of the valve

spool, simply modeled leakage and even time-varying oil compressibility modulus (which

changes with temperature) contribute to the uncertainties of the model. Thus in real-

world implementation, feedback linearization faces challenges.
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Several approaches have been proposed to deal with the robustness problem of a

typical feedback linearization. For instance, Namvar [48] proposed a combination of

parameter identification and outer-loop H∞ linear controller to improve the baseline

controller performance. Besides, similar to the feedforward plus PD feedback controller

for the parallel robot, flatness-based control [49, 50] have been introduced for hydraulic

force control. With the flatness of hydraulic dynamics being proved, their inversion are

used to calculate the feedforward control input based on the motion reference. A lin-

ear feedback controller is designed parallelly to compensate for the force tracking error.

Similarly, despite the improved robustness with respect to feedback linearization, the

control performance is still influenced when the inverse dynamic model is subject to

model uncertainties, since the error in the feedforward loop has to be compensated by

the increased error in the feedback loop.

CASCADE PRESSURE DIFFERENCE CONTROLLER (CDP)

Cascade pressure difference control is proposed by Heintze[51, 52] and Sepehri [53] for

force tracking of hydraulic actuators. Considering the model given in (2.10), the control

law is given as:

u =
Kv q̇ +Kc

(
Fc /Ap Ps −PL/Ps

)
+KLPLp

1±PL /Ps

(2.30)

where Fc is the reference force of the actuator. With gains Kv and KL chosen as Kv =
Ap /Φn and KL = Llm /Φn ,the equation for the close inner-loop is then written as:

ṖL = 2Cm KcΦn

(
Fc /Ap −PL

)
/Ps (2.31)

From the above expression we can see that the controlled system is turned into a

nonlinear gain varying force generator instead of a full linearized system. This means

less model information is used in this controller. In fact, the oil stiffness Cm contains the

temperature-varying oil modulus E which largely contributes to parameter uncertainty.

Such a feature makes CdP controller a practical technique with recent application[15, 54]

and is currently implemented in the SRS motion system.

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

Aiming at overcoming the model uncertainties of hydraulic actuators, several control

schemes with parameter adaptation have been proposed [9, 14, 45, 48], in same cases

combined with other advance control methods such as sliding mode control[19] and

robust conrol[55–57]. Generally the stability of the complete controlled hydraulic mo-

tion system is given. However, for most of the cases, only selected few hydraulic pa-

rameters are adapted, thus the unmodeled dynamics still contribute to the decreased

performance. More importantly, in order to prove the stability of the complete system,

the hydraulic force control is generally coupled with the outer-loop load (mechanical)

dynamics. This makes the adaptive hydraulic control difficult, if not impossible, to be

directly applied to a more general outer-loop mechanism, such as a 6-DOF Stewart plat-

form. To the best of the author’s knowledge, very few publications provide an adaptive

hydraulic controller which is decoupled with the load dynamics [48]. Besides, for the

sliding mode approaches, the chattering problem or computational burden problem in

those advanced control algorithms makes it even more difficult to be applied to a Stewart
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platform with six actuators. At this point, a practical control scheme with implementable

computational effort and model uncertainty resistant ability is sought after for the inner-

loop actuator control of hydraulic hexapod platform.

2.4. HYDRAULIC STEWART PLATFORM CONTROL WITH INDI
From the above review it can be concluded that the control problem for outer-loop ma-

nipulator is studied relatively comprehensively, as it is a sub-field of robot control. The

feasible hydraulic actuator controller design for Stewart system, however, still poses a

performance challenge. On one hand, the model used for actuator controller design is

highly simplified with some parameters and dynamics neglected, while the parameters

in the already simplified model are not accurate or even time varying, which dramat-

ically degrade the model-based controller performance; On the other hand, problems

like chattering or computation burden in robust or adaptive control schemes as well as

the complex mechanical structure prevent those advanced controller to be applied in

such systems. To meet the high fidelity requirement of flight simulator motion system, a

time efficient and less model dependent controller is required to be applied to hydraulic

systems.

To this end, in this chapter, an Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI)

control approach developed by Control and Simulation (C&S) section in TU Delft which

has been successfully implemented in some flight control applications[58, 59], is intro-

duced to deal with the hydraulic actuator control problem. The INDI approach uses

sensor information to achieve model linearization and it will be shown in the section

below that this approach is resistant to model uncertainties and time efficient.

2.4.1. INCREMENTAL NONLINEAR DYNAMIC INVERSION (INDI)

To exemplify the principle of INDI, consider an nth nonlinear control affined system:

ẋ = f (x)+G (x)u (2.32)

where f is vector field inRn , u ∈Rm is the input and G ∈Rn×m is the control effectiveness

matrix.

To demonstrate the core idea of INDI, a special case for the system in Eq. (2.32)

when n = m is considered in this section. For more general systems when n 6= m, a com-

prehensive discussion of INDI is given in Appendix A of this thesis for reference. The

motivation of INDI is not to compute the complete control inputs as feedback lineriza-

tion dose, but rather to compute only changes of the control inputs with respect to its

current value[59], thus only a small part of the model is still needed and the impact of

model mismatch is reduced. To this end, consider a first-order Taylor series expansion

of Equation (2.32) at any time instant[58]:

ẋ ≈ ẋ0 +
∂

∂x

[
f (x)+G (x) u

]
x0,u0

(x − x0)+G (x0) (u −u0) (2.33)

where subscript 0 denotes the states at the instant.

The above equation can be further simplified using the time scale separation prin-

ciple. The idea is for a very small time increment which require high sampling rate of
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controller, the dynamics of u is significantly faster than that of x, since x is the integra-

tion of ẋ which is at the same level of dynamic of u. Thus compared with the term u−u0

the increment of states x − x0 can be assumed to be negligible. Thus:

ẋ ≈ ẋ0 +G (x0) (u −u0) (2.34)

Now based on equation (2.34), if the matrix G is nonsingular, the typical feedback

linearization control technique can be used by choosing:

u −u0 =G−1 (x0) (ν− ẋ0) (2.35)

where ν is the virtual control input and ẋ0 is the measured state derivative. With the

above relation selected, The linearization of simplified model is achieved by:

ẋ =ν (2.36)

Now the obtained linear system can be stabilized using typical linear control tech-

niques.Recalling equation (2.35), the INDI control law is given in an incremental form as

follows:

u =G−1 (x0) (ν− ẋ0)+u0 (2.37)

From the above control law, the model independent feature of INDI can be shown.

The control law is independent of non-input-dependent dynamics f in equation 2.32,

thus the model uncertainty in this part will not affect the linearization result. However,

it cannot be concluded that INDI doesn’t consider f of the model, instead, it should be

noted that online measurement of state derivative ẋ0 appears in equation (2.37), which

means the full dynamic information is already contained in this term. A more detailed

discussion on this topic is give in Appendix A of this thesis.

From the analysis above it is clear that when evaluating the robustness of this control

strategy, only the uncertainty in control effectiveness matrix G needs to be considered.

In various numerical and practical INDI control applications [58–61], it is verified that

INDI is also not sensitive to the model uncertainties in G. For example, in [59] it is vali-

dated that even with 50% model mismatch in G, the control performance of the INDI is

not influenced.

Several theoretical proofs have been provided, regarding to the robustness of INDI to

model uncertainties in the control effectiveness matrix G. However, all of them require

the assumption that state derivatives between the small time increment are identical [58,

59]. This assumption is not reasonable, since it implies that the control input increment

u −u0 is zero according to Equation 2.34, which is not true. This means that a proper

theoretical proof for the robustness of INDI is still to be developed. In addition to the

robustness, the stability analysis of the INDI and the stability margin in the presence of

model uncertainties are still to be further discussed in the rest of this thesis. These topics

will be addressed in detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: INDI controller for hydraulic actuator force tracking

2.4.2. PRELIMINARY INDI CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR HYDRAULIC ACTUA-

TOR

Similar to the CdP control technique, the INDI control strategy aims to solve the inner-

loop hydraulic force(pressure difference) tracking problem. Consider the hydraulic ac-

tuator model described by Equation (2.10), in order to obtain the INDI control law in an

incremental form, the model is simplified following the procedure given in Equations

(2.32-2.35) as:

ṖL = ṖL0 +2Cm

(
q
)
Φn

√
1±PL0/Ps (u−u0) (2.38)

It is clear from the above equation that this form of the model is independent of

leakage term Llm dP and hydraulic-mechanic interaction term Ap q̇ in (2.10), as the most

of their information are already included in the measurement dṖ0. Based on this model,

the INDI control law is designed in the form of equation (2.37) as:

u = u0 +
ν− ṖL0

2Cm

(
q
)
Φn

p
1±PL0/Ps

(2.39)

Substituting the above control law in Equation (2.38), the linearization is achieved

as ṖL = ν. By simply choosing the virtual control input a proportional controller ν =
Kp

(
PLd

−dP
)
, where PLd

= Fc /Ap is the desired pressure difference, the hydraulic ac-

tuator is turned into a linear first-order force generator following the desired outer-loop

force input:

ṖL = Kp

(
PLd

−PL

)
(2.40)

The block diagram of an INDI controller for hydraulic actuator is given in Figure (2.6).

It should be noted that the INDI control law (2.39) requires accurate measurements

of the derivative of the pressure difference PL . The pressure sensors inside the hydraulic

valve only provide pressure information, which means the derivative should be esti-

mated.

2.4.3. PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to evaluate the robustness of the introduced control strategy, the performance

of both the CdP and INDI controllers in hydraulic actuator force (pressure difference)
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tracking are compared in simulations using Matlab/Simulink. In Ref. [62], a full com-

puter model of hydraulic Stewart platform motion system is built considering sufficient

detail. A single hydraulic actuator model with the main driving spool is taken from that

model to drive a constant mass load M = 1500kg (without gravity) to be used as test case.

All physical parameters of the actuator and valve spool used in the model can be found in

Ref. [62]. Simple square waves were used as reference with an amplitude of PL/Ps = 0.15

and a frequency of 2Hz. The outer-loop gain in CdP is set to Kc = 0.5, and in case of INDI

Kp = 120. In both cases the measurement of PL is accurate without delay, while in INDI

controller the derivative ṖL is estimated by an approximated differentiator with a trans-

fer function of s/(1000s +1). The sample time is set to 0.2ms(unless otherwise noticed)

and the ode4 solver is used for simulation.

The performance of both controllers with nominal model parameters are given in

Figure 2.7. Obvious tracking errors of the CdP controller can be observed while INDI

controller provides more accurate tracking performance. It should be noted that the mis-

match of CdP controller tracking result comes from the model uncertainty. The model

used for controller design in Equation (2.10) is simplified from the one used for simula-

tion, without consideration of nonlinear features such as orifice underlap in valve and

with neglecting of small terms[2]. Thus even nominal parameters are used, the model

uncertainty still exist. It should also be noted that when decreasing the update frequency

of INDI, the performance degraded. A small stationary error exists for the INDI con-

troller at a frequency of 1000Hz. This result verified the conclusion that the validity of

linearization of INDI depends on the high sampling frequency assumption.

The performance of both controllers with an 10% offset of Φn is shown in Figure

2.8. In this case, the performance of CdP controller is significantly deteriorates while

INDI still provides accurate tracking. As the maximum valve flow Φn is an parameter in

control effectiveness G, the offset significantly affects the compensation of CdP but has

almost no influence on the INDI. This result illustrates the robustness of INDI in this

application.

2.4.4. POSSIBLE APPLICATION IN THE OUTER-LOOP

Inspired by the robustness of the INDI and the dynamic equation form of the Stewart

platform, it will be argued that INDI is also suitable for the outer-loop motion control.

Recall Equation (2.1), by denoting v = ẋ, the dynamic equation is written as:

v̇ = M−1 (z) J T (z) fa −M−1 (z)C (z , v ) v −M−1 (z)G (z) (2.41)

Similar to the INDI control law design for the hydraulic actuator, the model simplifi-

cation procedure described by Equations (2.32-2.35) will be followed. Once again, time

scale separation principle is used as v and z are first and second integration of v̇ , so that

their increments are negligible leading to:

v̇ = v̇0 +M−1 (z) J T (z)
(

fa − fa0

)
(2.42)

The INDI control law is then given by:

fa = fa0 + J−T (z) M (z)(ν− v̇0) (2.43)
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Figure 2.7: Performance of CdP and INDI controllers in force tracking test
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Figure 2.8: Performance of two controllers in force tracking with model parameter uncertainty
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Taking advantage of the fact that Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is available in the

SRS, the acceleration information v̇0 in the above control law is directly measurable.

Substituting the control law into the incremental model, the linearization is achieved

as:

ẍ = v̇ =ν (2.44)

By choosing an appropriate linear controller of virtual control input ν, ν= ẍd −k0e−
k1ė for instance, the reference motion can be tracked. As discussed in the above subsec-

tion, the linearization of outer loop dynamics is robust to model and parameter uncer-

tainties.

2.5. CONCLUSION

A review of control strategies for the hydraulic Stewart platform manipulator, acting as

a flight simulator motion system, is presented. The control problem is usually cascaded

into an outer-loop robotic motion control problem and an inner-loop hydraulic force

tracking problem. Control schemes for both subsystem are divided into a few important

categories and advantages and disadvantages have been discussed. Facing the model

uncertainty problem and disadvantages of current hydraulic actuator controller, a time

efficient sensor-based INDI controller is introduced to overcome the existing problems.

Simulation result demonstrated the robustness of the new controller which is almost

model-free. Possible implementation of INDI to outer-loop manipulator control is also

discussed.
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3
PHYSICAL MODELING OF THE

HYDRAULIC PARALLEL

MANIPULATOR

The previous chapter discussed how the nonlinear and uncertain dynamics of the hy-

draulic parallel robots make their precision control a challenging work. In this chapter,

a high fidelity modular simulation model of a hydraulic parallel robot is developed, based

on the physical laws. Physical phenomena causing the nonlinearity and model uncer-

tainties can thus be replicated in computer simulation. With the model, the effectiveness

of various control methods can be verified and validated. Furthermore, as a test platform,

the performance of the INDI based nonlinear control system for hydraulic parallel robots

can be predicted by computer simulation before the real-life experiments. In this chap-

ter, the modeling of hydraulic actuation system and parallel robotic system are discussed

modularly in Section 3.2. The implementation of the theoretical model on computer is

discussed in Section 3.3. The fidelity of the integrated system model is verified by compar-

ing the simulation results with the experiment data, as discussed in Section 3.4. A brief

conclusion is then given in Section 3.5.

This chapter is based on the following article:

Y. Huang, D. M. Pool, O. Stroosma, Q. P. Chu, and M. Mulder, “Modeling and Simulation of Hydraulic Hexapod

Flight Simulator Motion Systems,” in AIAA Modeling and Simulation Technologies Conference, January 2016.

[1]
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The purpose of this chapter is to develop a complete model of a six-DOF hydraulic hexa-

pod flight simulator motion system for computer simulation. Hydraulic servo-valves

and actuators are modeled in detail based on physical laws of flows and parts, the dy-

namic equations of the hexapod motion base are derived with Newton-Euler approach

and an inner-loop cascaded pressure difference controller and a outer-loop computed

force controller are included in the model. The model is implemented in Simulink soft-

ware, and the multibody dynamic modeling approach SimMechanics is also used in

the model to verify the motion base dynamics. The established model is validated by

comparing the simulation performance with real-world experiment date of SIMONA re-

search simulator.

3.1. INTRODUCTION

Stewart platforms, also refered to as hexapod systems in industry, are six-DOF paral-

lel robots which are widely used in industry applications and almost invariably used in

motion(flight) simulator owning to their higher rigidity and accuracy[2, 3]. The basic

structure consists of a moving platform linked to a fixed base with six linear actuators.

Compared with electrical motors, hydraulic actuators offer distinct advantages like high

power-to-size ratios, rapid response and high stiffness[4–7]. Even more importantly, hy-

draulic actuators allow for smoothly running on long stroke which is necessary in sim-

ulation requiring unnoticeable change of sign in the direction of motion. Therefore, a

hydraulic 6-DOF parallel flight simulator shares a twofold advantage. a representation

of such simulator is SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) at TU Delft[8] (Figure 3.1). Out

of an increasing demand of performance and accuracy on flight simulators, high per-

formance control schemes are required to improve the trajectory tracking performance.

Therefore, detailed models of hydraulic hexapod systems are essential for configuration

design and high performance controller evaluation.

The most distinctive feature of this kind of system is the heavy interaction of the non-

linear Stewart platform mechanics with the highly nonlinear hydraulic actuator dynam-

ics. For the latter, the dynamics of multistage electro servo-valve and hydraulic actuator

are the main contributors to the nonlinearity of the system. In most research on the

modeling and control of hydraulic Stewart platforms[9–11], the dynamics of the servo-

valve are neglected, the dynamics of hydraulic actuators are highly simplified, while the

motion base mechanics are modeled in detail. The absence of intrinsic nonlinearity of

electro-hydraulic subsystem in model may leads to deflection of trajectory tracking per-

formance between simulation and experiment under designed control scheme.

Generally the servo-valve dynamics is described by first or second (or even higher)

order transfer fucntion[12] parameterized by time constants, natural frequencies and

damping ratios calculated from frequency characteristics determined by experiments.

However, such model could just give limited insight of the system in a restricted oper-

ating range, due to the nonlinearity of servo-valve systems. In addition, such a model-

ing approach is not suitable for a computer model acting as simulation platform which

requires enough detailed insight into the system. Therefore, a comprehensive math-

ematical model considering physical phenomena of every part of the valve should be

established.

To model the complicated dynamics of a Stewart platform, several methods have
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Figure 3.1: The SRS at TU Delft

been proposed such as Newton-Euler approach[13, 14], lagrangian equations of motion

approach[15, 16] and Kane’s method[2]. The Newton-Euler approach is the most intu-

itive and direct method, with the advantage to avoid large amount of symbolic compu-

tation while calculating partial derivatives of Lagrangian. The disadvantage of Newton-

Euler approach is that internal constraint forces and moments should be calculated.

However, for a purpose to build computer model that is easily accessible to states and

constraint forces on every joints, this feature is actually a positive factor. For most cases,

Newton-Euler approach is restricted to the inverse dynamics. However in case of a par-

allel structure as Stewart platform, closed-form equations could be derived that are suit-

able for both inverse and forward dynamics[17].

The aim of this chapter is to establish a full model of a 6-DOF electro-hydraulic

parallel flight simulator motion system. Comprehensive mathematical model of hy-

draulic system is discussed considering physical phenomena of flapper-nozzle dynam-

ics, three stage servo-valve, double concentric hydraulic actuator dynamics as well as

the long oil supply line dynamics. The hydraulic modeling largely follows the previous

work of Schothorst[18] and more recent advances in servovalve and hydraulic actuator

modeling[19–21]. Meanwhile, closed-form dynamic equations of Stewart platform are

introduced with a Neton-Euler approach, which is capable of dealing with both inverse

and forward dynamics. The complete computer is build in Simulink environment with

hydraulic subsystem and mechanics subsystem integrated by inner- and outer-loop con-

trollers which is currently implemented in the SRS. In order to verify the newton-Euler

dynamic equations, Simmechanics[22, 23], a multibody modeling toolbox integrated in

Simulink environment which provides a ’physical’ approach for mechanic modeling, is

also used to establish a second model. The results of two computer models are com-

pared and thus bilaterally verified. Finally, the complete computer model is validated by

comparing simulation results with real-world experiment data of the SRS.
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3.2. MODELING AND CONTROL

In this section, a hydraulic hexapod motion system is modeled in detail based on ba-

sic physical laws which are capable of providing enough physical insight into behaviour

and phenomena of the whole system, out of a requirement of computer model for con-

troller design and performance validation. First, modeling of hydraulic actuator of one

leg with servo-valve taken into consideration is discussed, since all six legs are assumed

to be identical. Next, closed-form dynamic equations of the whole mechanical Stewart

platform will be discussed with Newton-Euler approach. Finally, control strategies for

both hydraulic and mechanic subsystems are introduced, with which a complete mo-

tion tracking system is build, and close loop simulation can be implemented.

3.2.1. MODELING HYDRAULIC SUBSYSTEM

The electro-hydraulic servo system consists of hydraulic actuator with a piston moving

in a cylinder, the servo-valve which supplies the oil, the power supply system, the sensors

as well as the controller[10]. The power supply system is simply modeled as a constant

oil supply pump which provides constant supply pressure Ps and return pressure Pt .

MODELING HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR

Hydraulic actuators transfer hydraulic energy into mechanical motion or force. The ba-

sic structure of a linear hydraulic actuator driven by a servo valve can be observed on

Figure 3.2. A movable piston is driven by oil pressure difference, i.e. P1p -P2p , of the

two compartments encompassed by a cylinder, due to the inlet oil flow Φp1 to one com-

partment and the outlet oil flow Φp2 from the other. The fact that oil flow and pressure

difference compensate for each other causes the coupling of velocity and force gener-

ated by the actuator. The actuator model consists of the equation of motion which will

be discussed in the next subsection, and the pressure dynamic equations regarding oil

mass balance and oil compressibility under the oil bulk modulus E , of respective actua-

tor compartments[18]:

Ṗp1 =
E

Ap1

(
qmax +q

)
+Vl1

(
Φp1 −Φl p −Φl1 − Ap1 q̇

)

Ṗp2 =
E

Ap2

(
qmax −q

)
+Vl2

(
−Φp2 +Φl p −Φl2 + Ap2 q̇

) (3.1)

where Φl1 , Φl2 and Φl p are respective leakage flow defined in Figure 3.2, Ap1 and

Ap2 are respective piston areas, q is the actuator displacement and qmax is the actuator

stroke in the neutral position. Hereby, the volumes of each actuator out of designed

stroke, i.e. Vl1 and Vl2, are considered. For a double concentric actuator as used in

SIMNOA simulator, the term Φl p dose not exist and Ap1 and Ap2 are identical[18].

The leakage flows are generally considered as laminar flows through a narrow gap,

which are linear to the relative pressure differences across. In the actually used actuators,

hydraulic bearing are used to minimize Coulomb friction by maintaining small oil film

between the moving parts. Schothorst[18] derived the equation of leakage flow through

a single hydrostatic bearing based on the assumption that the cylinder is centered in the

bearing, according to analysis of Viersma[24]. The leakage terms in Eq. (3.1) which exist

in a double concentric actuator are therefore described as:
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Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of the two stage

pilot valve [2]

Φl1 =Φl ,b4 = LPb4

(
Pp1 −Pt

)
− Ap,b4 q̇

Φl2 =Φl ,b3 −Φl ,b2 = LPb3

(
Pp2 −Pt

)
+ Ap,b3 q̇ −LPb2

(
Ps −Pp2

)
+ Ap,b2 q̇

(3.2)

where Φl ,bi are leakage flows of bearing i , i = 1,2,3,4, LPbi and Ap,bi are leakage param-

eter and displacement flow parameter of bearing i which are determined by geometry

parameters of respective bearings. The detailed expression of these parameters can be

found in[18].

The inlet and outlet oil flows Φp1 and Φp2 in Equation (3.1) are directly controlled by

the last stage main spool of the servo valve, as depicted in Figure 3.2. The spool displace-

ment determines the opening areas of a number of orifices cut in the cylinder sleeve with

supply and return pressure acted on, thus determines the oil flows outputted to the ac-

tuator. The flows through its respective restrictions are generally modeled as turbulent

with constant discharge coefficient Cd [18, 25] with assumptions of symmetrical orifices

and no leakage. A more accurate model considers the leakages through overlaps, which

dominant near the neutral position in existence of overlaps of ports. Based on the valve

configuration in Figure 3.2, the output flows are written as:

Φp1 =Cd hm xm1

√
2

ρ
∆pm1 −Cd hm xm4

√
2

ρ
∆pm4 +Φl ,m1 −Φl ,m4

Φp2 =Cd hm xm3

√
2

ρ
∆pm3 −Cd hm xm2

√
2

ρ
∆pm2 +Φl ,m3 −Φl ,m2

(3.3)

with hm the width of the orifices, and ρ the density of oil. From Figure 3.2 the pressure

drops are:

∆pmi =






Ps −Pp1, i = 1

Ps −Pp2, i = 2

Pp2 −Pt , i = 3

Pp1 −Pt , i = 4

(3.4)
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The valve opening values xmi , i = 1,2,3,4 are:

xmi =
{√(

xm (−1)i+1 +dmi

)2 +c2
cm , xm (−1)i+1 Ê−dmi

0, xm (−1)i+1 <−dmi

(3.5)

where xm is the spool displacement, dmi , i = 1,2,3,4 are the underlaps of each orifices

and ccm is the clearance between the spool stand and its bushing. For the leakage flows

Φl ,mi inside the valve, several models exist. Gordic [21] modeled different pressure-flow

relations for different overlap ranges, a more convenient way is to consider the leakage

flow as combination of laminar part that is linear to laminar resistance and turbulent

part that is related to flow along the edge of the spool, which leads to a set of quadratic

equations that can be explicitly solved [18]:

{
ρ

2Cd h2
m c2

cm
Φ

2
l ,mi

− 12η
(
xm (−1)i+1+dmi

)

hm c3
r m

Φl ,mi = ∆pmi , xm (−1)i+1 <−dmi

Φl ,mi = 0, xm (−1)i+1 Ê−dmi

(3.6)

With the above equations, the hydraulic actuator dynamic model is build and is ready

to be combined with motion equations of parallel manipulators to form a whole motion

system.

MODELING THE TRANSMISSION LINE

In the hydraulic valve-actuator model given by Equations (3.1-3.3), the oil transmission

line dynamics have been neglected. With the assumption that the oil pressure and flow

are identical everywhere along each of the two oil pipelines, no distinction is made be-

tween the oil flows connected to the valve and the actuator chambers. For most hy-

draulic actuated systems, this assumption is valid as the effective frequency range of the

pipeline dynamics is generally much higher than the rest of the hydraulic system. How-

ever, for applications that the relatively large workspace requires long stroke actuators,

such as a flight simulator, the relatively long transmission lines tend to have lower eigen-

frequency, which may cause stability problems for the hydraulic control systems [2].

For practical hydraulic pressure feedback, the transmission line dynamics exist between

the actual pressure in the chambers and the available one in the valve. Schothorst [26]

showed that the hydraulic control system stability margin may be violated by the these

dynamics. It will be illustrated in the next chapter that without consideration of these dy-

namics, unstable self-sustaining vibration can be excited with the proposed controller.

Thus in this section, the transmission line dynamics for the long-stroke hydraulic actu-

ators are modeled.

The transmission lines generally show a lightly damped resonating behaviour at a

number of eigenfrequencies [2]. The analytical solutions of the rigid circular fluid trans-

mission lines have been discussed since the middle of the last century[26], and have

been studied extensively since. However, as concluded in [27], a complete theoretical

model of transmission lines results in an infinite order form which do not allow proper

analysis in both time domain and frequency domain. In this section, a more practical

model approximation approach introduced in [27] and [26] will be adopted, in which

the transmission dynamics are decoupled by an infinite product series of second order
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Figure 3.4: Flows and pressures at inlet and outlet ports of a single transmission line

models, each of which gives rise to a resonance mode. By choosing the (few) most rel-

evant modes, the linear model can be easily included between the valve and actuator

models in time domain, with physical parameters preserved.

Consider the representation of the transmission line given in Fig. 3.4, the flow (and

pressure) on the valve side and the actuator side are denoted by Φpi (Ppi ) and Φpo (Ppo ),

respectively. The added subscripts i and o are used to indicate the inlet and outlet sides

of the transmission line. with the inputs and outputs defined in Fig. 3.4, the one di-

mensional distributed parameter model of a uniform rigid fluid transmission line with

laminar is given in the Laplace domain by Yang [27] as

[
Ppi

Φpo

]
=

[
1

coshΓ(s)
− Zc (s)sinhΓ(s)

coshΓ(s)
sinhΓ(s)

Zc (s)coshΓ(s)
1

coshΓ(s)

][
Ppo

Φpi

]
, (3.7)

where Γ (s) is the propagation operator and Zc (s) is the characteristic impedance.

The theoretical model is approximated by the sum of a set of linear second order

systems [27], each of which defines a resonance frequency. The i th second order system

can be written in a state space form, described by

[
Ṗpi ,i

Φ̇po,i

]
=

[
0 −(−1)i+1 Z0λci

− (−1)i+1λci

Zoα2 − 8β
α

][
Ppi ,i

Φpo,i

]
+

[
0 − 2Z0

Dn
2

Z0Dnα2 0

][
Ppo

Φpi

]
. (3.8)

The parameters in Equation (3.8) keep a physical interpretation. The dissipation

number Dn and the line impedance constant Z0 are defined by

Dn =
Lν

c0r 2
h

, Z0 =
ρ0c0

A0
(3.9)

where L, rh and A0 are the line length, cross section radius and area, ν is the kinematic

viscosity, ρ0 is the oil density and c0 is the sound velocity in the oil.

In Equation (3.8), the factors α and β are frequency dependent modification factors

for liquid, which can be determined by the graphs given in [27]. λci
is the undamped

natural frequency of the i th mode, defined by

λci
=

π (i −0.5)

Dn
(3.10)

For the actuators of the SRS with 1.25 m stroke, the transmission lines are around one

meter long with a cross section radius of around 10 mm. An preliminary estimation of

the model found the resonance frequencies of the first few modes at about 200, 600 and
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1000 Hz and the rest higher [26]. Consider the bandwidth of the servo-valves at about

150 Hz, only the first mode is included in the model developed in this research, i.e. i = 1

is used for Equation (3.8). Thus the two transmission lines are actually modelled as two

second order systems given by Equation (3.8) with according parameters, with the inlet

flows from the valve and outlet pressures at the actuator as the input, and the opposites

as the output. In this way the transmission line models are made modular, such that they

can be easily included or omitted from the complete model, as will be illustrated in Fig.

3.7.

MODELING THREE STAGE SERVO-VALVE

The electro-hydraulic servo-valve asts as a high gain transducer controlling the high

power oil flow output with low power current or voltage input. In case of hydraulic ac-

tuators working with large oil flows, multistage servo-valve are often used for multiple

power amplification. In the hydraulic system of SIMONA simulator, three-stage servo-

valves are used as depicted in Figure 3.2 and 3.3. The main spool positioning itself is

controlled by a typical two-stage flapper-nozzle valve which consists of a flapper-nozzle

system and a pilot spool. The flapper motion driven by electrical torque motor controls

pressure difference that drives the motion of pilot spool, then the small displacement of

pilot spool controls large oil flows driving the third stage main spool. The main phenom-

ena considered when modeling servo-valve are the flapper dynamics, the spool dynam-

ics and the pressure dynamics connecting each stage.

The equation of motion of the flapper is written as[18, 28]:

Tt =
Ja

l f
ẍ f +

Ba

l f
ẋ f +

Ka

l f
x f +T f bs − l f

(
F f 1 −F f 2

)
(3.11)

with l f the flapper length, Ja ,Ba and Ka respectively the inertia, viscous friction coeffi-

cient and spring constant of the flapper, and F f i the flow forces acting on the flapper.

The term T f bs is the mechanical feedback spring torque of the pilot spool position. The

driving torque Tt generated by the torque motor are generally considered to be linear to

the torque motor current ica (linear to input voltage u) and rotational displacement of

the flapper-armature[21, 25]:

Tt = Kt ica +Kb x f = Kt Kcau+Kb x f (3.12)

and the nozzle flow forces F f i acting on the flapper can be expressed as[25]:

F f i =
[

Pni +
16C 2

d

(
x f 0 + x f (−1)i+1

)2
(Pni −Pn3)

d2
n

]

An , i = 1,2 (3.13)

where An is the area of the nozzle orifice, dn is the nozzle diameter and Pni the pressure

in respective chambers as shown in Figure 3.3.

The dynamics of the pilot spool come with the pressure difference, inertial,friction,

spring feedback force and flow force, which is written as[18, 29]:

As (Pn2 −Pn1) = Ms ẍs +ωs ẋs +T f bs /
(
l f + l f bs

)
+Fax (3.14)
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where l f bs is the length of feedback spring and xs is the displacement of pilot spool, the

expression spring feedback T f bs and flow force Fax can be found in literature like[18, 21,

25].

The pressure dynamics interacting with flapper-nozzle and pilot spool considers mass

balances and compressibility of oil flows for the valve chambers, with signs defined in

Figure 3.3 following equations hold[18, 29]:

Ṗn1 =
E

Vn1
(Φ01 −Φn1 + As ẋs ) Ṗn2 =

E

Vn2
(Φ02 −Φn2 − As ẋs ) (3.15)

where Vni , i = 1,2 are the valve chamber volumes and As the spool area. The nozzle flows

Φni and the inlet flows Φ0i are considered as turbulent determined by curtain area and

inlet restriction, written as:

Φ01 =Cd A0

√
2

ρ
(Ps −Pn1) Φ02 =Cd A0

√
2

ρ
(Ps −Pn2) (3.16)

and

Φn1 =Cdπdn

(
x f 0 + x f

)
√

2

ρ
(Pn1 −Pn3) Φn2 =Cdπdn

(
x f 0 − x f

)
√

2

ρ
(Pn2 −Pn3)

(3.17)

Hereby, A0 is the area of inlet restrictions, and the nozzle output pressure Pn3 holds:

Ṗn3 =
E

Vn3

(

Φn1 +Φn2 −Cd An3

√
2

ρ
(Pn3 −Pt )

)

(3.18)

with Vn3 and An3 the respective volume and outlet orifice area.

With equations (3.11) to (3.18), the theoretical model of two-stage flapper-nozzle

valve is completed and the behavior of pilot spool can be determined. The flows through

pilot spool ports that drive the main spool can now be written, exactly the same with

Equation 3.3 with different parameters, as follows:

Φm1 =Cd hs xs1

√
2

ρ
(Ps −Pm1)−Cd hs xs4

√
2

ρ
(Pm1 −Pt )+Φl ,s1 −Φl ,s4

Φm2 =Cd hs xs3

√
2

ρ
(Pm2 −Pt )−Cd hs xs2

√
2

ρ
(Ps −Pm2)+Φl ,s3 −Φl ,s2

(3.19)

where the valve opening values xsi and leakage flows Φl ,si are computed with the same

form of equations (3.5) and (3.6) with parameters substituted with that of pilot spool.

As analysed by Schothorst[18], the natural frequency related to the main spool con-

sidering the oil compressibility is much larger than the frequency of interest due to the

relative large spool side areas with respect to the chamber volumes and relative small ac-

celeration and friction forces compared with hydraulic driving force. Thus the pressure
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Figure 3.5: The schematic drawing of a Stewart platform (the SRS)

dynamic of the main spool can be neglected and in static state the oil mass balance and

force balance equations is given as:

Φm1 =Φm2 = Am ẋm (3.20)

Pm1 = Pm2 (3.21)

The above balance equations together with equation (3.19) determine the open-loop

behavior of main spool movement, in order to make the main spool position follow the

reference input voltage signal ur , xm is measured and fed back to the input by a Propor-

tional controller, written as[18]:

u = Kpm (ur −Kms xm ) (3.22)

with Kpm the feedback gain and Kms the main spool position sensor gain.

With the above equations, the complete non-linear model of a close-loop three stage

servo-valve is available. Together with the dynamics of hydraulic actuators and pipelines,

the model of hydraulic subsystem is completed.

3.2.2. DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF HEXAPOD MECHANICS

The Stewart platform is modeled as a moving platform supported by six linear actua-

tors, each of which consists of a cylinder and a piston, as depicted in Figure 3.5. Two

important reference frames are defined as Ea , the body frame attached to the moving

platform, and Eb the inertial frame attached to the static base. The translation vector

of the upper platform is c described in Eb , and the rotational relationship between two

frames is described by rotation matrix Tba defined by Euler angles Φ. The platform po-

sition is defined as z =
[
cT ,ΦT

]T
, and the platform speed is defined as ṡ =

[
ċT ,ωT

p

]T
,

where ωp is the angular velocity of the moving platform.

When considering one actuator, the leg vector L from lower gimble point to upper

gimble is:
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L = Ll = c +Tba p −b

= c +q −b
(3.23)

where L and l are the length and unit vector of leg vector L, b the lower gimble position

in base frame and p and q the upper gimble position relative to body frame origin in two

different frames.

Considering the dynamics of one whole leg, under the constraint force acting on the

upper gimble point Fs and gravity forces on leg cylinder and piston, the Euler’s equation

can be expressed as:

Ll×Fs =−(m1r1 +m2r2)×g +m1r1×a1+m2r2×a2+(I1 + I2)Ẇ +W ×(I1 + I2)W (3.24)

where mi , ri , Ii and ai are the mass, center of gravity, moments of inertia and gravity

center acceleration of the two parts of one leg, with subscript 1 denoting the lower cylin-

der and 2 the upper piston, g is the gravity acceleration vector, and W is the angular

velocity of the leg.

Taking cross products of both sides of equation (3.24) with l results in[17]:

Fs = (l ·Fs )l +D × l /L (3.25)

where D is the right side terms of equation (3.24).

considering the dynamics of the upper rod, Newton’s equation in the direction of the

leg axis is written as:

F + l ·Fs +m2l ·g = m2l ·a2 (3.26)

where F is the actuator driving force acting on the joint connecting the leg cylinder and

piston, which is viewed as the input of the hexapod mechanical subsystem.

Combining equations (3.25) and (3.26), the constraint force Fs given as:

Fs =
(
m2l ·a2 −m2l ·g

)
+D × l /L−F l = K −F l (3.27)

Defining a vector A = c̈ +ω̇p ×q , Dasgupta discussed in[17] that the complex term K

in equation (3.27) can be expressed as:

K =Q (z) A +V (z , ṡ) (3.28)

Substituting equation (3.28) into (3.27) results in:

Fs =Q
(
c̈ + ω̇p ×q

)
+V −F l

=Qc̈ −Qq̃ω̇p +V −F l
(3.29)

where q̃ is the skew-symmetric matrix form of vector q . With this equation, the force

acting on one upper gimble point is explicitly described by platform input, actuator force

F and platform states, which should be individually computed for each leg.

Consider the dynamics of the moving upper platform, Newton’s equation of motion

and Euler’s equation of the moving platform are written as:

−
6∑

n=1

(Fs )i +Mp g = Mp ap (3.30)
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and

−
6∑

n=1

(
qi ×Fs

)
i +Mp R × g = Mp R ×ap + Ip ω̇p +ωp × Ipωp (3.31)

where Mp and Ip are the mass and moment of inertia of the upper platform, R is the

position vector of center of gravity relative to the body frame origin in base frame of

reference, and ap is the acceleration of the center of gravity, given as:

ap = ω̇p ×R +ωp ×
(
ωp ×R

)
+ c̈ (3.32)

Combining equations (3.29) to (3.32), the complete dynamic equations of the Stewart

platform are derived as[17]:

M (z) s̈ +η(ṡ, z) = HF (3.33)

where

M =
[

ME3 −MR̃

MR̃ Ip +M
(
R2E3 −RRT

)
]
+

6∑

n=1

[
Qi −Qi q̃i

q̃i Qi −q̃i Qi q̃i

]

η=
[

M{ωp ×
(
ωp ×R

)
− g }

ωp × Ip +MR × {
(
ωp ·R

)
ωp − g }

]
+

6∑

n=1

[
Vi

qi ×Vi

]

F is the stacked input actuator forces of each leg

F = [F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6]

and H the stacked column input-output force transformation vectors

Hi =
[

l T
i ,

(
qi × li

)T
]T

With equation (3.33), the closed form equations of motion of a Stewart platform is

build that can be used for both inverse problem in controller design and forward prob-

lem in computer modeling and simulation.

3.2.3. CONTROL STRATEGY

In order to achieve full simulation of the simulator motion system, the controller used

in the motion tracking tasks should also be included in the model. Hereby the control

strategy currently used in SIMONA simulator will be briefly introduced.

The so called model based cascaded pressure difference (CdP) controller is used in

the inner-loop hydraulic subsystem to turn the velocity source resembling hydraulic ma-

nipulators into force generators, thus common controllers for outer-loop mechanical

subsystem can be applied to the motion system. When designing the CdP controller,

the dynamics of the servo-valve are neglected, such that the displacement of main spool

xm is equal to the input voltage u. The actuator dynamic equations (3.1) can be sim-

plified into one dynamic equation describing the pressure difference of two actuator

compartments[2]:

ṖL = 2Cm

(
q
)(
Φn

√
1±PL/Ps u−Llm PL − Ap q̇

)
(3.34)
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Figure 3.6: Structure of outer-loop controller of Stewart platform manipulator

where PL is the pressure difference, Cm is the position dependent oil stiffness, Φn is the

maximum valve flow and Llm is the main leakage parameter. The CdP control law is

given by:

u =
Kv q̇ +Kc

(
Fc /Ap Ps −PL/Ps

)
+KLPL

p
1±PL /Ps

(3.35)

where Fc is the reference force of the actuator. With gains Kv and KL chosen as Kv =
Ap /Φn and KL = Llm /Φn ,the equation for the close inner-loop is then written as:

ṖL = 2Cm KcΦn

(
Fc /Ap −PL

)
/Ps (3.36)

which shows that the actuator is turned into a first-order force generator with a variable

gain.

The structure of the outer-loop controller is shown in Figure 3.6. The model-based

feedforward term, i.e. F f f , calculates the forces needed for each leg using inverse dy-

namics of Stewart platform mechanism, given reference signals of platform motion tra-

jectories. The outer-loop PD controller is a typical PD controller designed in joint space,

which is introduced to stabilize the system. Similar outer-loop control structure can be

found in a number of recent literature[9, 30].

3.3. COMPUTER MODELING

3.3.1. COMPUTER MODELING IN SIMULINK

The complete model of a hydraulic hexapod motion system is built in Matlab/Simulink

environment with dynamics of actuators and servo-valves, dynamics of Stewart platform

mechanics as well as the inner-loop and outer-loop controllers. The complete model for

computer simulation with controllers in the loop is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The model is

designed to be modular. The dynamics of each sub-system are connected to their neigh-

bouring modules, such that the outputs of each module act as inputs of the adjacent

ones, and vice versa. In this way each module can be included or omitted from the com-

plete model, or replaced by a simplified model (such as a linear second-order system),

based on the requirement of the simulation. For instance, when only the parallel ma-

nipulator rigid-body dynamics is of interest, for instance for cases for inertial parameter
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Figure 3.7: Logic structure of the complete model for computer simulation with feedback controllers

identification, the complete hydraulic system controlled by the inner-loop controller can

be neglected and replaced by a unit gain or first or second-order systems. When the in-

fluence of a particular nonlinear physical disturbance to the system is to be investigated,

such as the over-laps or under-laps of the servo-valve openings, the proposed detailed

model based on physical laws should be used.

The modular structure of the model helps to identify which part of the system dy-

namics makes significant contribution to the closed-loop system behaviour. For in-

stance, it will be shown in Chapter 4 that an inclusion of the transmission line dynam-

ics helps to replicate the unstable vibration at around 200 Hz in computer simulation,

which was observed in the experiments with the proposed controller without the con-

sideration of the transmission line. This brings a conclusion that the transmission line

dynamics are the cause of the unstable vibration. The corresponding solution verified

by the computer model is proven to be effective for the later experiments.

3.3.2. COMPUTER MODELING WITH SIMMECHANICS

SimMechanics is a multibody modeling toolbox integrated in Matlab/Simulink environ-

ment as a ’physical’ approach for mechanic modeling, which will formulate and solve
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Figure 3.8: Computer model of SRS with SimMechanics

the equations of motion after users have assembled the system by blocks representing

bodies, joints, constraints and force elements. In this modeling approach, basic struc-

ture of computer model is kept the same as previous subsection while the inverse dy-

namics based force computation block and forward dynamics of 6-DOF Stewart plat-

form mechanics are built with SimMechanics rather than Newton-Euler dynamic equa-

tions. The complete motion platform is depicted in Figure 3.8(a). The hydraulic sub-

system is connected to SimMechanics prismatic join block as a source of force and dis-

placement, as shown in Figure 3.8(b).

3.4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND VALIDATION

3.4.1. RESULTS COMPARISON OF TWO MODELING APPROACHES

Two complete computer models of flight simulator with different model of mechan-

ics, i.e. Newton-Euler dynamic equations and SimMechanics, are implemented in Mat-

lab/Simulation Environment, as a bilateral verification. The geometry of Stewart plat-

form used is that of the Simona which is depicted in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.9, the top

view of which looks like two uneven hexagons in it’s neutral position. The geometric

and inertial parameters of the platform are given in Table 1. The parameters of hydraulic

servo-valve and actuator use that of literature[18] in its appendix F. In both simulations,

the sample time is set to 1ms and ODE45 solver is used in Simulink environment.

As the purpose of this section is to verify the dynamics of mechanics, the servo-valve

dynamics is neglected to alleviate the computation load. Reference trajectories of the

moving platform are generated and tracked by the complete motion system under con-

trol of the inner- and outer-loop controllers. For simulation, straight line paths designed

by Dasgupta[14] is used as reference trajectory, with each coordinate of z linear with

parabolic blends at the beginning and the end thus change in three steps with constant

acceleration, constant velocity and constant deceleration. The initial and final position

is set as c0 = [0,0,3.0]T ,Φ0 = [−0.2,0,0]T ,c f = [0,0,3.5]T ,Φ f = [0.2,0,0]T , the total time

τ f , maximum linear velocity V and maximum angular velocity ω are set to 6, 0.14 and

0.08, with SI units used for all quantities. The control gains Kp and Kd are tuned to 6e4

and 1e4. The feedforward forces computed by the inverse dynamics in two modeling ap-
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Figure 3.9: SRS top view

Table 3.1: Geometric and inertial parameters

Parameters Value

Upper/lower gimbal radius, ra rb 1.6, 1.65 m

Upper/lower radius spacing, du dl 0.2, 0.6 m

Piston/cylinder masses, m2 m1 120, 150 kg

Piston/cylinder inertia wrt cog, i2 i1 20, 36 kg m2

Piston/cylinder cog wrt to gimbal, r2 r1 0.7, 0.5 m

Platform mass Mp 4000 kg

Platform nonzero inertial Ixx Iy y Izz Ixz 7, 7, 8, 0.5 ×103kg m2

proaches are shown in Figure 3.10. The leg length history tracking the reference motion

for both models are shown in Figure 3.11.

As shown in Figure 3.10, the feedforward forces computed by both models are con-

sistent, given the same reference motion. The inverse dynamics of both Newton-Euler

and SimMechanics approaches are verified with this result. As the Newton-Euler dy-

namic equation are given in closed form, the forward dynamics of it can also be vali-

dated. Figure 3.11 shows the consistence of dynamic responses of both models including

inverse and forward dynamics, which further verifies the correctness of both modeling

approaches.

3.4.2. MODEL VALIDATION

In order to validate the complete model, simulation results are compared to real world

performance of the SRS. Open loop simulation results of each subsystem (input output

response of servo-valve for instance) are hard to be compared to experiment data due to

two reasons: first, parameters used in computer model are not exactly the same with that

of the real simulator. secondly, the time accumulating error can make the simulation

result explode during integration of dynamic functions even with precise parameters.
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Figure 3.10: Feedforward forces of 6 actuators calculated by inverse dynamics of two approaches
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Figure 3.11: Leg lengths of two computer model simulations given the same reference trajectory
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Thus in this section, close loop simulation of the complete model with controllers is

implemented and reference trajectories used in real-world experiment are used as input

(see Figure 3.6). The model is validated by comparing the computed history of states of

the motion system like spool displacement of each valve or pressure difference of each

actuator with that of the experiment measurements.

The motion profile from a state reconstruction experiment of SRS[31] is used, in

which the origin of body frame periodically moves in a horizontal circular path with a

radius of 0.5 meters, with a period of five seconds, the joint space conversion of which is

given in Figure 3.12. The motion profile exploits most of the DOFs of the platform with

relatively large amplitude and thus sufficiently exploits the stroke of hydraulic actuators

and nonlinear dynamics of the platform[31]. The control gain Kp is set to 8e5 as the same

with SRS, and Kd is tuned to 1e5. Figure 3.12 shows the joint space trajectory tracking

results of experiment and simulation. The history of three states of the system, i.e. the

feedfroward forces, the actuator pressure differences and the spool displacements, are

shown in Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15.

Figure 3.12 shows consistent tracking performance of real SRS system and the es-

tablished computer model. However, the conclusion of model correctness can not be

drawn without validation of inner states, as closed-loop experiment and simulation are

conducted. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 indicate that the simulated pressure differences in hy-

draulic actuators and spool displacement in valves fit well with the measurements of

experiment, as the responses to particular motion commands match well. The perfor-

mances are not completely consistent due to the fact that hydraulic and mechanical pa-

rameters used in computer model are different from the real SRS, since some of them

(like mass) are modified during the simulator construction and some are even not acces-

sible. It can be further explained with figure 3.13 that the computed feedforward forces

in real system differs a little from simulation. Designed mass and inertia parameters are

used in computer model while identified parameters are used in real system. This pa-

rameter mismatch dose not prevent the computer model from showing enough features

of the real system in general. It can be concluded that the computer model is feasible

of simulating hydraulic hexapod motion systems, with correct physical phenomena re-

flected.

3.5. CONCLUSION

The complete computer model of a hydraulic hexapod flight simulator motion system

is build, with hydraulic servo-valve, hydraulic actuator and Stewart platform mechanics

integrated. The dynamics of hydraulic servo-valve and actuator are derived based on

physical laws describing the performance of every part like spools and flapper, as well as

the oil flows and pressure. The dynamic equations of the Stewart platform are derived

using Newton-Euler approach. The currently implemented inner-loop CdP controller

and outer-loop controller of the SRS are used in the model.

The complete model is established and executed with Matlab/Simulink software.

A second modeling approach with Stewart platform mechanics established by SimMe-

chanics is also implemented in Simulink. Simulation results of these two models verifies

the validity of both mechanics modeling approaches. Furthermore, closed loop simu-

lation results fit well with real-world experiment measurements of SRS, which validates
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Figure 3.12: Reference motion tracking result of experiment and simulation
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Figure 3.13: Feedforward forces calculated by controllers in SRS and computer model
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Figure 3.14: Pressure differences of 6 actuators in experiment and simulation
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Figure 3.15: Spool displacements of 6 valves in experiment and simulation
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that the computer model can be used as simulation platform for flight simulator motion

system controller design and performance evaluation.
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4
SENSOR-BASED HYDRAULIC

FORCE CONTROLLER

Chapter 2 discussed the challenges for achieving high precision motion control of hy-

draulic parallel robots in a perspective of nonlinear uncertain system design. A novel INDI

control technique is proposed to overcome the disadvantages of the current state-of-the-

art hydraulic control systems. However, the controller design procedure based on the INDI

is not given in detail, nor is its effectiveness verified by the simulation model developed in

Chapter 3. In this chapter, a detailed hydraulic force controller is designed based on the

proposed INDI control technique. The effectiveness and performance of the developed con-

trol system are verified and validated by computer simulation and real-world experiments

on the SIMONA hydraulic parallel flight simulator. This chapter is organized as follows.

After a brief introduction in Section 4.1, Section 4.2 gives a brief review of the system dy-

namics for controller design. Section 4.3 gives a detailed discussion on the INDI control

theory, including the stability and robustness analysis. The detailed hydraulic force con-

troller design is given in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 and 4.6 present the simulation results and

experiment results for the developed control system, validating the effectiveness and the

robustness. A conclusion is given in Section 4.7.

This chapter is based on the following articles:

Y. Huang, D. Pool, O. Stroosma, and Q. Chu, “Incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion control for hydraulic

hexapod flight simulator motion systems,” IFAC-PapersOnLine, vol. 50, no. 1, pp. 4294 – 4299, 2017, 20th IFAC

World Congress. [1]

Y. Huang, D. Pool, O. Stroosma, and Q. Chu, “Long-stroke hydraulic robot motion control with incremental

nonlinear dynamic inversion,” IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics, vol.24, no. 1, pp. 304-314, Feb

2019. [2]
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High precision motion control of hydraulic manipulators is challenging due to the highly

nonlinear dynamics and model uncertainties typical for hydraulic actuators. This chap-

ter addresses the implementation of a novel sensor-based Incremental Nonlinear Dy-

namic Inversion control technique for a high-precision hydraulic force controller in ex-

istence of parameter uncertainties. Combined with a widely used force computation

outer-loop controller, the proposed motion control structure is implemented on a 6-

DOF hexapod hydraulic robot, the SIMONA (Simulation, Motion and Navigation) Re-

search Simulator at TU Delft. The proposed control technique is inherently robust to

hydraulic parameter uncertainties. As an important contribution, the robustness against

parameter uncertainty is rigorously proven. Stability of the proposed controller is also

analysed. Techniques for solving characteristic implementation issues, such as higher-

order valve dynamics and oil transmission effects, are discussed in detail. Motion track-

ing experiment results on the SIMONA simulator validate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed method in terms of performance and the robustness against parameter uncer-

tainties. Significant control accuracy improvement is demonstrated by comparing with

the state-of-the-art motion control implementations.

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic robotic systems are widely used in heavy-duty machines, legged robots, and

vehicle simulator motion systems. They still have higher power-to-weight ratios and

inherently higher stiffness and rigidity compared with electrical motors. For applications

where high precision control performance is required, such as legged robots control [3,

4], manipulator impedance control [5, 6] and flight simulator motion control [7], high

performance controller development is receiving increasing attention in the academia.

One challenge of the hydraulic robot control problem is that hydraulic actuators

regard the input as a velocity command, instead of a force command as their electri-

cal counterparts do. This fact prevents the extensively studied general robot control

techniques [8–11] from direct application, which generally work with force inputs. A

few studies successfully implemented model-based control methods based on the inte-

grated mechanics and hydraulic dynamics. Nevertheless, the highly nonlinear hydraulic

dynamics have to be significantly simplified by linearization or neglecting leakage or oil

compressibility[12, 13]. More importantly, a lack of hydraulic pressure/force controllers

largely limits their applications in robot impedance control, vibration isolation and ac-

tive suspension, where ideal force actuators are generally assumed [14]. One systematic

solution for hydraulic systems is cascading the controller into a multi-loop structure, as

shown in Fig. 4.1. An inner-loop hydraulic force controller decouples the hydraulic dy-

namics from the mechanics, while guiding it to generate the required actuation forces

given by the outer-loop motion controller. With a decoupled inner-loop force controller,

various advanced (outer-loop) control schemes developed for electrical manipulators

become possible to be directly applied to hydraulic robotic systems.

Force control of a hydraulic actuator is challenging due to the highly nonlinear dy-

namic behavior, and the model uncertainties resulting from model simplification and

parameter uncertainty. Furthermore, fundamental limits exist in simple controllers (e.g.

PID) for hydraulic force tracking problems, as shown in [15]. This makes more advanced

model-based control schemes necessary, such as feedback linearization [5, 16] and its
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variants, including Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) based control [17], Cascade ∆P

controller (CdP) [18] and flatness-based control [19]. However, the performance of the

feedback linearization based controllers relies on an accurate model and is significantly

degraded in existence of parameter mismatches. For linear dynamic inversion, gen-

eral techniques such as additive-state-decomposition (ASD) have been proposed to deal

with model uncertainty and disturbance [20, 21]. When considering the nonlinear hy-

draulic model uncertainty problem, nonlinear adaptive control is one extensively stud-

ied approach [22–25]. Among them, as concluded in [26], the most advanced works in

terms of motion control accuracy are [24] for hydraulic serial manipulators and [25] for

hydraulic parallel robots, each of which provides a stability-guaranteed controller with

adaptation of hydraulic parameters. However, in all the mentioned adaptive approaches,

the design of the hydraulic parameter adaptation law is coupled with the complete con-

trol system design in order to guarantee the stability. It is difficult to directly combine the

hydraulic adaptive methods with a different outer-loop controller. Therefore, a high per-

formance, fully decoupled and less model-dependent hydraulic force controller is still to

be developed.

Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) [27] is a novel sensor-based non-

linear control technique based on the feedback linearization of the nominal incremental

part of the system dynamics. INDI solves the inherent problem of model dependency of

traditional feedback linearization. A number of state-of-the-art nonlinear control ap-

plications with INDI have been reported [28, 29], validating the achievable control per-

formance and robustness of INDI towards model uncertainties under the assumption

of a high sampling rate. INDI is particularly attractive to high precision force control of

hydraulic robots with the following features:

1. Inherently robust to parameter uncertainty and continuous external disturbances,

without an explicitly adaptive or robust control algorithm.

2. High control precision with low computation load and straightforward controller

design procedures.

3. Achieving precise feedback linearization of highly nonlinear systems without pre-

cise knowledge of their dynamics.

In previous reports of this research project, the preliminary theoretical application

of INDI was recently discussed for a single hydraulic actuator model [30] and a hydraulic

flight simulator model[1]. However, these simulation studies did not provide any experi-

mental validation. Also, practical issues such as oil pipeline dynamics of long-stroke hy-

draulic actuators were neglected in the simulation models. Furthermore, none of afore-

mentioned works gave a rigorous proof of the parameter uncertainty resistance features

and the stability of INDI.

In this chapter, the novel INDI technique is improved in theory, and implemented in

real-world for the inner-loop force controller of the long-stroke hydraulic hexapod mo-

tion system of the SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) at TU Delft. The key practical is-

sues for INDI, such as additional dynamics between controller output and actuator sen-

sor (including the valve dynamics and oil pipeline dynamics), are considered and solved.

Directly combined with a typical model-based feedforward outer-loop controller with
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Figure 4.1: Cascade-control architecture for hydraulic robots with inner and outer control loops

PD feedback in the actuator space, the overall motion control system is designed. Two

motion profiles are used for experiments in this chapter: a symmetric motion for control

performance evaluation and benchmarking and an asymmetrical profile to validate the

effectiveness of the proposed controller with more system nonlinearities excited.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

1. The robustness of the INDI against parameter uncertainty is rigorously proved for

the first time, based on which a necessary stability condition for the INDI with

parameter uncertainty is provided. A rigorous stability proof of the INDI is also

given.

2. The novel INDI method is applied in a real-life hydraulic parallel robot for the first

time.

3. The experiment results demonstrate improved control performance compared with

the state-of-the-art methods discussed in a recent survey paper [26], even in exis-

tence of large model parameter mismatches.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 summarizes the model of the hy-

draulic robots for purpose of controller design. Section 4.3 introduces the novel INDI

methodology, including the stability and robustness proofs. Section 4.4 discusses the

application details and practical issues in designing the INDI hydraulic control system.

The simulation and experiment results on the SRS are described in Section 4.5 and Sec-

tion 4.6, and the main conclusions are given in Section 4.7.

4.2. SYSTEM DYNAMIC MODEL

The rigid-body dynamic equations of an n-link robot are generally given by a second-

order nonlinear differential equation [25]. Particularly, for parallel robots such as hexa-

pod robotic systems considered in this research as an example, Newton-Euler approach

[31] is typically used to obtain the dynamic equations in Cartesian space:

M (z) s̈ +η(ṡ, z)= J T F , (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: A valve controlled symmetry hydraulic actuator

where z ∈ R6 and ṡ ∈ R6 are the end effector pose and velocity vectors defined in the

Cartesian space, F ∈R6 is the vector of actuation forces, M ∈R6×6 is the mass matrix and

η ∈ R6 contains the centrifugal and Coriolis terms. J ∈ R6×6 is the Jacobian matrix of the

system, defined by J = ∂q̇/∂ṡ, where q is the vector of the actuator displacements. A

detailed discussion of the model can be found in [32].

A single symmetrical hydraulic actuator controlled by a typical valve is illustrated

schematically in Fig. 4.2. Φp1 and Φp2 are the oil flows into and out of the cylinder cham-

bers through the oil transmission lines. The oil supply and return pressures are denoted

by Ps and Pt , respectively. The hydraulic force dynamics are generally described by writ-

ing the dynamic equation of the cylinder pressure difference, PL = Pp1 −Pp2, based on

the oil compressibility effect, given by [1]:

ṖL = 2Cm

(
q
)(
Φm −Cl PL − Ap q̇

)
, (4.2)

where q denotes the actuator cylinder displacement, Ap is the cylinder area, Cl is the

leakage coefficient, Φm =
(
Φp1 +Φp2

)
/2 is the controlled oil flow. The piston dependent

oil stiffness Cm is

Cm =
1

2

(
E

V1

(
q
) +

E

V2

(
q
)
)

, (4.3)

where E is the oil bulk modulus and V1 and V2 are the volumes of the cylinder chambers.

For an ideal critical center valve with matched and symmetrical orifices, the oil flow

is given by [33]

Φm =Cd w xm

√
Ps

ρ

(
1−

xm

|xm |
PL

Ps

)
. (4.4)

where xm is the valve displacement, Cd is the discharge coefficient and w is the orifice

width.
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By defining the maximum flow at the maximum valve stroke xm,max and zero load

pressure as Φn = Cd w xm,max

√
Ps /ρ, and the system input as the normalized valve dis-

placement u = xm /xm,max , (4.4) is substituted in (4.2) and gives:

ṖL = 2Cm

(
q
)
(

Φn

√

1−
xm

|xm |
PL

Ps
u−Cl PL − Ap q̇

)

=G A

(
PL , xm , q

)
u+ f A

(
PL , q, q̇

)
.

(4.5)

The servo-valve dynamics are generally modeled as a second-order linear system

with a bandwidth much higher than the rest of the system [5]. It will be shown in Section

4.4 that with a valve displacement feedback in the proposed control scheme, the explicit

use of the valve dynamic model can be avoided. The influence of the oil transmission

line dynamics is also discussed in Section 4.4.

Combining (4.1) and (4.5) through the relation F = Ap PL , the overall dynamic model

of a hydraulic robot is given. Note that good lubrication is assumed for the hydraulic

actuator and that frictions are considered as small continuous disturbances. Hence,

friction is neglected for controller design, due to their smallness and the fact that the

proposed INDI controller is inherently resistant to continuous disturbances, which will

be discussed in Section 4.3.

4.3. INCREMENTAL NONLINEAR DYNAMIC INVERSION

Traditional Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (NDI) control is a variant of the feedback lin-

earization [34] approach, which is widely used in flight control problems [35]. Similar

approaches using inverse dynamics, such as computed torque [36] or flatness-based

control [19], are also developed for other applications. However, a common disadvan-

tage of feedback linearization based approaches is the dependency on a precise model

and hence an inherent sensitivity to model uncertainties. The INDI technique imple-

ments the NDI method based on an incremental form of the system dynamics, in which

the contribution of most model parameter dependent terms is minimized to a small per-

turbation. As a consequence, the INDI approach does not explicitly depend on precise

model and is thus not sensitive to uncertainties.

4.3.1. THEORY AND STABILITY

The system of interest is a general nth order nonlinear control inputs affine system given

by

ẋ = f (x)+G (x)u +d

y = h (x) ,
(4.6)

where f is a vector field in R
n , u ∈ Rm is the input, d ∈ Rn is a continuous external dis-

turbance and G ∈Rn×m is the control effectiveness matrix. x, d and h are assumed con-

tinuous, f (x) and G (x) are assumed to be C
∞ functions of x and all degrees of differen-

tiation are bounded.

Assuming that h (x) = x, the relative degree of the system is (1, · · · ,1)1×n , and the first-

order time derivative of the output is

ẏ = ẋ = f (x)+G (x) u +d , (4.7)
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where the control input u appears explicitly in the above equation. For a fully actu-

ated system for which m = n, the traditional NDI, or a general feedback linearization ap-

proach, can be directly implemented if G (x) is invertible. For general case when m 6= n,

a diffeomorphism of system states need to be designed for the system, subject to the ac-

companying conditions for feedback linearizability. For simplicity, only the case when

m = n will be discussed in this section, and the INDI technique for general cases is given

in Appendix A of this thesis.

Different from the NDI approach, in order to obtain the incremental form of the stud-

ied system, the system dynamics in (4.7) are rewritten by applying the Taylor series ex-

pansion at the beginning instant of each sampling interval (denoted by subscript 0):

ẋ = ẋ0 +G (x0) (u −u0)+
∂
[

f (x)+G (x) u
]

∂x

∣∣∣
0

(x − x0)

+ (d −d0)+O
(
(x − x0)2

)
.

(4.8)

Defining the last three terms of (4.8) as

δ (∆x,∆d ) =
∂
[

f (x)+G (x) u
]

∂x

∣∣∣
0
∆x +∆d +O

(
∆x2

)
, (4.9)

in which the increments of the variables with respect to their current values are denoted

by ∆, (4.8) is then written as

ẋ = ẋ0 +G (x0) (u −u0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
nominal part

+δ (∆x,∆d )︸ ︷︷ ︸
perturbation

, (4.10)

In (4.10) the system dynamics are divided into an incremental nominal part, which con-

tains the first two terms, and a perturbation term.

Using the continuity of x and d and the boundedness of the differentiation of f (x)

and G (x), the limits of (4.9) as the time increment Ts goes to 0 is calculated as

lim
Ts→0

δ (∆x,∆d ) = 0. (4.11)

(4.11) suggests that with a fast sampling rate, the contribution of the perturbation

δ to the system dynamics in (4.10) approaches zero. Note that the continuity is not as-

sumed for the system input u in (4.10). Thus the INDI control law is designed by using

the NDI based on the nominal part of (4.10) in every sampling interval, given by

u = u0 +G−1 (x0) (ν− ẋ0) , (4.12)

where ν is the pseudo control input to be determined and the system state derivatives

ẋ0 are assumed to be measured. Note that the subscript 0 means the beginning of every

sampling interval, instead of a fixed reference point. For every sampling interval, the

control increment ∆u = G−1 (x0) (ν− ẋ0) is calculated and recursively added to u0, the

integrated or measured control input of the previous sample, as illustrated in the block

diagram presented in Fig. 4.3. Thus the control law (4.12) can also be written in a recur-

sive discrete form as:
uk = uk−1 +∆u

∆u =G−1 (xk−1) (ν− ẋk−1) ,
(4.13)
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of a general INDI controller

Substituting (4.12) into (4.10), the closed-loop system dynamics are given by

ẋ =ν+δ (∆x,∆d ) . (4.14)

Combining (4.11) and (4.14), it is clear that under an infinitesimal sampling time, the

system is fully linearized. By simply choosing the linear control law ν= ẋd +Kp (xd − x),

where −Kp is Hurwitz and the subscript d denotes the desired trajectory, the system

error dynamics are written as

ė =−Kp e +δ (∆x,∆d ) , (4.15)

where e = x − xd . With an infinitesimal Ts , the origin of (4.15) is globally exponentially

stable. This is the reason that the INDI is based on the assumption of a high sampling

rate. However, in practice, the small sample time Ts is a finite value. (4.11) suggests that

∀ε > 0, ∃Ts > 0, s.t. ‖δ (∆x,∆d )‖2 ≤ ε. Thus the stability of INDI is given by the lemma

below.

Lemma 1: Consider the closed-loop system in (4.15), where −Kp is Hurwitz,

if ‖δ (∆x,∆d )‖2 ≤ ε, the error e will be globally ultimately bounded by εc for some c > 0.

Proof: applying Lemma 13.4 in [37]. �

Lemma 1 shows that the tracking error of the proposed INDI controlled system is

globally ultimately bounded and that the ultimate bound can be decreased by reducing

the magnitude of the perturbation term δ (∆x,∆d ) in a single time increment, with a

higher controller sampling frequency. In practice, the perturbation term is sufficiently

small with a sufficiently high sampling frequency such that it can be neglected from

(4.14). Besides, a simple proportional controller is generally chosen for the pseudo con-

trolν, as the system is linearized as a single integrator. Fig. 4.3 gives the general structure

of the INDI controller, where e−sTs denotes the transport delay in a single sample time

Ts . When model uncertainties exist for G, the estimated value Ĝ is used for the controller.

Note that in the INDI control law (4.12), the information of ẋ0 is assumed to be ob-

tained by reliable sensor measurements and updated in every sampling period. Con-

sider the system dynamics in (4.10), by reducing the sampling time, the contribution of

the perturbation term to the system dynamics is reduced to be significantly less than

the rest nominal part that contains ẋ0. This does imply that INDI is dependent on an

accurate measurement.
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4.3.2. ROBUSTNESS TO PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY AND DISTURBANCE

Considering the general system given by (4.6), INDI is inherently insensitive to parame-

ter uncertainty in f (x) and continuous disturbances d . This is because information of

these quantities is not explicitly used in the INDI control law in (4.12), and the contri-

bution of these two terms to the system dynamics only appear in the perturbation term

which, will only influence the ultimate bound of the error dynamics and can be reduced

to be negligible by increasing the sampling rate.

It is observed in various applications that INDI is also insensitive to parameter uncer-

tainty in the matrix G (x) in (4.6), with according proofs[27, 28]. However, all these proofs

are based on the assumption that ẋ = ẋ0 with small time increment. This assumption re-

quires the continuity of ẋ , which conflicts with the basic assumption of the INDI that the

system input u, and consequently the state derivative ẋ, are not necessarily continuous.

In this section, it is rigorously proven that INDI is insensitive to parameter uncertainty

in G (x) without requiring the continuity of ẋ .

First consider a SISO system for which G is a scalar. In Fig. 4.3, with the assumption

of high sampling rate, the system dynamics of G is regarded as a slowly varying gain of a

input-linear system. f (x)+d is regarded as a lumped disturbance term, i.e., D = f (x)+
d , the increment of which in one sampling period is δ in (4.11). When the estimated Ĝ is

used for the controller, the transfer function from ν(s) to ẋ (s) can be easily calculated as

H (s) =
ẋ (s)

ν(s)
=

GĜ−1

1+
(
GĜ−1 −1

)
e−sTs

=
1

α+ (1−α) e−sTs
,

(4.16)

where α= ĜG−1 indicates the level of model mismatch.

Replacing e−sTs in (4.16) by z−1, the stability condition of the equivalent z domain

transfer function is that the poles are located inside the unit circle, which requires that

α > 0.5. Consider the frequency response of H
(

jω
)
, it can be proved that if α > 0.5, the

real part of H
(

jω
)

is always positive for any ω, thus the phase angle of H
(

jω
)

satisfy

−0.5π<∠H (s) < 0.5π, if α> 0.5. (4.17)

According to the final value theorem, the step response of H (s) is lims→∞ H (s) = 1.

This means that if only the estimated Ĝ is bigger than half of the real G (α > 0.5), ẋ

will converge to ν. Thus the model uncertainty in Ĝ introduces dynamics, instead of a

disturbance, to the linearized single integrator ν= ẋ . The speed of the dynamics would

increase when the sample time Ts decreases. In fact, (4.16) shows that H (s) is equal

to 1 when Ts approaches zero. This proves why the INDI controller is robust to model

uncertainty in G.

The robustness of INDI against uncertainty in f (x) and d has been explained in the

time domain, but can be further verified by calculating the closed-loop transfer function

from the lumped disturbance D = f (x)+d to ẋ, which is

ẋ (s)

D (s)
=

1−e−sTs

1−e−sTs +GĜ−1e−sTs
. (4.18)
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Figure 4.4: The transfer function of the controlled system

When the controller sampling rate is sufficiently high, the magnitude of (4.18) ap-

proaches 0 as Ts approaches 0. This is consistent with the fact that δ becomes negligible

when Ts is small. Besides, even without this assumption, according to the final value

theorem, the step response of (4.18) converges to 0. This means that the lumped dis-

turbance term D = f (x)+d is inherently rejected over time, and its influence is further

attenuated with a small sampling period.

The transfer function of the controlled system is thus given in Fig. 4.4. The open-loop

transfer function is

P (s) =
Kp

s
(
α+ (1−α) e−sTs

) . (4.19)

According to (4.16) and (4.17), ifα> 0.5, P (s) is stable and its phase angle satisfy −π<
∠P

(
jω

)
< 0 because∠P

(
jω

)
=−0.5π+∠H

(
jω

)
. This means the Nyquist plot of∠P

(
jω

)

will stay below (and never intersect with) the real axis. This first means that the open-

loop Nyquist plot will never encircle the -1+i0 point (which guarantees the stability of the

closed-loop system). Second, as the Nyquist plot of∠P
(

jω
)

will always intersect with the

unit circle below the real axis, the controlled system always has positive phase margin

and infinite gain margin in the presence of model uncertainty. Note that the validity of

(4.16) to (4.19) relies on the linearization of the system within a single sampling period

in (4.10), which requires a fast sampling rate.

This proves the robustness of INDI for SISO systems with a single necessary condi-

tion ĜG−1 > 0.5, which will be validated with experiments in Section 4.6. It can be extend

to MIMO systems with the following lemma.

Lemma 2: If the square matrix ĜG−1 is diagonalizable and all its eigenvalues are real

and bigger than 0.5, then the nominal part of (4.10) can still be exactly linearised to be

ẋ = ν, given the control law in (4.12) with estimated control effectiveness matrix Ĝ , with

an infinitesimal sample time Ts .

Proof: The INDI control law with parameter uncertainty in Ĝ (x) is given by

u = u0 +Ĝ−1 (x0) (ν− ẋ0) , (4.20)

thus the nominal dynamics of (4.10) become

ẋ = ẋ0 +GĜ−1 (ν− ẋ0) . (4.21)

Considering (4.21) as a linear system with slowly changing gain GĜ−1 (as the sam-

pling rate is high), and describing it in terms of samples instead of signals, we obtain

ẋ(k) = ẋ(k−1)+GĜ−1
(
ν(k) − ẋ(k−1)

)
, (4.22)
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which is identical to

ĜG−1 ẋ(k) =
(
ĜG−1 − I

)
ẋ(k−1)+ν(k). (4.23)

Consider the eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix ĜG−1

ĜG−1 = MΛM−1, (4.24)

and the state variable transformation

χ̇= M−1 ẋ, υ= M−1ν, (4.25)

then (4.23) is transformed to diagonal form:

Λχ̇(k) = (Λ− I ) χ̇(k−1) +υ(k), (4.26)

the system is transformed into n decoupled scalar equations:

λi χ̇i(k) = (λi −1) χ̇i(k−1)+υi(k). (4.27)

Taking the z-transform to the above equations, the transfer function between the

transformed pseudo control inputs and system state derivatives is calculated as:

Hi (z)=
χ̇i (z)

υi (z)
=

1

λi + (1−λi ) z−1
, (4.28)

which turns out to be a discrete filter that has a stable pole inside the unit circle when

λi > 0.5. When the sample time Ts is infinitesimal, the normalized frequency ω = f Ts

approaches zero, thus the frequency response of Hi (z) is

lim
Ts→0

Hi

(
e j f Ts

)
=

1

λi + (1−λi )
= 1, (4.29)

Combining this result with (4.25), we obtain ẋ =ν. �

Lemma 2 shows that (4.14) still holds with parameter uncertainty in G (x) for a high

sampling rate. The uncertainty adds dynamics in the form of a stable discrete filter in

(4.28) for the linearized nominal system, instead of disabling it as in the case of tradi-

tional feedback linearization.

In practice the controller sampling rate for INDI is chosen to be sufficiently higher

than that of the trajectory signal, which validates the assumption of a infinitesimal nor-

malized frequency. Lemma 2 also gives the tolerance of the INDI to the model mismatch

of G (x), as a condition for (4.28) to be stable.

In conclusion, INDI is a practical nonlinear control technique for overcoming the

sensitivity to parameter uncertainties and continuous disturbances of traditional feed-

back linearization methods.

The proposed INDI controller is similar in form to the well-known Time-Delay-Control

(TDC) technique [38], which also introduced an incremental form of the control law.

However, both have totally different theoretical bases. Consequently, different approaches

are used to prove stability and robustness. Besides these differences, the application of

this incremental form of control law on hydraulic force control problems has so far not

been reported.
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Figure 4.5: A hexapod motion system SRS at TU Delft (left), and a its schematic drawing (right) [1]

4.4. CONTROLLER DESIGN

This section addresses the design of the INDI-based hydraulic actuator force controller

for the SRS, a 6-DOF hydraulic parallel robot, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Imple-

mentation issues such as valve dynamics and oil pipeline dynamics are discussed. As

a baseline controller to be compared with, a traditional NDI-based force controller is

briefly introduced. A force computation outer-loop motion controller is combined with

the proposed inner-loop controller to close the loop of the complete motion control sys-

tem, as proposed in Fig. 4.1. Note that the proposed approach can be applied to more

general outer-loop controllers.

4.4.1. INNER-LOOP INDI HYDRAULIC FORCE CONTROLLER

The hydraulic actuator dynamics given by (4.5) are a first-order system with a relative

degree of 1 if we choose the state PL as the output. The control effectiveness matrix

G is G A in this case, which is a scalar and it is not equal to zero except in the case of

load saturation. In practice, a small constant is chosen for G A in the controller when

it is smaller than a particular value, in order to avoid singularity. By choosing a high-

bandwidth servo-valve, the valve dynamics bandwidth is well above that of the rest of

the system (the bandwidth of the servo-valve is around 150H z for the SRS) [39]. As pres-

sure sensors are commonly used in the hydraulic actuators, the state measurement is

generally available. Thus, all assumptions and conditions for INDI are fulfilled for the

studied hydraulic system.

Consider the hydraulic pressure dynamics in (4.5), the actuator velocity term 2Cm Ap q̇

exists as an interaction from the platform dynamics. It is considered as a continuous dis-

turbance to the local pressure dynamics. Following the procedure of the INDI method-

ology from (4.8) to (4.14), the incremental form pressure dynamics are written as

ṖL = ṖL0 +G A (u−u0)+δ
(
∆q̇ ,∆Ps

)
, (4.30)
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where

G A = 2Cm

(
q0

)
Φn

√

1− sg n (xm0)
PL 0

Ps
. (4.31)

Linearizing the nominal part of (4.30), the INDI control law is given by [1]

u = u0 +G−1
A

(
ν− ṖL 0

)
, (4.32)

and the linear relation between ν and ṖL is achieved in existence of the perturbation

term:

ṖL = ν+δ
(
∆q̇ ,∆Ps

)
. (4.33)

By choosing a sufficiently high controller sampling rate, the magnitude of the pertur-

bation is reduced to be negligible. A simple linear controller can be chosen for ν, turning

the hydraulic system into a force generator:

ṖL = ν= Kp

(
Fr e f /Ap −PL

)
, (4.34)

where Fr e f is the desired actuation force.

From a controller design perspective, the INDI approach is straightforwardly imple-

mentable for control applications in industry, and the stability and robustness against

uncertainties are guaranteed by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. The effectiveness of the pro-

posed controller is verified in simulation work in [1]. However, some implementation

issues are met in real-world application for the SRS. It will be shown below that they can

be solved with simple techniques integrated in the framework of the INDI method.

4.4.2. SOLVING IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION

The derivative of the current actuator pressure difference ṖL0 is required by the INDI

control law in (4.32), which is typically not directly available as measurement. In prac-

tice it is obtained by numerical differentiation of the measurement of the pressure sensor

available on most hydraulic actuators. The noises amplified by numerical differentiation

are attenuated by a typical low-pass filter [29]. As will be discussed later in this section,

the filter has a second function to attenuate the oil pipeline dynamics, thus the corre-

sponding solution for the common issue of the introduced phase lag will be discussed in

detail there.

In addition to the practical low-pass filter, more advanced differentiation methods

such as Kalman filters or Savitzky–Golay filters [40] can be considered to deal with the

noise. Note, however, that for applications to other systems, the state derivatives may

be directly measured. For instance, the angular acceleration of an aircraft or robotic

systems can be measured with angular accelerometers.

VALVE DYNAMICS

The theoretical INDI control law given by (4.32) is in the form of the accumulation of

the control increments calculated in each time step. This requires the assumption of

infinitely fast actuator dynamics, which in the hydraulic system applies to the servo-

valve dynamics. In practice, the finite actuator bandwidth may cause stability problems
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Figure 4.6: Bode plot of hydraulically driven mechanical system model including transmission lines. Input
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[29], even if it is sufficiently higher than that of the rest of the system. Thus in real-world

applications, the real-time measurement of the hydraulic servo-valve spool position is

used for u0 in (4.32) (as shown in Fig. 4.8), instead of the theoretical memory of the

accumulated control input. It will be shown in (4.35) that by doing this, with stable servo-

valve dynamics, the system stability will not be influenced.

TRANSMISSION LINE DYNAMICS

For hydraulic applications such as flight simulators, the relatively large operational space

asks for long-stroke actuators, which inherently introduce high-frequency transmission

dynamics of the relatively long oil pipelines between the valve and the actuator, as shown

in Fig. 4.2. The modeling of these transmission dynamics was extensively studied in lit-

erature [41]. In [42], the so-called "model approximation technique" is adopted to de-

scribe the transmission dynamics by an infinite product series of second order models,

each of which gives rise to a resonance mode. In the case of the SRS, with the pipelines

of around 1.2 meters, a linearized model analysis shows resonance frequencies at 200,

600, 1000 Hz and higher [42]. Given a digital controller at 5000 Hz and valve bandwidth

up to about 150 Hz, the first mode is relevant for controller design and analysis.

Fig. 4.6 shows the Bode plots from the input xm to the output PL of a hydraulic actu-

ator model including the transmission lines. The eigenfrequencies of the two transmis-

sion lines at around 200 Hz combined with the 180◦ phase lag brought on by the valve

dynamics cause stability problems by pressure feedback[39, 42]. In early experiments

without consideration of the transmission effects, a heavy self-sustaining oscillation at

about 200 Hz occurred for the proposed controller, as shown in Fig. 4.7.

The easiest way to solve this problem is to add a second-order low-pass filter Ht (z) in

the pressure feedback loop before the differentiator (see Fig. 4.8), in order to attenuate

the resonance peaks and shift the crossover frequency. In practice, a filter with a 35 Hz

natural frequency is used for the SRS, with a balance of stability and performance based

on trial and error experiments. As discussed before, Ht (z) plays another role in smooth-

ing the PL measurement, thereby avoiding the amplification of the measurement noise

by the numerical differentiation.

As a result, the filtered pressure measurement ṖL f , instead of the real value ṖL0, is

used for feedback. Extra dynamics are thus introduced to the loop and the phase lag in-

troduced by Ht (z) will degrade the control performance[27]. In this study, the technique

proposed in literature [29] is adopted, where Ht (z) is also added in the valve spool po-

sition measurement loop, as shown in Fig. 4.8. It will be shown in (4.35) that with this

compensation, the influence of the additional dynamics is canceled from the system

dynamics. We emphasize here that the synchronization of the filters in both loops is an

important practical solution for dealing with the phase lag introduced by state derivative

estimation.

Taking these issues into consideration, the INDI force controller implemented in re-

ality is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 with a z-domain block diagram representation, where V (z)

denotes the valve dynamics and the subscript f denotes the filtered signals. The system

dynamics in the dotted line box is based on the incremental form of system dynamics

given in (4.30). The controller follows the framework proposed in previous theoretical

work [1].
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Figure 4.8: Practical INDI control scheme for inner-loop hydraulic actuator force tracking.

The strategies introduced in this section can be easily verified by calculating the

closed-loop transfer function from ν to ṖL :

ṖL (z)

ν(z)
=

V (z)
(
1−V (z) Ht (z) z−1

)−1

1+V (z)
(
1−V (z) Ht (z) z−1

)−1
Ht (z) z−1

=
V (z)

1−V (z) Ht (z) z−1 +V (z) Ht (z) z−1

=V (z) .

(4.35)

The valve dynamics V (z) show up in the controlled system transfer function, instead

of a single integrator in (4.34). (4.35) suggests that by using the servo-valve output mea-

surement as feedback, system stability is not influenced with the stable servo-valve dy-

namics. With this measurement, the valve dynamics are considered in the control sys-

tem, while a precise model is not necessary. It is also verified that the introduction of

the filter Ht (z) in the control input memory loop canceled its influence on the measure-

ment feedback loop. With this simple relation, the proportional controller of (4.34) is

still sufficient to stabilize the system. The use of input measurement feedback and the

compensation filter in that loop to deal with unmodeled dynamics are the main features

of the practical INDI technique.

4.4.3. INNER-LOOP NDI BASED FORCE CONTROLLER

NDI is a more traditional nonlinear control strategy as an example of feedback lineariza-

tion. A direct application can be made to the hydraulic pressure dynamic equation given

in (4.5) by simply inverting it as follows:

u =G−1
A

(
PL , xm , q

)(
ν− f A

(
PL , q, q̇

))
, (4.36)

and the pressure dynamics become ṖL = ν, which allows for a simple linear controller for

ν. This strategy is adopted in various applications [5, 43]. Variants of NDI are also called

"cascade ∆P" (CdP) or "cascade" control for some hydraulic control applications [18, 44,

45], which have also been adopted for the SRS [39]. Such NDI-based controllers rely on

an accurate model and it will be shown that the performance is significantly degraded

when parameter mismatches exist.
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Figure 4.9: Outer-loop feedforward controller with PD feedback for the SRS

4.4.4. OUTER-LOOP MOTION CONTROLLER

As in this study we focus on the novelty of the inner-loop INDI force controller, a widely

applied model-based feedforward control approach [8] is used for the outer-loop con-

troller, as illustrated by Fig. 4.9. A feedforward force F f f is calculated by the inverse

dynamics of the hexapod and added to the PD feedback terms in the actuation space,

before it is sent to the closed-loop hydraulic subsystem. The outer-loop control law is

given by:

Fr e f = F f f +KP

(
qd −q

)
+KD

(
q̇d − q̇

)
. (4.37)

4.5. SIMULATION RESULTS

The INDI force controller developed in Section 4.4, as well as the NDI based CdP baseline

controller will next be used for motion control of a complete hydraulic hexapod simu-

lation model, cooperating with the aforementioned outer-loop motion controller in a

cascaded structure. Performance and robustness of both control schemes are investi-

gated through simulations. A well-validated and fully nonlinear simulation model of a

hydraulic hexapod system [32, 42] is used for the simulations. The model is tuned with

parameters representative for the SRS. For the simulation model, valve dynamics, hy-

draulic actuator dynamics and Stewart platform dynamics are modeled by physical laws

and connected, with model uncertainties considered such as the valve opening manu-

facturing error. For details of the model, the readers are referred to [32].

The motion profile of a recent experiment [46] performed on the SRS is chosen as

the reference trajectory of the motion system, in which the upper platform periodically

move on a circular path in the horizontal plane with a radius of 0.5 meters and a pe-

riod of five seconds after a brief lead-in period. With this motion profile, most DOFs

of the hexapod system and a wide range of hydraulic actuator stroke are used, thus the

nonlinear dynamics of both subsystems are well excited. Experiment data for pressure

measurements at a stationary neutral position are used to estimate the pressure sensor

noise level, which is used to set realistic sensor noise in the pressure feedback loops in

the simulation model. As a consequence, a zero mean Gaussian noise ω is applied to

the normalized pressure difference P L (PL normalized by Ps ), with a nominal variance

of δ2
ωn

= 1×10−7 .

For all the simulations, the system dynamics are updated at 5000 Hz. The inner-
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Figure 4.10: Inner-loop force tracking performance of INDI controller

loop controllers are sampled at 5000 Hz (unless otherwise stated) and nominal oil supply

pressure is set to 160 bar, which are the same as the SRS. The linear gains of the outer-

loop controller are set to be KP = 8×105I and KD = 105I. In the real CdP control system

of the SRS, the theoretical control law given by Eq. (4.36) is modified. Due to practical

limitations, the reference actuator velocity q̇d is used instead of a true measurement of

q̇ in order to reduce noise, and the derivative gain is tuned to 3×103 .

4.5.1. PERFORMANCE UNDER NOMINAL CONDITIONS

The control performance of the INDI approach and the CdP controller under nominal

conditions is compared, using the nominal hydraulic model parameters in Eq. (4.5).

Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 present the force/pressure tracking performance of each actuator

controlled by the two discussed controllers. The solid lines denote the force references

and the dashed lines are the actuation force outputs, both of which are normalized by

Ap Ps . The maneuver starts from 15 s after a lead-in period, during which the platform

moves from the neutral position to the initial position from 5 s to 10 s. A relatively wide

range of actuation force is exploited by the maneuver as the pressure differences reach

up to half of the maximum supply value.

It is shown that the performance of the INDI is ideal and that the reference pressure

difference is perfectly tracked. The influence of noise is reduced by the filters introduced

in all feedback loops. As shown in Fig. 4.11, the performance of the CdP controller is sat-

isfactory, while obviously inferior to that of the INDI controller. The average root-mean-

squared force tracking error is 0.017, much larger than the 0.0035 of the INDI controller.

The relatively high deviation for the CdP controller are caused by the fact that in order

to get an expression for the hydraulic pressure dynamics in Eq. (4.5), some small terms

are neglected and some assumptions regarding the leakage and valve opening gaps are

made compared with the physical model of valve given in Chapter 3, which means that
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Figure 4.11: Inner-loop force tracking performance of CdP controller

a certain degree of unmodeled dynamics exist in Eq. (4.5). Hence, even when nominal

parameters are used, the NDI portion of the CdP controller does not exactly invert the

system dynamics and the performance is degraded.

From another point of view, in existence of unmodeled dynamics, the performance

of the INDI controller is not affected. Thus, the robustness of the INDI controller to

model uncertainties is already illustrated in this nominal condition simulation.

Fig. 4.12 shows the simulated force error and position error for actuator 1 with both

controllers. The force tracking error of the CdP controller increases dramatically when

the system is in motion, as the nonlinear dynamics are then excited, while the perfor-

mance attained with the INDI is hardly affected. It can be seen that with exactly the

same outer-loop controller, the improved inner-loop force controller greatly contributes

to the overall control performance.
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Figure 4.12: Normalized force tracking error and position tracking error of actuator 1
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Figure 4.13: Value comparison of virtual control ν and disturbance δ terms in Eq. (4.33)

4.5.2. INDI ASSUMPTION VALIDATION

As concluded in Section 4.3, a sufficient sampling rate and reliable sensor measurements

are the key assumptions of the INDI controller design. These assumptions are validated

in this section.

THE SMALLNESS OF THE DEFINED PERTURBATION δ

The assumption of high sampling rate is used multiple times in the INDI controller de-

sign, based on which the defined perturbation term δ is bounded by a designed small

value in Eq. (4.15). From a practical point of view, the sampling rate of the controller

should be chosen fast enough such in Eq. (4.33), the perturbation δ is decreased to be

negligible compared with the virtual control ν. This guarantees the validity of the lin-

ear relation and the robustness of INDI. In this section, the validity of this assumption is

studied numerically under a practical controller sampling rate of 5000 Hz. Basically the

same simulation as the previous section under the nominal conditions is implemented,

during which the terms in (4.33) are calculated and compared. The only difference is

in this simulation, without loss of generality, the sensor noise is eliminated in order to

make the results readable.

In Fig. 4.13, the values of the virtual control ν and disturbance term δ of Eq. (4.33)

are compared. The average RMS of the value of ν is 1.1×107 N /m2, which is more than

one order of magnitude larger than that of the disturbance term d , which is 2.2× 105

N /m2. It is hence validated that with the studied sampling rate, the effect of smallness

of δ applies and Eq. (4.34) holds. Thus in the next section, the 5000 Hz sampling rate will

be used in the real-world experiments. It is noted that despite being inherently rejected

by INDI in Eq. (4.33), the effect of δ will be further attenuated by the outer-loop linear

controller with properly designed gains.
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Figure 4.14: Force tracking errors of the CdP the INDI at different sampling rates

LOWER SAMPLING RATE

The previous simulations are executed with a 5000 Hz control sampling rate, which is the

same as the actual sampling rate of the CdP controller on the SRS. The motion control

computer (MCC) of the SRS featured a 1GHz PowerPC 750GX processor for the motion

control. Compared with the CdP control law given in Eq. (4.36), the computational cost

of the INDI control law in Eq. (4.12) is even smaller, which makes the discussed 5000 Hz

practical for the new controller on the SRS as well as other hydraulic hexapod systems

with a decent modern computer. However, it is still of concern how a lower frequency

will affect the control performance of the INDI. Simulations with nominal parameters

for the INDI at different frequencies are executed and the force tracking error of one of

the actuators are presented in Fig. 4.14. As a comparison, the tracking error of the CdP

controller is also included. When the sampling rate is reduced to 2500 Hz, the control

performance of the INDI is just slightly influenced and is still much better than that of

the CdP. When the frequency is reduced to 1000 Hz and 500 Hz, obvious oscillations are

observed when the actuator is in the stationary position, however, the tracking perfor-

mances are just slightly influenced when the actuator is in motion and remain superior

to the CdP. It is noted that much more severe oscillation phenomenon is observed when

the actuator is controlled to be static than it is in the maneuver. This is explained by

the fact that in the model of hydraulic actuator given by Eq. (4.5), based on which the

INDI control law is derived, the sign function and square root of valve spool displace-

ment xm are present. Thus the hydraulic subsystem is highly nonlinear near the zero

valve opening situation where the velocity of the actuator is around zero. Thus as an

incremental control strategy, the INDI suffers the most when the actuator is stationary.

The INDI controller provides decent motion performance even at 500 Hz, however, the
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Figure 4.15: Force tracking errors of the CdP the INDI at different pressure sensor measurement noise levels

higher sampling rate is suggested for static position control.

HIGHER NOISE LEVEL

As discussed in Section 4.3, the INDI approach is sensitive to sensor measurement qual-

ity, thus the influence of aggressive pressure sensor noise and bias on the control system

is of concern. Fig. 4.15 presents the force tracking errors of the INDI and the CdP for

actuator 1 with a Gaussian noise of the nominal pressure difference measurement, of

which the variance is 10 times of the nominal value δ2
ωn

and the constant bias is set to

0.01. The results of the nominal condition are also presented as a comparison. For both

controllers, the higher noise level causes more serious oscillation behaviors. The influ-

ence of bias on the INDI control error is a linear shift along the vertical axis. This can

be easily explained that the bias is equivalent to a constant disturbance in the virtual

control term in Eq. (4.34), meanwhile the linearized relation in Eq. (4.34) is verified. A

similar phenomenon is observed for the CdP controller, although the error shift during

the maneuver is not constant, as the CdP controller does not fully linearize the hydraulic

system. Overall the INDI suffers more from sensor noise since numerical differentiation

of the measurement is needed, however, with the help of the designed low pass filter,

decent force tracking is achieved even when a noise with 10 times variance level over the

realistic one is applied.

The control inputs of both controllers to the valve with the same setting are shown in

Fig. 4.16. The control input of the INDI controller is significantly more noisy than that

of the CdP controller, and is more sensitive to increased noise level. This is reasonable,

since INDI directly uses the numerical differentiation of the filtered pressure measure-

ment at 5000 Hz sampling rate. However, as the servo valve itself acts as a low-pass filter,
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Figure 4.16: Control inputs of the CdP the INDI at different pressure sensor measurement noise levels

the resulting control input is smoothed and the the effects of the noise do not affect the

final performance.

4.5.3. ROBUSTNESS TO HYDRAULIC PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES

The parameter uncertainties of the studied integrated system come from both the hy-

draulic system and the parallel manipulator. As in this study the proposed INDI control

technique is only applied to the inner-loop hydraulic force tracking control, we focus on

discussing the robustness of the INDI to hydraulic parameter uncertainties. The robust-

ness performance of the CdP and the INDI control systems are investigated by varying

the concerned parameter mismatch level while tracking the same motion profile.

HYDRAULIC VALVE FLOW

One of the most important parameters in Eq. (4.5) is the nominal valve flowΦn , for which

an accurate value is difficult to estimate due to valve spool gaps, opening overlaps and

manufacturing tolerances. Thus the robustness of the force controller against parameter

uncertainties is critical. Motion control of the CdP controller and the INDI controller are

simulated, with different levels of parameter mismatch in terms of Φn added to each ac-

tuator, from 50% to 10%. In Fig. 4.17 the force control errors of Actuator 1 are presented.

It is clear that the CdP controller is very sensitive to the uncertainty that with a mismatch

greater than 30%, the force control error is significant. For reference, the real-world force

tracking error of Actuator 1 on the SRS is also shown in Fig. 4.17, which fit in the gap be-

tween the simulated CdP control errors with 50% and 30% parameter mismatch. This

result indicates that we have a certain degree of overestimation of Φn in the real-world

implementation and at the same time, our simulation model is validated. Fortunately,
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Figure 4.18: Position tracking error of two controllers with 50% parameter mismatch
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Figure 4.19: Inner-loop force tracking error of two controllers with supply pressure change

with a high-gain outer-loop feedback controller, the overall system is still stable, even in

presence of a low performance inner-loop controller.

The performance of the INDI controller is hardly influenced by the mismatch of Φn .

It is shown in Fig. 4.17 that the performance of the INDI-controlled system is equivalent

to the nominal case, while that of the CdP approach is significantly deteriorated. Fig.

4.18 presents the position errors of each leg with 50% parameter mismatch, and sim-

ilar result is shown, that the overall performance is also insensitive to parameter mis-

match for the INDI controller. Again for reference, the position error of the experiment

on the SRS of each actuator is also presented, which is equivalent to the simulation case

with the CdP controller. Note that when facing uncertainty problems, no gain tuning

is necessary, nor possible, for the INDI inner-loop controller, which shows the inherent

robustness of INDI controller as analyzed in Section 4.3.

OIL SUPPLY PRESSURE

A second important parameter for the hydraulic system is the oil supply pressure Ps . It

is a big perturbation to the system if there is a sudden change of Ps . Thus the robust-

ness of force controller against Ps is of concern. Fig. 4.19 illustrates the normalized

force tracking errors of both control schemes when facing a decrease in supply pressure.

Both controllers start with a nominal supply pressure Ps = 160 bar and after 25 s the

supply pressure is suddenly decreased by 20%. It is shown that the CdP controller suf-

fers from the pressure change and the performance is significantly degraded, while the

performance of the INDI controller remains intact. Similar results are observed for the

position tracking error of each actuator. The robustness of the INDI approach is further

verified by this result.

It is also clearly illustrated by the above results that the INDI is inherently insensitive

to non-control-effective-related parameters in Eq. (4.5) such as the oil leakage coeffi-
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cient Llm , since they do not appear in the control law at all.

4.6. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

After a elaborated simulation verification of the effectiveness and robustness of the pro-

posed INDI controller under the selected sampling rate, it is implemented on a real-life

hydraulic parallel robot for experimental validation. This section demonstrates the force

control performance of the proposed INDI technique for motion tracking tasks on the

hydraulic hexapod motion system of the SRS at TU Delft, for both nominal conditions

and cases with significant parameter mismatches. The overall system performance is

also demonstrated and compared to a baseline NDI approach, as well as other similar

state-of-the-art control schemes.

4.6.1. HARDWARE SETUP

The SRS is a 6-DOF flight simulator with a movable mass of around 4000 kg, capable of

carrying two pilots, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The SRS is equipped with a hexapod motion

system consisting of six hydraulic cylinders with 1.25 meters total stroke. With a 160

bar working pressure, the actuators are capable of exerting a maximum force of Fm = 40

kN, with a 1 m/s maximum actuator velocity. Each actuator is equipped with a Rexroth

4WSE3EE three-stage servo-valve and a PAINE 210-60-090 pressure transducer. Tem-

posonic position sensors are installed on the actuators for position measurement and

velocity estimation. The nominal parameters for the actuator model were identified in

off-line experiments for the NDI-based controller as a baseline.

The motion control computer (MCC) is equipped with the dSPACE DS1005 system

clocked at 1 GHz. The inner-loop controller is sampled at 5000 Hz and the outer-loop

controller at 1000 Hz. The filters are designed in the analog plane and discretized using

the bilinear transformation.

4.6.2. MOTION PROFILE 1
A set of symmetric motion tracking tasks along the vertical axis are tested first to demon-

strate the efficiency of the proposed method with nominal hydraulic parameters. The

force tracking error (normalized by Ps Ap ) of each actuator with the INDI controller and

the NDI-based controller in tracking the reference trajectory zd = 0.2sin 0.4πt m around

the neutral point are shown in Fig. 4.20. The maximum tracking error is consistently

around 1% for the INDI controller and 2.5% − 4% for the NDI controller. The perfor-

mance of the INDI controller is consistently better than that of the NDI controller. The

performance of NDI varies significantly for the different actuators, due to the different

individual nonlinear dynamics that are not completely canceled. The advantage of INDI

is thus already obvious in the nominal case.

The robustness of the INDI controller against parameter uncertainties is demon-

strated by intentionally introducing parameter mismatches to the controller in the mo-

tion tracking test. In practice, the uncertainty of G A results from model mismatches of

Φn , Cm or disturbances of Ps . In this chapter, the value of G A used for the controller

is offset from the nominal case, as would for instance be caused by the proportional

mismatches of the maximum oil flow Φn , between their estimated and real values. The
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Figure 4.20: Inner-loop force tracking errors for NDI and INDI in nominal and parameter mismatch conditions.
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Table 4.1: ρ Indicators Compared with State-of-The-Art Studies

Study ρ [s] |e|max [mm] DOF Type

Koivumaki 2015 [24] 0.0050 5.20 3 serial

Sirouspour 2001 [25] 0.0100 2.60 6 parallel

INDI nominal 0.0035 0.87 6 parallel

INDI 50% mismatch 0.0036 0.91 6 parallel

force tracking errors in mismatch conditions for INDI and NDI are also shown in Fig.

4.20. The performance of the NDI controller is significantly degraded with only +10%

mismatch of Ĝ A , while that of the INDI controller remains almost intact for up to 50%

parameter mismatch. Fig. 4.21 gives the average Root-Mean-Square (RMS) of the no-

malized force tracking error of all actuators for both controllers, under different levels

of parameter mismatch in terms of Ĝ A , from -20% to +50%. The INDI shows equiva-

lent performance at each condition, with an RMS of around 0.003, while that of the NDI

quickly deteriorates from 0.02 to 0.1 as the mismatch level increases.

This result validates that INDI is resistant to even an unrealistic magnitude of error

in parameter estimation for G A while keeping high-precision performance, as long as

the necessary condition α = Ĝ AG−1
A

> 0.5 (see Section 4.3) is fulfilled. Note that INDI is

inherently not sensitive to the leakage term Cl PL and the velocity related term Ap q̇ in

(4.5), as they are minimized as the perturbation term and do not appear in the control

law at all.

Combined with the same outer-loop controller, the overall position tracking errors

of both controllers are shown in Fig. 4.22. The maximum position error of the NDI con-
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troller is 1.303 mm in nominal condition, and is rapidly increased to 3.3 mm with only

+10% mismatch on Ĝ A . The performance of INDI is insensitive to the Ĝ A mismatch, with

a maximum position error of 0.867 mm in nominal condition and a barely larger 0.905

mm maximum error with +50% mismatch. Note that the result for INDI with +10% mis-

match is not presented in the graph, as it is not distinguishable from the other settings.

The performance of the proposed controller is evaluated and compared to the state-

of-the-art hydraulic robotic manipulator control systems reviewed in a recent survey pa-

per [26], in which the stability guaranteed adaptive nonlinear controllers [24, 25] show

the best performance. In [26], a performance indicator ρ is suggested to evaluate the

performance by taking into consideration of not only the absolute error, but also the

maximum velocity of the trajectory, which is defined as

ρ =
max (|xd − x|)

max (|ẋ|)
=

|e|max

|ẋ |max
. (4.38)

In Table 4.1, the performance indicators of the proposed INDI control system in

nominal and +50% parameter mismatch conditions are compared with the best perfor-

mance counterparts for parallel hydraulic systems and serial manipulators concluded

in the survey [26]. It is clear that the INDI control system gives almost the same per-

formance in both nominal and parameter mismatch conditions, which have also better

ρ indicator values listed than other approaches in literature. The advantage of the pro-

posed method is even more obvious by taking the size of the systems into consideration,

as the INDI controller applied to the considered SRS system achieves improved position

tracking accuracy with a significantly heavier load of over 4000 kg. It can be concluded

that the INDI hydraulic control system has one of the best motion control performance

of the current hydraulic robotic manipulators.

4.6.3. MOTION PROFILE 2
The more aggressive asymmetrical motion used for the simulation research in Section

4.5 [46] is used to further evaluate the proposed controller, with more excitation of all

nonlinear dynamics and kinematics. In this motion, the upper platform traces a 0.5 m

radius circular path in the horizontal plane with a period of five seconds. A periodic roll

and pitch motion with an amplitude of 10 deg/s and a period of 2.5 s is superimposed

on this planer movement. With maximum actuator displacement and velocity of 0.7 m

and 0.7 m/s, respectively, this motion exploits up to about 60% of the total safe stroke

and 70% of the maximum velocity. The force and position tracking errors of Actuator 2

with different controller settings are shown in Fig. 4.23. The performance of INDI with

50% mismatch is still almost identical to the nominal case, with about 2.5% maximum

force error and 2.2 mm maximum position error, while for the NDI controller these are

10% and 6.5 mm for the nominal case and degraded to 20% and 11 mm with only 10%

parameter offset. This result indicates that the performance of traditional feedback lin-

earization deteriorates faster than the INDI with more aggressive motions, because more

serious nonlinear effects are excited when the system exploits a larger operation space.

The trajectory tracking performance in the horizontal plane is illustrated in Fig. 4.24.

The maximum error of INDI with 50% parameter mismatch is well below 2 mm, much

better than that of the NDI with 4.5 mm in nominal condition and 8 mm with 10% mis-
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match.

The experiment results show that high-precision hydraulic robot force/motion track-

ing is achieved with the proposed INDI controller even in existence of significant mag-

nitude of parameter mismatch, without explicit use of computationally heavy adaptive

or robust control algorithms. From a practical point of view, the INDI controller design

procedure is straightforward and can be easily implemented for other applications.

4.7. CONCLUSION

This chapter presents the development, simulation and implementation of the INDI

controller on a full-scale hexapod hydraulic flight simulator motion system. Acting as

a hydraulic actuator force tracking controller, the proposed technique is robust against

even unrealistic hydraulic parametric uncertainties and disturbances, while providing

better tracking performance than a traditional feedback linearization approach. The ro-

bustness of INDI against parameter uncertainty and its stability are proven, and an esti-

mation of parameter mismatch tolerance is given as a necessary condition for stability.

Combined with a commonly applied force computation outer-loop motion controller, a

high-precision motion control system is developed for the hexapod motion system of the

SRS. For the implementation on this long-stroke system, solutions to practical problems,

such as oil transmission line resonance effect, have been discussed comprehensively, as

a guide for other real-world applications. Both simulation and experiment results verify

and validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed controller with consis-

tent results. We demonstrate a significant improvement of tracking accuracy compared

with the state-of-the-art research. The simplicity of the design procedure and the low

computation load makes the INDI a potential off-the-shelf control technique for other

hydraulic motion systems.
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5
NON-MODEL-BASED CONTROL OF

HYDRAULIC PARALLEL ROBOTS

In the previous chapter, a high performance INDI based force controller is designed for the

inner-loop of a hydraulic robot. However, the outer-loop parallel motion control system

is still designed with model-based technique. Model uncertainties in the mechanical sys-

tem, such as the load mass and uncertain frictions, are still degrading the motion tracking

performance of the overall system. Therefore, in this chapter, the robust INDI control tech-

nique is applied to the outer motion control loop. Combined with the force controller de-

veloped in the previous chapter, the complete control system is robust to model uncertain-

ties in both hydraulic subsystem and mechanic subsystem. The developed motion control

system is implemented on the SIMONA hydraulic parallel flight simulator motion system.

This chapter is organized as follows. After a brief introduction, the highly nonlinear dy-

namics of the parallel robot are briefly introduced in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 gives the

detailed INDI controller design procedure for the parallel robotic systems. The features of

the complete controller based on INDI are then discussed in Section 5.4. The performance

of the developed controller is tested by experiments on the SIMONA simulator motion sys-

tem, the results are given in Section 5.5. Main conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6.

This chapter is based on the following articles:

Y. Huang, D. M. Pool, O. Stroosma, and Q. Chu, “Robust incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion controller of

hexapod flight simulator motion system,” in Advances in Aerospace Guidance, Navigation and Control. Cham:

Springer International Publishing, 2018, pp. 87–99. [1]

Y. Huang, D. Pool, O. Stroosma, and Q. Chu, “Sensor-based motion control system for parallel hydraulic robots

with model uncertainties,” IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics (to be submitted)
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This chapter presents the design and implementation of the high-precision controller

for the parallel robots with model uncertainties based on a novel Incremental Nonlinear

Dynamic Inversion technique. Without explicit adaptive or robust control algorithm,

the proposed technique is computational efficient and inherently resistant to system

dynamic model mismatch, which allows for avoiding the cumbersome identification for

a complete parallel robot dynamic model. Combined with a state-of-the-art hydraulic

force tracking controller based on the same technique, the proposed motion controller

is implemented on a typical 6-DOF parallel hydraulic robot, the SIMONA (Simulation,

Motion and Navigation) flight simulator at TU Delft, as a case study. The control per-

formance and resistance against model uncertainties are evaluated with motion track-

ing experiments on the SIMONA simulator with intentionally introduced rigid body dy-

namic model mismatch. Significant control performance improvement is demonstrated

in existence of model uncertainties, when comparing with the state-of-the-are model-

based control strategy.

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Parallel manipulators (PMs) are mechanisms which consist of a moving platform and

a stationary base, connected by several independent kinematic chains[2]. As a typical

representation of such mechanisms, Stewart-Gough platforms, or hexapods, are 6-DOF

PMs with 6 linear actuators, which are wide used in flight simulators and other indus-

trial applications[3]. Compared with serial manipulators, PMs have greater stiffness and

rigidity with larger load capability. When manipulating heavy loads, such as in case of

flight simulators, it is common that hydraulic actuators are used for the hexapods for

their high power ability and robustness[4]. However, such systems meet several control

challenges, as the highly nonlinear rigid-body dynamics of PMs intersect with the non-

linear hydraulic fluid dynamics.

In practice, the precision control of parallel manipulators faces unique challenges

compared with their serial counterparts[5]. For instance, the control for PMs in work

space is not practical since the state measurements are not directly available and the

forward kinematics do not have an analytical solution. More importantly, the dynam-

ics of PMs are highly nonlinear and complicated due to their structure with multiple

closed chains. Even though different forms of their dynamic models have been very well

derived with Lagrangian formulation[6], Newton-Euler formulation[7] or virtual work

principle[8], a linear dynamic model with respect to the dynamic parameters is difficult

to obtain, and very few publications provide a systematic solution[9, 10]. With the dif-

ferent features in kinematics and dynamics, most recently developed control algorithm

are only discussed for serial robots [11, 12], and rarely implemented for parallel robots.

As linear controllers are not suitable when high-performance is required for the PMs

with high dynamics, several advanced model-based control systems have been developed[5,

8, 13–16]. The computation of the complete dynamic model plays a central role in most

advanced control approaches. In practice-oriented researches, the efforts were mostly

focused on model simplification[8, 17] and the corresponding parameter identification

for computational efficiency. Compared with the well studied parameter identification

methods for serial robots[18, 19], only a few publications discuss that for the PMs[5, 9].

The main reason is that the favorable rigid body dynamic model for parameter identi-
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fication, which requires a linear form with respect to the dynamic parameters, is rarely

studied and often ill-conditioned due to the structure of a PM[14]. It is concluded in

[10] that 88 base inertial parameters need to be identified for a typical 6-DOF parallel

manipulator, even with necessary parameter number reduction. Thus model simplifi-

cation is often necessary by neglecting small inertial terms[8, 20, 21]. It is even reported

that the control system based on the reduced model gives better performance than that

with the complete dynamic model[14]. In addition to the above difficulties, the tracking

performance will degrade for the identified systems when subject to time-varying load,

such as the case in a research flight simulator when the installed equipment and num-

ber of the pilots can change. In order to further reduce the control error caused by model

uncertainties, adaptive control is adopted in a few theoretical researches[15]. However,

due to computational issue, their applications for the PMs in reality is limited[5] and few

publications give experiment results. It can be concluded that the performance of ad-

vanced model-based control systems for parallel robots are still restricted by the fidelity

and efficiency of the dynamic model.

An alternative approach is to make the nonlinear control system independent of a

precise dynamic model. Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) is a novel

nonlinear control technique based on incremental dynamic model and feedback lin-

earization, thus is inherently not sensitive to model uncertainties. By estimating the sys-

tem derivative by sensor measurements instead of model prediction, INDI can achieve

precise input-output linearization without a precise model. Various state-of-the-art ap-

plications with INDI have been reported for flight control[22–24] and hydraulic con-

trol systems[25], showing high control performance and robustness to model uncer-

tainties. Specifically, the implementation of INDI on highly nonlinear hydraulic force

control problem was achieved with significant performance improvement in our previ-

ous study[26]. INDI provides attractive advantages for parallel robot control with unique

features, including: 1) The inherent robustness against model uncertainties and contin-

uous disturbances allows for the use of rough dynamic models without elaborate param-

eter identification; 2) The precise linearization of the uncertain nonlinear model allows

for high tracking performance; 3) The straightforward design procedure and low com-

putation load allow for easy practical implementation.

In previous work of this study, the theoretical application of INDI to a parallel robot

model was discussed in[1]. However, as only simulation results are given and the robot

actuator dynamics are neglected from the studied computer model, it did not give enough

information for practical applications.

This chapter intends to take a major step forward, by designing and experimental

validating the INDI controller on the motion control system of a large-scale 6-DOF par-

allel robot driven by hydraulic actuators, SIMONA Research Simulator (SRS) at TU Delft.

As the developed motion controller asks for ideal force acutators, which is challenging

for hydraulic acuators [27, 28], our recently developed high-performance INDI-based

hydraulic force/pressure controller is used as an inner-loop controller [26]. The result-

ing combined system proposed in this chapter presents the first fully dual-loop INDI

hydraulic parallel robot control system, as will be elaborated in Section 5.4. Featured as

a sensor-based approach, the proposed control system depends on the accurate mea-

surements of the hydraulic pressure difference, actuator length and valve displacement,
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while being tolerant to significant dynamic model uncertainty. To validate the robust-

ness against parallel robot dynamic mismatch, motion tracking experiments with vol-

untarily introduced inertial parameter offsets in the rigid body dynamics are performed

for the proposed INDI controller, and compared with a baseline model-based feedfor-

ward controller with state-of-the-art performance[26]. The main contributions of this

chapter are summarized as: 1) The novel INDI controller designed in actuator space is

implemented in real-life for parallel robot motion control, for the first time; 2) The stabil-

ity and robustness analysis of INDI controller is extended to MIMO systems; and 3) The

model uncertainty resistance property is validated by motion tracking experiments in

existence of significant inertial parameter offsets, with significant tracking performance

improvement compared with state-of-the-art studies.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 gives a summary of the system dy-

namic model, including the rigid body and hydraulic dynamics. In Section 5.3, a prac-

itcal INDI controller is proposed for parallel hydraulic robots subject to model param-

eter uncertainties, with a proof of its stability and robustness. Section 5.4 discusses the

unique properties of the proposed dual-loop INDI control strategy. The motion tracking

experiment results on the SRS are presented in Section 5.5 and the main conclusions are

drawn in Section 5.6.

5.2. SYSTEM DYNAMIC MODEL

The rigid-body dynamic equations of parallel manipulators are generally easier to be ob-

tained in Cartesian space. As summarized in[5], the dynamic equations can be derived

in four formulations with different methods, each of which suitable for different pur-

poses. For simulation or control purpose, Newton-Euler formulation[7] is often adopted

as a second-order nonlinear differential equation. For a typical 6-DOF parallel robot, i.e.

the hexapod, the dynamics equations are given by[29]:

J T
q,s F = M (z) s̈ +η(ṡ, z) , (5.1)

where z , ṡ and s̈ are the generalized coordinates, velocitis and accelerations defined in

the Cartesian space, M is the positive definite mass matrix, η contains the centrifugal,

Coriolis and gravity terms, and F are the actuation forces. Jq,s is the Jacobian matrix

between the platform velocities and the actuator velocities, defined by

q̇ = Jq,s ṡ =
∂q̇

∂ṡ
ṡ, (5.2)

where q is the vector of the actuator displacements. A detailed derivation of the model

can be found in [29].

Since we are interested in the dynamic properties in actuator space in order to avoid

measurement in Cartesian space, (5.1) can be written as a semi-actuator-space form.

Taking derivative of (5.2) and substitute it into (5.1) gives

q̈ = Jq,s M−1 J T
q,s F − Jq,s M−1η+ J̇q,s ṡ

=G (z)F + f (z , ṡ) .
(5.3)
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Figure 5.1: A hexapod motion system SRS at TU Delft (left), and its top view drawing (right) [31]

Note that in (5.3), only the acceleration and the forces are described in the actuator

space explicitly, which will be shown preferable for the proposed INDI controller. It is

also assumed that M and Jq,s are invertible in the discussed workspace.

The actuators of the studied hexapod manipulator are hydraulic cylinders, the highly

nonlinear dynamics of which are another challenge for the integrated motion system.

The hydraulic dynamic model is derived by writing fluid pressure dynamic equation

caused by the oil compressibility. Consider a symmetric actuator and ideal valve with

matched and symmetrical rectangular orifices, the pressure dynamics can be described

by the following equation[30, 31],

ṖL = 2C

(
Cd w xmp

ρ

√
Ps −

xm

|xm |
PL −Cl PL − Ap q̇

)

=G A

(
PL , xm , q

)
xm + f A

(
PL , q, q̇

)
,

(5.4)

where PL is the load pressure, xm is the valve displacement, ω, Ap and ρ are the valve

orifice width, the cylinder area and oil density, C , Cd and Cl are the hydraulic compli-

ance, the valve discharge coefficient and total leakage coefficient. Assuming negligible

friction with good lubrication, the actuation force is equal to F = Ap Pl . This fact allows

for an actuation force feedback without additional force sensors.

5.3. SENSOR-BASED CONTROLLER DESIGN

Theoretically, feedback linearization is an ideal approach for nonlinear control systems

if particular conditions are satisfied[32]. However, in addition to the common problem

of model uncertainty, it’s application on parallel robot is rare because it requires mea-

surements of system states in Cartesian space which are not practical. That is why it

is often for advanced model-based control systems to have the feedforward term with

motion setpoints in Cartesian space[5, 14], while the feedback loop is designed in actua-

tion space. For such systems, the feedforward loop will introduce big error if the system

dynamic model is not properly identified or time varying.
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INDI technique is a modified feedback linearization method based on the incremen-

tal form of system dynamic model which inherently minimizes most of the model de-

pendent terms as a negligible disturbance. A general discussion on INDI can be found

in[26], with stability and robustness analysis for SISO systems. In this chapter, the com-

plete INDI controller for a 6-DOF parallel robot is designed in detail, with its stability and

robustness analysis extended to general MIMO systems. It will be shown that the model

uncertainty and kinematic problem can be solved simultaneously with proper controller

structure, without a compromise in performance.

5.3.1. INDI MOTION CONTROLLER FOR PARALLEL ROBOT

Before preceding, the following assumptions are introduced for the system dynamics

(5.1) and (5.3):

Assumption 1: The system actuation forces F and consequently the system acceler-

ation q̈ or s̈ are not necessarily continuous. The system velocity ṡ and position z are

continuous since they are the integration of the acceleration and velocity.

Assumption 2: The nominal inertial matrix M (z), the combined term η(ṡ) and the

Jacobian Jq,s are differentiable functions of z and ṡ in the chosen workspace.

Assumption 1 requires that the dynamics of the force generator are much faster than

the rigid body dynamics, such that the input to the system can be chosen with sharp

changes. Assumption 2 is reasonable since in the derivation of (5.1) with Newton-Euler

approach [7, 29], the elements of the discussed matrices or terms are elementary func-

tions of z and ṡ. The continuity can be satisfied by avoiding singular points with the

proper choosing of workspace.

Consider the dynamic equation (5.3), taking the first order Taylor expansion of the

right side at the beginning of each sample time t0 gives

q̈ = q̈0 +G (z0) (F −F0)+
∂
[

f (z , ṡ)
]

∂ṡ

∣∣∣
0

(ṡ − ṡ0)

+
∂
[
G (z)F + f (z , ṡ)

]

∂z

∣∣∣
0

(z − z0)

+O
[
(z − z0)2 , (ṡ − ṡ0)2

]
.

(5.5)

The last three terms on the right hand side of (5.5) represent the contributions of

system state changes to the acceleration increment. They are defined as a lumped per-

turbation term and denoted as δ.

As the system position and velocity vectors are continuous, taking the limits of (5.5)

as the time increment Ts goes to 0 results in

q̈ = lim
Ts→0

q̈0 + lim
Ts→0

G (z0)(F −F0)+ lim
Ts→0

δ

= q̈0 +G (z0) (F −F0) ,
(5.6)

in which the increment of the actuator forces is not related to the limit since it is the

input command, which can be discontinuous.

(5.6) is the incremental form of system dynamics, which suggests that the pertur-

bation term δ becomes negligible when the time increment Ts approaches zero. Based
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on (5.6), assuming the sample time Ts is very small and the acceleration and actuation

forces at t0 are available through measurement, the INDI control law is designed in every

time interval as
F = F0 +G−1 (z0)

(
ν−−− q̈0

)

= F0 +
(

J−T
q,s M J−1

q,s

)

z0

(
ν−−− q̈0

)
,

(5.7)

where ν is the pseudo control to be determined. Instead of directly calculating the total

control input F , it is the control increment that is calculated in every sample time and

repetitively added to the control input of the last step (F0). The resulting system dynam-

ics under the control law (5.7) is

ν= q̈ , (5.8)

which is fully linearized as a double integrator. The pseudo control ν can be selected as

ν= q̈d +Kp

(
qd −q

)
+Kd

(
q̇d − q̇

)
, (5.9)

where qd are the desired actuator displacements, Kp and Kd are gain matrices. Substi-

tuting (5.9) into (5.8) gives the error dynamics

ë +Kd ė +Kp e = 0, (5.10)

where the error e = qd −q is asymptotic stable at zero with the proper choice of Kp and

Kd .

A full linearization of a nonlinear system in the form of (5.8) asks for a full knowledge

of G. In practice, in the presence of uncertainties, the estimated value, i.e. Ĝ, will be used

for the INDI controller. It will be shown that in this case, (5.8) will just be disturbed by an

equivalent stable transfer function for INDI such that q̈ will still converge to be equal to

ν under a proposed necessary condition, instead of being totally violated for traditional

feedback linearization.

5.3.2. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS

In the authors’ previous study, the robustness of INDI to uncertainties in G was proved

for SISO system and conditionally proved for MIMO systems. In this chapter, the proof

will be extended to MIMO case in general.

For the system dynamic equation (5.3), considering the continuity of z and ṡ, G (z)

and f (z , ṡ) are regarded as constant matrices in a sufficiently small time interval. Thus

in every small time interval, the global system model is estimated by a linear local model

with a fixed gain G and a disturbance term f . This assumption is only valid in a sufficient

high sampling rate. Taking Laplace transform of both sides of (5.3) and (5.7) gives

s2q (s) =GF (s)+ f , (5.11)

and

F (s) = e−sTs F (s)+Ĝ−1
(
ν(s)−e−sTs s2q (s)

)
. (5.12)

Note that in (5.12) the estimated Ĝ is used for the control law when model uncertainties

are considered.
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Substitute (5.11) into (5.12), the controlled system dynamics become

ĜG−1s2q (s) =ν(s)+
(
ĜG−1 − I

)
e−sTs s2q (s)

+ĜG−1 f −ĜG−1e−sTs f .
(5.13)

Consider the eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix ĜG−1

ĜG−1 =QΛQ−1, (5.14)

with the state and variable transformation

θ =Q−1q , µ=Q−1ν, η=Q−1 f , (5.15)

(5.13) can thus be decoupled as

[
Λ+ (I −−−Λ)e−sTs

]
s2θ (s) =µ (s)+

(
Λ−Λe−sTs

)
η(s) . (5.16)

With (5.16), the controlled system dynamics are decoupled into 6 parallel SISO sys-

tems with the same form of transfer functions. The corresponding transfer functions

from the transformed pseudo control µ and disturbance η to the acceleration s2θ can

be written as

s2θi (s) = Hi (s)µi (s)+Di (s)ηi (s) , (5.17)

where the subscript i denotes the i th element of the according vectors, the transfer func-

tions Hi (s) and Di (s) can be easily obtained from (5.16) as

Hi (s) =
s2θi (s)

µi (s)
=

1

λi + (1−λi )e−sTs
(5.18)

and

Di (s) =
s2θi (s)

ηi (s)
=

λi

(
1−e−sTs

)

λi + (1−λi )e−sTs
, (5.19)

where λi is the i th element of the diagonal matrix Λ, i.e. the i th eigenvalue of the matrix

ĜG−1. Taking the pseudo control (5.9) into account, the complete controlled system dy-

namics can be described by the equivalent transfer function given in the block diagram

in Fig. 5.2. It is clear that with the transformation of the eigenvector matrix Q, the closed

loop MIMO system dynamics are decoupled into 6 parallel channels inside the dashed

box, each of which represents the effect of one eigenvalue λi .

The stability requirement of (5.18) and (5.19) offers a necessary condition for the sta-

bility of the complete system. It is analyzed in [26] that when λi are all real numbers, the

necessary condition is λi > 0.5. However, as will be elaborated later, all λi are real only

under specific conditions. In general case when λi are complex numbers, (5.18) and

(5.19) are transfer functions with complex coefficients. Dynamic systems having trans-

fer functions with complex coefficients are rare, but can be found in recent applications

in electrical power system analysis [33] and rotating machinery[34]. Thus the necessary

condition for the stability of the INDI controlled MIMO systems is extended and given

by the following proposition.
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of the decoupled equivalent SISO system for the INDI-controlled MIMO system

Proposition 1: If the square matrix ĜG−1 is diagonalizable and the real part of all its

eigenvalues satisfy Re (λi ) > 0.5, then the transfer functions Hi (s) and Di (s) in (5.18) and

(5.19) are stable.

proof: The poles of (5.18) and (5.19) are calculated by the equation

λ+ (1−λ) e−sTs = 0. (5.20)

Defining

s =σ+ωi , λi = a +bi , (5.21)

the characteristic equation (5.20) becomes

e−σTs e−iωTs =
a +bi

a −1+bi
. (5.22)

The absolute values of both sides of (5.22) is

∣∣∣e−σTs e−iωTs

∣∣∣=
∣∣e−σTs

∣∣=
∣∣∣∣

a +bi

a −1+bi

∣∣∣∣

=

√(
a2 −a +b2

)2 +b2

(a −1)2 +b2
.

(5.23)

The sufficient and necessary condition for σ< 0 is that both sides of (5.23) are bigger

than 1, which is equivalent to

(
a2 −a +b2

)2 +b2 >
[
(a −1)2 +b2

]2
. (5.24)

Work out (5.24) we have

(1−2a)
[
b2 + (a −1)2

]
< 0, (5.25)

which is true if and only if a > 0.5.

Thus if and only if Re (λi ) > 0.5, the transfer functions (5.18) and (5.19) have poles on

the left side of the complex plane, which guarantees their stability. �

Based on this, the robustness of the INDI can be analyzed with Hi (s) and Di (s). First,

it is easy to explain from (5.19) that the influence of the defined disturbance term f (η
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in the decoupled system) to the system is inherently rejected by INDI. According to the

final value theorem, the step response of Di (s) approaches 0 over time. The rejection

speed will also increase with a smaller sampling time Ts . In fact, when Ts is infinitesimal,

Di (s) approaches 0. This is consistent with the previous analysis in time domain that the

incremental perturbation δ approaches 0 with small Ts .

Hi (s) describes the dynamics between the transformed pseudo control and system

acceleration. Again, consider the final value theorem, its step response is lims→0 Hi (s) =
1. This means that in spite of the model mismatch in Ĝ, the acceleration θ̈ will converge

to the µ, as long as the stability condition Re (λi ) > 0.5 is fulfilled. Thus the model uncer-

tainties simply add stable dynamics for the linearized system in (5.8) for INDI. Besides,

the settling time of the dynamics will decrease as the sampling time Ts decreases. By

choosing a sufficiently high sampling rate, the bandwidth of the stable dynamics Hi can

be designed to be significantly higher than the frequency of interest. This explains why

the INDI is robust to model uncertainties.

The INDI-controlled MIMO system can be analyzed by the equivalent system inside

the dashed box in Fig. 5.2. The pseudo control ν is a feedforward control with PD feed-

back. The stability of the feedward loop and the rejected disturbance channel can be

guaranteed by satisfying the condition given in Proposition 1. The stability of the feed-

back loop needs to be analyzed with Nyquist criterion. For calculation convenience, the

transport delay in the transfer function Hi (s) can be replaced by its Padé estimation.

5.3.3. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

THE FORCE MEASUREMENT

In the INDI control law (5.7), the force increments are calculated in every sample time

and added to the actuation forces F0 at the previous time sample. In previous prelimi-

nary research [1], as the hydraulic actuator dynamics are not considered, F0 was simply

replaced by the stimulated force command of past history. However, in practice when

hydraulic actuator dynamics do exist, the force command and the actual forces are not

synchronized. Thus F0 needs to be measured. In hydraulic systems, this can be achieved

using pressure sensors available at the hydraulic actuators. For systems where the force

measurement is not directly available, the actuation forces need to be estimated with the

actuator dynamic model.

THE ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT

The use of linear acceleration measurements q̈ of each hydraulic cylinders is another

key feature of (5.7). This is not directly available for most systems. In practice it is re-

constructed by numerical differentiation of cylinder displacement measurements. Gen-

erally a low-pass filter Hr is required to deal with the sensor noises and the additional

dynamics. However, the phase shift introduced by the low-pass filter will jeopardize the

validity of using the Taylor expansion (5.5), as q0 and F0 should be the values at the same

time point t0. In order to synchronize these two signals, the filter Hr is also added in the

force measurement loop for INDI controllers in practice. As a result, the filtered mea-

surements q f and F f are used for the control law (5.7), as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The

effectiveness of this technique have been demonstrated in a number of previous INDI

applications [23, 31].
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the complete INDI-controlled hydraulic parallel motion system
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CONTROL LAW SIMPLIFICATION

The calculating of G−1 in (5.7) requires the calculation of the inertial matrix M and the

Jacobian Jq,s . The robustness of INDI allows us to use their roughly estimated values for

the controller without compromising the performance, as long as the stability condition

Re (λi ) > 0.5 is satisfied. In practice, this can be easily fulfilled by offline design of Ĝ. For

robot system dynamics, λi are always positive real numbers, since the product of two

positive definite matrices (Ĝ and G−1) has positive eigenvalues [35]. Thus the stability

condition is reduced to λi > 0.5 for robot system dynamics. Calculations based on a high

fidelity model of the SRS [29] show that even with a ±1 m center of gravity (COG) mis-

match of the upper platform in Ĝ , the minimum λi is bigger that 0.5, which guarantees

the stability. This will be validated in the experiment in Section 5.5.

Also, it is verified that the stability condition leaves a big margin for the mismatch

of Jq,s . Again, calculations based on the model shows that a constant estimation of Jq,s

in neutral position guarantees the condition λi > 0.5 for the entire working space of the

SRS. Thus in practice, the reference generalized coordinates zd , instead of z , are used

to estimate M and Jq,s . In addition, the inertial matrix calculation can be significantly

simplified by using a reduced model, neglecting the hydraulic cylinder dynamics. Ex-

periment results in Section 5.5 validate that this simplification results in sufficiently high

performance. In this way, the complicated complete system dynamics and cumbersome

feedforward kinematics calculation with system state feedback can be avoided at the

same time.

As a result, the practical INDI control law is given by

F = F f +
(

J−T
q,s M J−1

q,s

)

zd

(
ν−−− q̈ f

)
, (5.26)

where the subscript f denotes the filtered signals and d denote the reference signals.

Though similar in forms, (5.26) has a different physical meaning compared with the the-

oretical control law (5.7), as will be illustrated in Fig. 5.3.

The control law (5.26) calculates the required actuation forces to be generated by

the actuators as the inputs to the robot system. For hydraulic actuators, an inner-loop

force tracking controller is necessary, as they are not direct force generators. It will be

demonstrated that by combining the proposed controller with a recently reported INDI

hydraulic force controller, additional advantages are introduced to the complete system.

5.3.4. INNER-LOOP INDI HYDRAULIC FORCE CONTROLLER

The hydraulic force tracking control itself is challenging due to the high nonlinear hy-

draulic dynamics, high stiffness and most importantly, large model and parameter un-

certainties. In our previous research, the INDI technique was recently implemented for

the force control, and significant control performance improvement was achieved[26].

In this chapter, the developed INDI hydraulic force controller is used as the inner-loop

controller, in the following way.

Consider the hydraulic dynamics given by (5.4), the dynamic inversion of its incre-

mental form gives the control law as

xm = xm0 +G−1
A

(
νi − ṖL0

)
, (5.27)
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where νi is the pseudo control of the inner-loop, xm0 and ṖL0 are the measurements of

valve displacement and load pressure derivative. As the result, the system is turned into

a single integrator:

ṖL = νi . (5.28)

By choosing a simple proportional controller for νi , the hydraulic system is turned

into a force generator:

ṖL = νi = Kpi

(
Fr e f /Ap −PL

)
, (5.29)

where Fr e f is the desired force calculated by the outer loop motion controller. Note that

practical issues should also be solved with low-pass filters in both measurement loops,

the details of which can be found in [26].

So far, the complete hydraulic parallel robot is controller by the INDI based approach.

It is proven and validated in [26] that the INDI controlled inner-loop system is resistant

against hydraulic model and parameter uncertainties, and the augmentation of INDI to

the outer-loop is a big step forward to make the complete control system also robust to

uncertainties from the mechanical system. In addition, the combination of the two INDI

control loops introduces new advantages to the system, which will be discussed in the

next section.

5.4. CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The diagram of the proposed dual-loop INDI control design is shown in Fig. 5.3. It is

composed of an inner-loop INDI hydraulic force controller, the proposed outer-loop

INDI controller for the rigid-body dynamic linearization and an outer-loop linear con-

troller. The detailed discussion for the inner-loop can be found in [26]. The decoupling

matrix G−1 for the outer-loop is calculated based on the reference motion in the Carte-

sian space and a simplified inertial matrix neglecting the inertial of the legs, as proposed

in (5.26). As numerical differentiation is used to estimate the actuator accelerations, it is

expressed in discrete form in the z domain in the diagram. The same low-pass filter Hr

is placed in both the acceleration and load force measurement loops. Unique features

can be concluded for the proposed controller.

5.4.1. RESISTANCE OF PRESSURE MEASUREMENT ERRORS

It can be seen from Fig. 5.3 that the required load force Fr e f is calculated by adding the

filtered load force measurement to the force increment, right before the unfiltered force

measurement is subtract from it. This fact makes the control system free from constant

force/pressure measurement errors. Denote the constant pressure measurement bias by

λp , as it will directly go through the low-pass filter, the biased reference force is then

Fb = Fr e f + Apλp . (5.30)

Substituting (5.30) into (5.29) for each actuator yields

ṖL = νi = Kpi

[(
Fr e f + Apλp

)
/Ap −

(
PL +λp

)]

= Kpi

(
Fr e f /Ap −PL

)
,

(5.31)
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which suggests that the influence of the pressure measurement bias is automatically

canceled from the system. This feature is validated by experiments, by intentionally in-

troducing measurement offsets for the pressure sensors.

It should be noted that the added and then subtracted pressure/force measurements

can not be avoided, since the low-pass filter Hr needs to be placed in the former loop to

synchronize it with the reconstructed leg accelerations.

5.4.2. EASY CALIBRATION

It is discussed that the INDI is resistant to model uncertainties, however, it requires the

accuracy of the actuator. For the outer-loop INDI motion controller, suppose the force

fault δ f exists in the actual load force, then (5.7) becomes

F = F0 +G−1 (z0)
(
ν−−− q̈0

)
+δ f , (5.32)

which combined with (5.6) and (5.9) gives the error dynamic equation

ë +Kd ė +Kp e =−G (z)δ f . (5.33)

The force fault mainly comes from force measurement error and inner-loop force

control error. As discussed previously, the force measurement errors cancel themselves

with the dual-loop INDI control structure. Similar to the outer-loop, the inner-loop force

control error comes mainly from its actuator fault, i.e. the valve displacement error δv .

Similarly, In existence of δv , the resulting controller hydraulic pressure dynamics (5.29)

becomes

ṖL = Kpi

(
Fr e f /Ap −PL

)
+G Aδv , (5.34)

which contribute to stationary force control error.

This suggests that there is a direct relation between the valve displacement error and

the position control error, due to the fact that the controlled system is not responding to

the pressure/force measurement error.

Thus in practice, the valve displacement measurements is calibrated to eliminate

δv , as will be discussed in Section 5.5. As no pressure sensor calibration is needed, the

calibration of the complete control system is straightforward and simple.

It is noted that although featured as a sensor-based approach, the proposed INDI

control system does not require additional sensors besides the commonly equipped

ones. The controlled system is even not affected by any constant pressure/force mea-

surement error.

5.5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed INDI motion control approach is implemented in real-life for the motion

tracking tasks of a 6-DOF hydraulic parallel robot, the SRS at TU Delft. Mass offsets are

added to both the physical system and the values used for the controller to test the resis-

tance against dynamic model uncertainty. Control performance of the proposed control

scheme is evaluated and compared with a baseline control scheme with model-based

feedforward outer-loop controller and the same INDI inner-loop force controller, which
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Figure 5.4: Model-based feedforward controller with PD feedback as a comparison[26].

Table 5.1: Geometrical and inertial parameters of the SRS[1]

Parameters Value

Upper/lower gimbal radius, ra rb 1.6, 1.65 m

Upper/lower radius spacing, du dl 0.2, 0.6 m

Piston/cylinder masses, m2 m1 120, 150 kg

Piston/cylinder inertia wrt cog, i2 i1 20, 36 kg m2

Piston/cylinder cog wrt to gimbal, r2 r1 0.7, 0.5 m

Platform mass Mp 4000 kg

Platform nonzero inertia Ixx Iy y Izz Ixz 7, 7, 8, 0.5 ×103kg m2

is recently reported with one of the best motion tracking performance with nominal dy-

namic model parameters[26]. Fig. 5.4 gives a block diagram of the baseline outer-loop

model-based controller.

5.5.1. HARDWARE SETUP

As a full scale 6-DOF flight simulator (Fig. 5.1), the SRS is equipped with a movable cock-

pit of around 4000 kg with 2 pilots capability, and six 1.25 meters stroke hydraulic servo

actuators which are connected in parallel at the base frame and the upper platform. Fig.

5.1 gives the SRS motion system kinematic schematic drawing in a top view, and the cor-

responding geometric and key inertial parameters are given in Table 5.1. The nominal

inertial parameters are identified in off-line experiments[36].

The hydraulic actuators work at a 160 bar supply pressure, each of which equipped

with a Rexroth 4WSE3EE three-stage servo valve and a PAINE 210-60-090 pressure trans-

ducer. The hydraulic actuator displacements are measured by Temposonic position sen-

sors. The motion control computer (MCC) features a dSPACE DS1005 system clocked at

1 GHz. The inner-loop controller is sampled at 5000 Hz and the outer-loop controller at

1000 Hz.

5.5.2. MOTION CONTROLLER SETUP AND CALIBRATION

In the experiments, the feedback gains for the outer-loop INDI controller is chosen as

KP = 200 · I6 and KD = 30 · I6, the inner-loop gain is set to KP i = 80. As the position

measurements are numerically differentiated twice, two second-order low-pass filters

are connected in series as Hr , the natural frequency is set to 10 Hz. The filters and dif-
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Figure 5.5: Position tracking errors for INDI and model-based feedforward controllers in nominal (empty cock-

pit) and mass offset (with two pilots for 221.7 kg) conditions for actuator 2 and 5.

ferentialtors are designed in the analog plane and discretized using the bilinear transfor-

mation.

As discussed in the previous section, the valve displacement is calibrated by adding

offsets ∆v to the valve inputs. When the system is controlled in neutral stationary po-

sition, ∆v is tuned until the difference between the commanded and measured valve

displacements coincide, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The stationary actuator position track-

ing errors are immediately minimized to the magnitude of 10−5 m when the calibration

is finished properly. It is noted that the pressure measurement PL in Fig. 5.3 is not cali-

brated at all. Additional random offsets up to 30 % of the measurement values are intro-

duced for it to test it’s influences, and it turns out that the proposed control system has

no response to the pressure measurement bias, as theoretically discussed in Section 5.4.

5.5.3. NOMINAL CONDITION PERFORMANCE

For both baseline and proposed controllers, a set of motion tracking tasks along the ver-

tical axis are tested with the empty cockpit (no pilots), using nominal rigid body dynamic

model parameters. The origin of the hexapod upper platform body frame is controlled

to track the reference motion zd = 0.2sin 0.4πt around the neutral position. The position

tracking errors of Actuator 2 and 5 with both controllers are shown in Fig. 5.5, as a rep-
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Figure 5.6: Reconstructed Cartesian space position tracking errors for INDI and the baseline model-based

feedforward controllers in nominal (empty cockpit) and mass offset (with two pilots for 221.7 kg) conditions.

resentation. To evaluate the tracking performance in the Cartesian space, the values of

the generalized coordinates are reconstructed by measured actuator displacements us-

ing a numerical forward kinematic algorithm. The position errors of the z axis for both

controllers are shown in Fig. 5.6. Despite being different in pattern, the two controllers

give similar control accuracy, with a maximum error of 0.88 mm for the computed-force

controller and 0.76 mm for the INDI controller. Both controllers give sub-millimeter

position accuracy for a 4000 kg hydraulic machine in a relatively large manoeuvre, the

effectiveness of the proposed controller is thus validated.

5.5.4. ROBUSTNESS TO MODEL UNCERTAINTY

The motion tracking tests are repeated with two pilots sitting in the cockpit, weighing

221.7 kg in total, which contribute about 5% additional mass to the moving upper plat-

form. The corresponding tracking errors of both controllers in the joint and Cartesian

space are shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, respectively. The load change makes an addi-

tional position tracking error of about 0.5 mm to the model-based controller, for which

the feedback force has to increase to compensate for the biased feedforward force (see

Fig. 5.4). On the other hand, the position tracking performance of the INDI controller re-

mains intact, providing the same position error. For further validation, addition masses

(metal bricks) are attached to the cockpit together with the pilots, weighing about 410 kg

in total. The resulting motion tracking tests show an over 1 mm additional error for the

model-based controller and intact performance for the INDI controller.

The sensitivity of the proposed control in existence of different levels of mass mis-

matches is then tested with the motion tracking tests. As an additional load heavier than

500 kg is not practical for the simulator and draws safty concern, the mass offsets of the
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Figure 5.7: RMS of position errors for INDI and the model-based feedforward controllers under different

upper-platform mass mismatch levels.
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Figure 5.8: Pitch angle errors of INDI and the model-based controllers in nominal and mass COG offset condi-

tions.
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Figure 5.9: RMS of pitch angle errors of INDI and the model-based controllers at different COG offset distances.

upper platform are acted on the models used for the discussed controllers, instead of

actually changing the physical system. A large range of mass offsets from -30% to +50%

of the upper-platform model (3970 kg) are tested. Fig. 5.7 gives the Root-Mean-Square

(RMS) of the z axis position errors for both controllers, under different levels of upper-

platform mass offset, from -30% to +50%. Note that the aforementioned tests with pilots

and additional masses are also presented as red dots at around -5% and -10% mass off-

sets (5% and 10% underestimation of the real mass), as a validation. Under the nominal

condition, the baseline model-based controller gives state-of-the-art performance [26]

with a RMS error of 0.56 mm. However, that quickly degrades to over 5 mm with +50%

mass offsets. By contrast, the performance of the INDI controller is barely influenced by

large model mismatches, with the RMS errors of 0.56 mm and 0.46 mm with -30% and

+50% mass offsets, which are slightly bigger than that of 0.42 mm with nominal mass.

The investigated mass offset range introduces three non-unit eigenvalues of ĜG−1 from

about 0.7 to 1.5, for the three Euler equations of the system dynamics[29]. According

to Proposition 1 and the robustness analysis in section 5.3, the INDI controller is stable

and the disturbance will be inherently rejected. Thus the tracking performance is barely

influenced.

In order to introduce a more asymmetrical source of dynamic model mismatch, the

center of gravity (COG) of the upper-platform model is shifted away from the nominal

location, which will significantly change the inertial property. For both controllers, the

COG is set away from the nominal value for ±0.2 m and ±0.5 m along the x axis of the

body frame, while the same tracking task is repeated. This mismatch setup gives direct

influence on the control accuracy of the pitch angle θ. The pitch angle tracking error

for both controllers in nominal and offset conditions are shown in Fig. 5.8. In nominal

condition, Both controllers give good performance with the maximum pitch angle of the
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magnitude of 10−5 rad. In the extreme case when there is 0.5 m offset of the COG, the

pitch angle error of the baseline controller quickly increase to around 0.005 rad, which

gives the robot a visible pitch up angle. On the other hand, the performance of the pro-

posed dual-INDI controller is just slightly degraded, with a maximum pitch angle error

of 0.00017 rad. Fig. 5.9 shows the RMS of pitch angle errors of both controllers under

each COG offset setup. It is clear that high performance is maintained with the INDI

controller under even unrealistic level of model mismatch, while the computed-force

controller gives similar performance only with nominal parameter settings.

An estimation based on the SRS dynamic model [29] shows that a ±1 m COG offset

decreases the minimum eigenvalue of ĜG−1 to be around 0.5. This gives an estimation

of the maximum COG offset level for stability with the typical INDI controller. Never-

theless, this limit can be easily relaxed by proportionally increasing Ĝ, resulting in an

increased minimum eigenvalue of ĜG−1.

It can be summarized that the proposed dual-loop INDI controller gives the same

level (slight better) of position control accuracy compared with the state-of-the-art study

[26] with correct dynamic model, and significant performance improvement with con-

siderable inertial model mismatches. The effectiveness and resistance of the proposed

approach against dynamic model uncertainty is thus validated. In practice, a roughly

identified and simplified model is suggested for the INDI controller design, which can

avoid the cumbersome complete model identification problem for parallel robots with

heavy computation load. Meanwhile, the forward kinematics are avoided by designing

the control increment with reference motion profile.

5.6. CONCLUSION

This chapter presents the design and implementation of an INDI motion controller for

hydraulic parallel robots. Combined with a previously developed inner-loop INDI hy-

draulic force controller, which is resistant against hydraulic model uncertainties, the

proposed dual-loop INDI control strategy makes a big step forward by introducing INDI

for the MIMO mechanical dynamics, with corresponding extended stability and robust-

ness condition. The proposed control strategy is thus also resistant to model uncertain-

ties from the parallel robot rigid-body dynamic models, such as inertial properties, tak-

ing advantage of which a highly computationally efficient control structure is designed,

avoiding the cumbersome parameter identification and forward kinematic problems for

parallel robots. The proposed controller is implemented on a full-scale hexapod flight

simulator for motion tracking tests. We demonstrate higher control accuracy compared

with a state-of-the-art computed-force controller with nominal dynamic model, and

significant performance improvement in existence of model uncertainties, as the per-

formance of the proposed controller is barely degraded even when extreme level of dy-

namic model offsets are introduced. In addition to the high performance and model

uncertainty resistance features validated in this chapter, the simplicity and low compu-

tation load of the proposed control strategy makes it highly practical for other parallel

robot motion systems.
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6
CONCLUSION AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

This thesis aims to develop a novel high precision motion control system for hydraulic

parallel robots which are generally used for relatively heavy-duty applications, such as

vehicle/flight simulators [1, 2] , material test devices [3] or offshore stabilization systems

[4]. As a case study, the developed controller is implemented on a hydraulic hexapod

flight simulator, the SIMONA research simulator (SRS) at TU Delft [2].

Major challenges originate from the two main subsystems of such machines: the

hydraulic actuators and the hexapod mechanism. Hydraulic actuators have highly non-

linear dynamics, which suffer from serious model uncertainty problems. The hexapod

mechanism, which belongs to a wider class of parallel manipulators, shares their com-

mon problem of over-complicated (or even ill-conditioned) models for a complete iden-

tification [5]. Besides, additional model uncertainties exist, such as the uncertain load

mass. This fact stands in the way of further performance improvements with currently

existing (mostly model-based) control strategies.

This dissertation aims at overcoming these problems and achieve much improved

and robust motion control performance for general hydraulic parallel robots with an

innovative sensor-based INDI control method. Hence, the research goal is formulated

as

Research Goal

To develop high precision, time efficient motion control algorithms for parallel

hydraulic robots, in the presence of considerable model uncertainties in both

hydraulic and mechanical subsystems.

In this thesis, a state-of-the-art cascaded control structure is used, dividing the con-

trol development into an inner-loop hydraulic force tracking problem and an outer-loop

parallel manipulator motion tracking problem. For this thesis, this leads to two research

129
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questions, each associated with one of the two control loops. In this chapter, first a dis-

cussion is given on the how the research questions have been addressed by the proposed

methods, then the main findings in light of the theoretical and experimental results are

summarized in a final conclusion. Lastly, several recommendations are given for future

work.

6.1. DISCUSSION

6.1.1. THE PHILOSOPHY OF CONTROL APPROACHES

Despite the fact that a variety of studies on either hydraulic actuator control [1, 6, 7] or

parallel robot motion control [8–11] are seen in literature, only very few directly consider

the combined system. For most of these studies, the mechanical dynamics and the actu-

ator dynamics are considered coupled, and the resulting controller is generally only suit-

able for the specific application. This gives rise to the concern of the versatility of these

studies: the developed hydraulic actuator controller should be suitable for different load

dynamics, whether these are simple mass damping systems or more complicated 6-DOF

manipulators, and the manipulator motion controller should also be general for differ-

ent actuation methods. Thus a cascaded control system is adopted in this thesis [12, 13],

separating the complete control system in two control loops. As a result, the literature

survey carried out in Chapter 2 covered control approaches for both loops.

The practical development and improvement of control methods for a physical plant

often follows a trend to dive into more model details of the system, from the simple feed-

back control, to more advanced model-based controllers for performance improvement

[8, 14, 15], to adaptive controllers to tackle uncertainties [1, 16–18]. From the survey

given in Chapter 2, it can be seen that the state-of-the-art hydraulic and parallel robot

controller development also fits this trend. However, model-based controllers are lim-

ited in their performance improvement for both subsystems due to the unique features

of the model required for this application, which are highly uncertain or highly com-

plex. It is concluded that the effort to consider more complicated models with more

elaborated identification or adaptation might not contribute much for a performance

improvement for the studied system, without solving the problems like limitation of the

computation ability, the ill-conditioned mechanical model and so on.

Considering the model problem of the studied systems, an opposite control philos-

ophy comes to light, i.e., to inherently reduce the sensitivity of the control accuracy

to model uncertainties. Inspired by a less-model-sensitive control approach that has

been recently developed for flight control systems [19] and which shows great robust-

ness to aircraft model uncertainties [20–22], the Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inver-

sion (INDI), a cascaded control framework is proposed in Chapter 2. Designing both

inner- and outer-loop controllers within the sensor-based INDI framework allows the

use of roughly estimated and highly simplified models for both control loops, without

compromising and even improving performance.

6.1.2. THE MODULAR PHYSICAL MODEL: MORE THAN A TEST BED

The requirements for mathematical models of physical systems vary, based on the model’s

purposes. For controller development, a suitable model generally needs to meet several
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(sometimes contradictory) constrains. On the one hand, the model should reflect as

much relevant physical details as possible. On the other hand, it is also favorable to be

as simple as possible for controller design and parameter identification (or adaptation).

Hence, in practical research applications one often sees significant model simplifica-

tions for the controller design, with which only the most relevant system characteristics

remain.

When developing models for the purpose of numerical simulation, the requirement

is more straightforward, as here the resemblance to the physical system is of most im-

portance. Actually, as this dissertation aims at developing a less model dependent con-

troller for the hydraulic parallel robot system, it requires a higher fidelity from the model

for simulation, to be able to verify the simplifications made in the designing controller

and to validate the robustness to modeling errors. Thus in Chapter 3, a detailed system

model based on physical laws is developed for the SRS, which explicitly includes critical

nonlinear characteristics of the servo-valves, oil transmission lines, hydraulic actuators

and the rigid-body parallel mechanism.

The developed nonlinear model then serves as a test bed for the proposed control

system for verification and performance evaluation before the real-world experiments.

As particular assumptions should be made for the proposed control strategy, such as fast

actuator dynamics and fast state measurement, the physical model also helps to identify

which part of the system dynamics may violate those assumptions, such that suitable

solutions can be developed. For that purpose, the model is made modular. The complete

system is divided into a few subsystems, each of which are modelled as a module. By

neglecting or replacing a certain module with simplified linear dynamics, the effects of

the corresponding nonlinear phenomena on the response of the controller can then be

identified.

The model was validated by comparing the simulation results with available experi-

ment data [23] on the response of the current model-based ‘cascaded∆P (CdP)controller

[12, 24], which acts as a baseline for this thesis. For both the developed inner- and outer-

loop INDI controllers, the simulation results successfully predict the motion tracking

performance of the later experiments. For instance, the unstable resonance at around

200 Hz for the inner-loop force controller, which is caused by the oil transmission line

dynamics, was identified by the model with effective solutions (see Chapter 4). The basic

assumptions of the proposed INDI controllers were validated for the studied system with

the model, under the designed 5000 Hz inner-loop sampling rate and 1000 Hz outer-loop

sampling rate. The practical controller verified by the model was successfully imple-

mented on the SRS, with consistent control performance.

6.1.3. THE INNER-LOOP HYDRAULIC FORCE CONTROLLER

In the proposed framework of a cascaded hydraulic robot control structure, the first step

is developing a high precision inner-loop force tracking controller for the hydraulic ac-

tuators. As concluded by the survey in Chapter 2, model-based control for hydraulic sys-

tems faces serious model uncertainty problems, caused by various nonlinear phenom-

ena such as wear-out and dead zone of the servo-valve, nonlinear frictions and leakages

and the possibly time-varying oil bulk modulus, which changes with system tempera-

ture variation. Facing these problems, this thesis first aimed at answering the following
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research question:

Research Question 1

How to achieve less model dependent nonlinear force/torque tracking control

for the hydraulic actuators with high performance, even when subjected to large

hydraulic model uncertainties and disturbances?

This research question is addressed with the theoretical and practical development

of a hydraulic force tracking controller based on the sensor-based Incremental Nonlin-

ear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) technique. Instead of depending on a detailed nonlinear

system model, like traditional model-based controllers, INDI depends only on the con-

trol input related part of the model, replacing the information of the remaining part by

the required state measurements, which are generally available for hydraulic actuators

with oil pressure feedback.

Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of the typical INDI-based controller design

procedure. In theory, the robustness of INDI to parameter uncertainties in the control

input-related part of the model is proven for the first time, with a necessary condition

for stability, which gives requirements on the parameter mismatch level. Practically, the

INDI method is adapted for the hydraulic system, solving practical problems such as

servo-valve dynamics, state derivative reconstruction, and oil transmission line dynam-

ics. Acting as the actuator of the hydraulic system, the servo-valve output is assumed

to be available for measurement, otherwise an identified model of it should be used. As

the developed controller needs the derivative of the measured states, practical numeri-

cal differentiation is used in this research. The resulting signal noise problem is solved

by a practical low-pass filter, which also acts as a way to attenuate the transmission line

dynamics.

The proposed controller is first verified by numerical simulation, based on the non-

linear model developed in Chapter 3. As a fast sampling rate is a main assumption of

INDI, control performances under different sampling frequencies, from 500 Hz to 5000

Hz are investigated with simulated high sensor noise levels. It is verified that all settings

give stable tracking results, while a slower sampling rate tends to give more vibrating

control performance. Thus the highest practical sampling rate, 5000 Hz, is chosen for

the later developed controller for the real-world implementation. The robustness of the

controller against parameter uncertainties and external disturbances is also verified by

introducing significant levels of parameter offsets and supply pressure disturbances to

the simulation model. The simulation results show high control performance under un-

realistic levels (i.e., up to 50%) of model mismatch and disturbance, which is one (or

more) order(s) of magnitude better than the baseline model-based controller.

With the verification from the simulation results, the developed controller is imple-

mented on a real-world hydraulic robot, the SRS at TU Delft, as the inner-loop hydraulic

force controller for motion tracking experiments. A traditional ‘feedforward plus PD

feedback’ controller is used for the outer-loop. Different motion profiles are executed,

exploring up to about 70% of the maximum stroke and velocity of the actuators. Com-

pared with a baseline model-based hydraulic force controller, the force tracking accu-

racy for the proposed controller is improved by 10 times with nominal parameters. Even
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under significant levels (up to 50%) of model mismatches, the performance of the pro-

posed inner-loop controller remains intact, while that of the baseline controller quickly

degrades by over 10 times. With the high performance inner-loop controller, the re-

sulting overall motion control system achieves world-class performance. For a heavy

hydraulic machine weighing about 4000 kg, sub-millimeter position tracking error is

achieved in high dynamic manoeuvres. Compared with the best state-of-the-art con-

trollers in literature [25], the control accuracy of the developed control system is about

three times better in terms of a standard performance indicator (see Chapter 4).

6.1.4. SENSOR BASED OUTER-LOOP MOTION CONTROLLER

The outer-loop motion control of parallel robots also suffers from modeling problems of

the complex multybody dynamics. Unlike their serial counterparts, for parallel manipu-

lators, suitable closed-form models for complete parameter identification are generally

not available, due to their complex structure with multiple closed chains. This often

leads to significant model simplifications according to the specific manipulator struc-

tures (such as negligible masses), which might not be suitable for a general 6-DOF par-

allel mechanism. This suggests that the effort to increase the model-based control per-

formance with a more accurate parallel manipulator model is inherently not practical,

not to mention the effects of a time-varying load mass acting as a disturbance. Facing

these difficulties, a non-model-dependent outer-loop motion controller is developed by

answering the following research question:

Research Question 2

How to achieve less model dependent and high precision motion control for gen-

eral parallel manipulators with large dynamic model offsets and disturbances?

The research question is answered by developing the sensor-based INDI control frame-

work for the general parallel manipulator. Furthermore, it achieved real-world appli-

cation on the 6-DOF hexapod flight simulator, the SRS. In the mathematical develop-

ment it is shown that without full knowledge of the model, the proposed INDI controller

achieves full input-output linearization like traditional feedback linearization achieves

with a precise model. This allows for high performance motion control using a signifi-

cantly simplified manipulator model and an uncertain load mass.

Chapter 5 proposed an INDI-based motion control system for parallel manipulators

in joint space, which is directly combined with the inner-loop hydraulic force controller

developed in Chapter 4, as a completion of the proposed cascaded control structure. As

an application for MIMO case, the robustness proof of INDI given in Chapter 4 is ex-

tended for general MIMO systems, with a refined stability condition. The joint space

controller design avoids the state measurement problem in Cartesian space and the for-

ward kinematic problem for parallel manipulators. As a typical INDI controller is de-

pendent on the state derivative measurement, the developed motion controller requires

the feedback of the acceleration information of the actuators, which is generally not di-

rectly available. This is practically achieved by numerical differentiation of the actuator

displacement measurement with low-pass filters.

By directly combining the developed INDI motion controller with the inner-loop
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hydraulic INDI controller proposed in Chapter 4, the motion control system is com-

pleted with a dual-INDI structure. The complete dual-INDI cascaded control structure

is implemented on the SRS for experimental validation after successful simulation ver-

ification. The control performance is compared with the traditional feedforward plus

PD feedback outer-loop controller used in Chapter 4 (as the baseline), which already

achieved state-of-the-art performance with nominal model parameters. Slightly better

control accuracy is demonstrated by the proposed INDI controller compared with the

baseline controller in nominal conditions, showing sub-millimeter maximum position

tracking errors. In model mismatch cases, the dual-INDI controller shows great robust-

ness to inertial offsets, with almost intact performance under 50% upper platform mass

offset and 0.5 meter center of gravity (COG) shift. In comparison, the performance of the

baseline controller quickly degrades by over 10 times with the same levels of parameter

offsets. One additional benefit of the dual-INDI controller is that despite the fact that it

is featured as a sensor-based approach, it is even robust to any constant pressure/force

measurement error, due to the unique dual-INDI structure, as shown in Chapter 5.

6.2. FINAL CONCLUSIONS

With the two research questions answered, the research goal of the thesis is achieved.

With a cascaded control framework, both hydraulic and mechanic subsystems are con-

trolled by sensor-based INDI controllers, with practical issues solved. The resulting inner-

and outer-loop controllers are designed individually, thus they are decoupled and mod-

ular, which allows for their applications in other control tasks or structure techniques. A

direct combination of both results in the dual-INDI motion control system for hydraulic

parallel robots, developed in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The resulting controller uses little

model information from both subsystems, and is inherently robust to the existing model

uncertainties.

The finally developed dual-INDI control system achieves significantly better con-

trol performance than the (mostly model-based) state-of-the-art control techniques de-

scribed in literature, for both force tracking and position tracking tests on the SRS. The

experiment results show a great agreement with the simulation results, validating the

high fidelity of the developed nonlinear model.

The robustness of the INDI control technique for general MIMO nonlinear systems

is proven in theory, with accompanying stability conditions limited by the parameter

mismatch level. In practice, extreme levels (up to 50%) of model parameter mismatch

for the hydraulic fluid features and manipulator inertial characteristics are introduced

in simulation and real-world experiments for robustness validation, together with ex-

istence of unmodeled nonlinear features such as nonlinear leakages and frictions. The

performance of the developed INDI control system remains virtually intact, i.e., showing

extreme robustness to model uncertainties.

For the practitioners, the proposed controller is also computationally time efficient.

Thanks to the avoidance of using a full system model, the computational load of INDI is

similar to that of a PID controller. The controller design and tuning procedures are also

straightforward and simple. Besides, this thesis gives a comprehensive guideline with

solutions for practical issues, such as sampling rate requirements, state derivative es-

timation, actuator dynamics, and even unmodeled dynamics in the measurement loop.
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Thanks to the cascaded structure, the developed techniques can be applied to more gen-

eral applications, such as serial manipulators or robots driven by electrical actuators.

6.3. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The research discussed in this thesis addresses several control limitations due to the

physical characteristics of the implemented hardware, while also giving rise to new re-

search directions. In light of the scope and the further opportunities revealed by this

thesis, some recommendations for the future work on advanced hydraulic robot control

are given in this section.

For the inner-loop force controller, the modelling, analysis, controller design and im-

plementation are based on the symmetric hydraulic actuators, which are equipped on

the SRS. For more general applications such as asymmetric single-rod hydraulic actua-

tors [26], the proposed controller needs to be modified. As the areas of the two hydraulic

chambers are different, the actuation force is no longer proportional to the pressure dif-

ference. In this case, as the force measurement plays an essential role for the proposed

controller, pressure measurements of both chambers are necessary. Besides, the con-

troller needs to include the resulting more complex pressure dynamic equations.

In the proposed practical INDI-based controllers, the required system state deriva-

tives are estimated by numerical differentiation, together with second order low-pass

filters to attenuate effects of sensor noise. The relatively low bandwidth of the filters

influences the frequency characters of the closed loop system. In future work, the possi-

ble use of more advanced state derivative estimation techniques, such as Kalman filters,

should be considered. Besides, with the development of advanced sensors, it is recom-

mended to use direct measurements of the state derivatives. For instance, the use of an-

gular accelerometers which directly provide angular acceleration measurements of the

applied system.

The proposed and implemented cascaded control system has a complex multiple-

loop structure. Both the inner-loop and outer-loop controller have additional linear

control loops outside the INDI linearization loops. Thus, even though the INDI control

loop itself requires minimum gain tuning efforts, the gain combination for the multiple

control loops was still designed by heuristic tuning. In order to achieve the optimal fre-

quency response of the complete system, a systematic multi-loop gain optimization for

the proposed cascade control system is recommended for future work.

Despite that it is featured as a sensor-based controller, which is not dependent on

the precise model, the proposed dual-INDI control system in Chapter 5 is even free from

constant pressure sensor errors, which largely simplified the calibration workload. How-

ever, the controller is still sensitive to servo-valve opening errors, which requires careful

calibration for its measurement, as otherwise a constant control error will remain. This

is caused by the inherent feature of INDI, that is, being sensitive to the actuator error.

This problem should be resolved in theory and practice, since actuator errors exist in

every real-world application. A possible solution is to use the dynamic model of the ac-

tuator for its output feedback, which makes the controller less sensitive to the output

measurement.

In this thesis, the control system is only designed for free motion applications, as the

studied flight simulator system works in free space. However, for more advanced appli-
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cations where the robot needs to interact with the environment, such as legged robots,

force control is necessary for the resulting constrained motion cases [27]. This gives new

opportunities for extending the proposed INDI controller to force control tasks, possibly

bringing its inherent advantages, such as high precision and good disturbance rejection

properties.

In addition, further relevant applications for the developed INDI controllers should

be studied, such as motion systems of offshore stabilizing platforms. In this thesis, as the

studied case is an indoor machine, only inherent parameter offsets are considered for the

robustness test. For possible future applications on outdoor machines, the robustness

against external disturbances (such as wind disturbance for offshore machines) for the

INDI control system should also be investigated.
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INCREMENTAL NONLINEAR

DYNAMIC INVERSION

This appendix presents a general derivation and discussion of Incremental Nonlinear Dy-

namic Inversion (INDI) control technique for a general control affine nonlinear system.
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INDI is inherently a variant of the input-output Linearization (or input-output decou-

pling) approach, which can reduce the sensitivity to parameter uncertainties compared

to traditional input-output Linearization.

Consider a nonlinear control inputs affine system given by

ẋ = f (x)+G (x) u

y = h (x) ,
(A.1)

where, x ∈Rn , u ∈ Rm , y ∈Rm , f : Rn → R
n , h : Rn → R

m , G : Rn → R
n×m. f (x), G (x) and

h (x) are assumed to be C
∞ functions of x and all degrees of differentiation are bounded.

The j th column of G is denoted by g j and the i th row of h is denoted by hi .

For a typical input-output linearization, we take the derivative of yi , until at least

one of the control inputs ui explicitly appears. If ρi is the minimal integer such that the

following satisfies

Lg j

(
L

k
f (hi (x))

)
= 0, ∀x ∈Rn ,k = 0,1, ...,ρi −2,

Lg j

(
L

ρi −1

f
(hi (x))

)
6= 0, ∀x ∈Rn .

(A.2)

then the ρi -th time derivative of yi is

y
ρi

i
=L

ρi

f
(hi (x))+

m∑

j=1

Lg j

(
L

ρi −1

f
(hi (x))

)
u j . (A.3)

where L f (∗) and Lg j (∗) are the Lie derivatives of the vector along f (x) and g j , respec-

tively.

Defining the vector ρ =
[
ρ1, ...,ρm

]
as the relative degree vector of the system, the

total relative degree of the system is equal to r =
∑m

j=1ρ j . Eq. (A.3) can be written in

matrix form

yρ = a (x)+B (x)u, (A.4)

where

a (x) =
[
L

ρ1

f
(h1 (x)) , . . . ,L

ρm

f
(hm (x))

]T
, (A.5)

and

B (x) =





Lg1

(
L

ρ1−1

f
(h1 (x))

)
· · · Lgm

(
L

ρ1−1

f
(h1 (x))

)

...
...

Lg1

(
L

ρm−1

f
(hm (x))

)
· · · Lgm

(
L

ρm−1

f
(hm (x))

)



 (A.6)

Until here, INDI is identical to the input-output linearization technique, the differ-

ence comes as follows. Typical input-output linearization uses an inverse of Eq. (A.4)

as

u = B−1 (x) [ν−a (x)] , (A.7)

which requires that the m ×m matrix B (x) is not singular. Thus the system can be lin-

earized to be yρ =ν. This requires a full knowledge of a (x) and B (x) and thus the input-

output linearization is very sensitive to parameter uncertainties. The INDI approach is
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proposed to reduce the sensitivity of system parameter uncertainty. The basic idea is to

replace the model of the right side of Eq. (A.4) by the sensor measurement of its left side,

with the assumption of a sufficiently accurate measurement.

This is achieved by writing Eq. (A.4) in a Taylor expansion around the beginning

instant of every control sampling period (denoted by subscript 0):

yρ = y
ρ
0 +B (x0)(u −u0)+

∂ [a (x)+B (x)u]

∂x

∣∣∣
0

(x − x0)+O
(
(x − x0)2

)
. (A.8)

Note that the subscript 0 does not denote a particular fixed equilibrium point. Now

assume that y
ρ
0 can be measured or estimated, and define the last two terms of Eq. (A.8)

as a disturbance term δ :

δ (∆x) =
∂ [a (x)+B (x)u]

∂x

∣∣∣
0

(x − x0)+O
(
(x − x0)2

)
, (A.9)

where ∆x = x − x0. Thus Eq. (A.8) becomes

yρ = y
ρ
0 +B (x0) (u −u0)+δ (∆x) . (A.10)

As ẋ exists everywhere and x is continuous, δ approaches zero as the time interval

between x and x0, defined by Ts , approaches zero, because

lim
Ts→0

δ (∆x) = lim
Ts→0

∂ [a (x)+B (x) u]

∂x

∣∣∣
0

(x − x0)+ lim
Ts→0

O
(
(x − x0)2

)
= 0 (A.11)

Based on Eq. (A.10) and (A.11), the INDI control law is designed in an incremental

form as

u = u0 +B−1 (x0)
(
ν− y

ρ
0

)
(A.12)

which means that, at every next control sampling interval, u is updated by adding the

calculated control increment ∆u = B−1 (x0)
(
ν− y

ρ
0

)
to u0, its value at the beginning in-

stance of the period. The update frequency is chosen with a designed small control sam-

ple period Ts . Note here that the measurement of y
ρ
0 is assumed available, and no ex-

plicit use of a (x) appears, because most of its information is already contained in y
ρ
0 .

Thus, INDI uses the inverse of the m ×m matrix B (x0), which is required to be non-

singular. For a discrete control system, Eq. (A.12) can be written in a more explicit and

iterative form:

uk = uk−1 +B−1 (xk−1)
(
νk − y

ρ

k−1

)
(A.13)

Substituting Eq. (A.12) into (A.10) we obtain

yρ =ν+δ (∆x) (A.14)

in which, according to Eq. (A.11), the defined disturbance term δ (∆x) approaches 0

when choosing a sufficiently small control sampling period Ts .

By choosing each row of the virtual control ν in Eq. (A.14) to be

νi = y
ρi

di
+k1i

(
y
ρi−1

di
−L

ρi −1

f
hi (x)

)
+ . . .+kρi

(
ydi

−hi (x)
)

, (A.15)
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the controlled system error dynamics become

e
ρi

i
+k1i e

ρi−1

i
+ . . .+kρi

ei = δi (∆x) . (A.16)

where ei is the error between the desired trajectory ydi
and the i th output, i.e. ei =

yi − ydi
.

For an ideal infinitely fast control sampling frequency, δi (∆x) → 0 as Ts → 0, thus

by choosing the parameters k1i , . . . ,kρi
to be Hurwitz, the controlled error dynamics Eq.

(A.16) are asymptotically stable and ei goes to zero.

For a practical small Ts > 0, Eq. (A.11) suggest that ∀ε> 0, ∃Ts > 0, s.t. ‖δ(∆x)‖2 ≤ ε.

Thus again by choosing the parameters k1i , . . . ,kρi
to be Hurwitz, the error ei will be

globally ultimately bounded by εc for some c > 0. The ultimate bound can be decreased

with a high sampling rate, instead of high gains of traditional feedback controllers.

Besides, δi (∆x) is bounded by a small value (decided by Ts) during tracking behav-

ior when the system is in motion. When the system is stabilized at a particular point,

δi (∆x) = 0, so the error truly goes to zero. This is why for the simulation and experiment

results when the system is stationary, the controlled system shows a similar behaviour of

asymptotic stability, and the error only shows up when the system is in motion.

From this respect, the INDI approach removes the reliance of traditional input-output

linearization on model information of a (x) in Eq. (A.7), as no such model is explicitly

used in the INDI control law, Eq. (A.12). Instead, the required information about the

system is included through the measurement y
ρ
0 .

Note that the INDI control law in Eq. (A.12) thus does not neglect a (x) with a high

gain. Even if it does not explicitly show up in the INDI control law, most of its contribu-

tion is included in the measurement of y
ρ
0 . A more explicit explanation is as follows:

The Taylor expansion expression in Eq. (A.8) can be written as

yρ = ︸ ︷︷ ︸
y
ρ
0

B (x0) u0 +

a(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷

a (x0)+
︸ ︷︷ ︸

δ(∆x)

∂a (x)

∂x

∣∣∣
0
∆x +O

(
∆x2

)
+
∂B (x)

∂x
u

∣∣∣
0
∆x +B (x0) (u −u0) (A.17)

in which the contribution of a (x) is split into a (x0), its value at time point 0, and the in-

crements, included in y
ρ
0 and δ (∆x) respectively. As the chosen sampling period Ts → 0,

δ (∆x) → 0 and so does the increment of a (x), thus its contribution to system dynam-

ics is mostly included in y
ρ
0 , which can be directly measured or estimated from sensor

information, thereby avoiding the explicit use of the model of a (x). The use of the mea-

surement of y
ρ
0 is one main feature, and assumption, of the INDI control method.

Note that the above discussion requires that the system relative degree r =
∑m

j=1
ρ j

to be equal to n. Otherwise the r −n degrees of internal dynamics need to be stable.
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